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PREFACE 

The Tenth Aerospace Mechanisnls Symposium, held at the Jet 

Propu.1sion Laboratory in Pasadena, Califo.\~nia, April 22 and 23, 1976, was 

sponsored jointly by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the 

Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Inc., and the California Institute of 

Technology. These symposia are nleetings specifically devoted to the 

design, fabrication, test, and operational use of mechanisTIls, and provide 

a forum. for interchange among those active in the field of mechanism engi-

nee ring and technology. 

As will be noted, contributions were fronl NASA Research Centers, 

and both United States and foreign industrial and research groups. 

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory is operated by the California Institute 

of Technology under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space 

AdTIlinistration. 
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SPACE SHtJITLE TAIL SERVICE MAST CONCEPT VERIFICATION 

By Robert T. Uda 

Planning Research Corporation 

ABSTRACT 

Design studies and analyses have been performed to describe 
the loads and dynamics of the Space Shuttle Tail Service Masts 
(TSMs). Of particular interest is the motion and interaction of 
the umbilical carrier plate, lanyard system, vacuum"jacketed (VJ) 
hoses, latches, links, and masthead (cart). A development test 
rig was designed and fabricated to obtain experimental data. The 
test program is designed to (1) verify the theoretical dynamics 
calculations, (2) prove the soundness of design concepts, and (3) 
elucidate problem areas (if any) in the design of mechanisms and 
structural components. This paper describes the design, fabrica
tion, and initiation of TSM development testing at Kennedy Space 
Center (KSC). 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the last launch-critical pieces of ground support 
equipment that will be mated to the Space Shuttle Orbiter vehicle 
until lift-off is the T-O umbilical. The LHZ umbilical is con
nected to the left aft end "of the Orbiter, and the LOX umbilical 
is on the right side. Retracting these umbilicals from the Orbi·· 
ter's airborne umbilical interfaces and storing them within an 
enveloping blast housing to protect them from the high temperature 
environment of the exhaust plumes will be accomplished by two 
3Z-foot tall TSMs. Figure 1 shows the two TSMs with relation 
to the Shuttle vehicle and Mobile Launch Platform. 

The present concept involves retracting the T-O umbilicals 
with the pulling force of a lanyard system connected to and actua
ted by a free-falling dropweight. Upon releasing the dropweight, 
the lanyard becomes taut, the collet locks are disengaged, and the 
umbilical carrier plate is rotated, disengaged, and retracted into 
the blast housing by a system of cables, flex hoses, and links 
which are connected to a mast which rotates within the blast hous
ing. The rotating mast triggers the bonnet, which closes an in
stant after the carrier plate, and all attached equipment and com
ponents clear the TSM orifice. This entire process occurs within 
1.1 seconds. Figure 2 illustrates the basic TSM operation and 
components. 
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JUSTIFICATION FOR A CVT PROGRAM 

Any redesign and retrofit after prototype fabrication 
(Figure 3) would be costly to the program in both time and dol
lars. Results from a development test would increase confidence 
is concepts and performance prior to committing large sums of pro
curement funds. Furthermore 1 the probability of redesign and re
test later in the program would be greatly reduced, resulting 
in savings of time and dollars. Therefore, a concept verification 
test (CVT) program was initiated to design, fabricate, instrument, 
and test a development test rig at KSC to verify critical TSM 
design concepts and performance characteristics prior to prototype 
fabrication. Figure 4 shows the assembly drawing of the CVT rig. 

PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION OF THE CVT RIG 

~o minimize costs, a structure which simulates only the top 
portion of the mast was designed and fabricated. Since the mast
head traces an arc which is nearly a straight line, the design was 
simplified to allow the simulated masthead (cart) to translate on 
horizon~al rails. Furthermore, instead of using a free falling 
dropweight, a hydraulic actuator was used to simulate the tension 
force in the lanyards. 

Items that were designed included the floor assembly, mount 
support structure, masthead (cart) 1 lanyard system, links, umbili
cal carrier plate, plate support assembly, VJ hose brackets, and 
instrumentation brackets. Off-the-shelf items that were used in
cluded the hydraulic actuator, VJ hose, shock absorber (decelera
tor), and various instruments (e.g., accelerometers, strain gages, 
potentiometers, load cells, extensometers l pressure transducers, 
microswitches, oscillograph recorders, high-speed photo-optics, 
etc.). Figure 5 shows the TSM CVT hardware setup. 

DESIGN ANALYSES 

The design of the TSM CVT rig was performed in accordance 
with NASA specifications, standards 1 and guidance documents. Ref
erences 1-4 are the primary documents used in governing the de
sign. The basic design criteria required that (1) the total 
weight of the moving assembly (cart/links/VJ hose/lanyard/plate) 
would not exceed 2268 kg (5000 Ib) and (2) the moving assembly 
would accelerate at a maximum of 1 g. Sizing and selection of 
material were based on a safety factor between 3 and 5. 

Studies and analyses were performed tp establish design 
load limits. A static and dynamic link load analysis established 
the maximum tensile and compressive loads expected (Figure 6). 

~, .- " .",.. 
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Figure 5. The TSM CVT harci".';-lre setup 
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The tension limits on the lanyard system were analyzed and 
established. l~ire rope and sheave sizes were determined from 
these limits. A study was performed to establish pre-load pres
sures and piston stroke for various cart accelerations up to 1 g. 
The kinematic rotational motion of the carrier plate was studied 
to establish performance parameters. Stress analyses were per
formed to select material and to size all weldments, fittings, 
and structural members. The functional flow block diagram shown 
in Figure 7 depicts the project's TSM development test process. 

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED 

Design. A majcr problem hindering the progress of the TSM 
design is t e lack of firm information from the interfacing con
tractor. Interfa.ce criteria changes have occurred quite often 
which promulgated design changes and modifications. Consequently, 
program schedules were impacted. The design, however, must pro
ceed, and costly revisions are tolerated since the flight hardware 
is the forcing function. 

The design and development of the TSM CVT rig were originally planned as 
a "back yard" type of operation. Instead, sketches of detailed drawings were to 
be used in the fabrication process. However, as time elapsed, detailed drawings 

~ 
I~~JRING/ 
RECORDING 1 EQUIPMENT 

~ PIl.EPARE DESIGN I-~ FABRICATE r ASSEMBlE f-4oI INSTAll r-TEST PlAN CVT RIG CVT RIG CVT RIG INST. 
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4 LITERATURE 
SEARCH 
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Figure 7. Functional flow process of the TSM CVT 
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were required, high tolerances and fabrication requirements were 
levied, and detailed test procedures were developed and employed. 
Furthermore, excess property was either unavailable or not appli
cable as initially anticipated. All of these occurrences contri
buted to test delays and increased cost. 

Procurement. Extensive paperwork (red tape) through proper 
customer-cnannels contributed to delays in receiving needed ma
terial and off-the-shelf items. Difficult to obtain (scarce) 
items, e.g., square T-l steel tubing, contributed to delays in the 
fabrication process. Up to 17 vendors were contacted for T-l 
steel tubing but without success. Ultimately, n different type 
of steel was used instead of T-l. It was determined that A-36, 
4130, and 1018 steels are some of the ~ore readily accessible 
ones. Whenever structural requirements permit, materials that 
are of lower strength, abundant, and of easy access should be 
used. 

Fabrication. Quality control oversights caused refabrica
tion and/or modifications which impacted the schedule. Concentra
ted scrutiny must be given to all drawings and fabricated parts to 
determine if proper dimensioning and tolerancing were usep. 

Test, Because funds were not approved for purchasing new 
or additional instrumentation, available instruments were used. 
Inconveniences of bor.rowing load cells from other on-going tests, 
using oscillograph recorders with insufficient number of channels 
to record all the "quick look" data desired, and using linear ac
celerometers to acquire angular accelerations had to be tolerated. 

TEST PROGRAM 

The umbilical carrier plate must be rotated at least 11 
degrees before the carrier plate feet will be in a disengageable 
position. The lanyard system provides the forces which initially' 
rotate the carrier plate and subsequently stops the rotation 
while translating the carrier plate. Carrier plate motion is 
transmittad to the masthead (cart) through a linkage system, which 
in turn supports the weight of the carrier plate during retrac
tion. 

The CVT program was designed to: 

a. Verify that the lanyard system, which retracts the car
rier after rotating it 11 degrees with the vehicle in the nominal 
"0" position, will prohibit over-rotation (beyond 15 degrees) when 
the vehicle is in the launch (up 7 inches) position. Over-rota
tion may damage or rupture the propellant flex hoses. 

b. Verify that the impact of the carrier plate settling to 
the nominal retract position, when falling from a higher to a low
er position, has little effect on mast dynamics. 

JPL Technical Memorandum 33-777 
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c. Verify that the entire assemblage (carrier plate/lanyard/ 
links/masthead) behaves in accordance with the time and motion and 
dynamics equations used to determine the energy requirements of 
the system. 

d. Verify that the load on the umbilical carrier plate by 
the vacuum jacketed hose is not severe enough to present a bending 
moment problem. 

CONCLUSION 

Many lessons were learned during the design, fabrication, 
and assembly phases of this development project. A major change 
impacting the prototype TSM design involved the tctal redesign of 
the links. The telescoping concept was maintained but a fail-safe 
latching arrangement was developed. Also, constant force hydrau
lic shock absorbers were used instead of rubber pads. 

A theoretical study was made to determine whether or not 
the carrier plate would flip over the masthead upon impact with 
the mast shock absorber. Though there would be no problem with 
the CVT test rig because it moves on horizontal rails, it was de
termined that there would be an overturning problem with the 
prototype TSM because the masthead/plate assembly traces an arc. 
Upon mast/shock absorber impact, the calculated overturning moment 
showed that the carrier plate would rise over the masthead. 
Therefore, a number of fixes are being devised to keep the plate 
rise from occurring. Other revisions reSUlting from this project 
which were incorporated in the prototype TSM design included cable 
size, sheave, and sling link changes. 
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A MOBILE PLANETARY LANDER UTILIZING 

ELASTIC LOOP SUSPENSION 

By W. Trautwein 

Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc. 
Huntsville Research & Engineering Center 

ABSTRACT 

Efforts to increas e the cost effectiveness of future lunar and planetary 
rover missions have led to the mobile lander concept, which. replaces the land
ing legs of a soft-lander craft with a compact mobility system of sufficient 
strength to withstand the landing impact. The results of a mobile lander 
conceptual design effort based on existing NASA-Viking 175 hardware are 
presented. The elastic loop concept, developed as a post -Apollo rover tech
nology, is found to meet stringent stowage, traction, power and weight require
ments. 

INTRODUCTION 

Future rover missions to the moon or to Mars must.promise ex
ceptional returns on the investment in order to successfully compete for 
funding in the constrained fiscal environment of the years ahead. 

Mars exploration will int~nsify dramatically in mid-1976 when two 
stationary NASA- Viking spacecraft are expected to soft-land on the red planet 
and perform biological, photographic, geological and meteorological experi
ments at their landi~g sites. However, such localized spot checks can only 
scratch the surface of exploring a planet. The question arises: What type of 
follow-on mission will provide the highest and most cost effective scientific 
return after the first successful soft landings at isolated sites? 

Through early 1974 NASA inhouse stuClies (Ref. 1) as well as ,several'in
dustry projects by Martin-Marietta Corporation. (MMC) (B ef. 2) and by 
Messerschmitt-Boelkow -Blohm (MBB) {Ref. 3) pointed toward additional lander 
missions incorporating a small roving vehicle that would be stowed on top of 
and deployed from a slightly modified lander craft. The existing Viking Mars 
Lander. and its entry capsule can accommodate four -wheeled rovers of 120 to 180 
ern length and wheel diameter s of 48 to 56 cm., where th~ larger size rover would 
require folding hinges for stowing the chassis insi.de th<2: eX~G~lng Viking cap
sule. A medium rover of 100 kg mass (Ref" 2) and an autonomous rover of 
180 kg mass were studied in some depth (Ref. 3). 

NASA estimates of the development cost of a piggyback rOVer were $80 
million, which is considered to be too high for funding in the near future in 
view of the present constrained fiscal environment. Efforts to win the par
ticipation of the European Space Research Organization in a cost-sharing 
program for rover development were not successful. . 
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THE MOBILE LANDER CONCEPT 

Background and Basic Design Features 

In efforts to improve the cost-effectiveness of planetary rovers, the 
Martin-Marietta Corporation (MMC) reexamined the idea of a mobile lander 
after earlier studies to mobilize the entire Viking Lander by conventional 
wheels had shown negative results (Ref. 4). NASA's Marshall Space Flight 
Center (MSFC), which was responsible for the Apollo Lunar Roving Vehicle 
development, was consulted by MMC in a search for lightweight wheels, 
tracks or rollers of high flotatiorl, NASA-MSFC recommended use of elastic 
loops, which had been developed by Lockheed Missiles & Space Company in 
Huntsville under partial NASA-MSFC sponsorship for post -Apollo rover mis
sions (Refs.. 5 and 6). In design studies performed by Lockheed during the 
summer of 1974 in cooperation with MMC und~r NASA guidance the feasi
bility of mobilizing an entire Viking lander with minimum modifications to 
the lander and entry system was demonstrated. A candidate Viking mobile 
lander configuration is shown in Figure 1. 

The lander's landing pads are replaced by a pair of elastic loops at the 
front (Figure 2) and single elastic loops at each rear leg. The elastic loop 
suspensions consist of one-piece self-supporting bands of high strength ma
terial and provide a large ground contact area with minimum stowage require
ments. Their advanced state of development played a vital role in makip..g 
the mobile lander concept credible. The following design guidelines had 
been established: 

.' The mobility system will attach to a landing gea,t' similar to that of 
the current Viking '75 Lander and will be stowable in the volume 
available within the Viking '75 entry capsule. 

• The mobility system will be deployed by the landing gear system. 

• The lander craft will land on the mobility system. Landing loads 
will be transmitted through the carriages of the mobilit~· system., 
which will be protected from the initial touchdown shock by shock 
absorbing pads. 

• The ground contact area of the operational mobility system will 
be sufficient to limit sinkage in Martian loess material to 4 cm. 

• The mission duration after landing will be 180 days. 

• The mobility system will be designed for a range of 150 km and 
for night and day operation (temperature extremes - 84°C < T < 
+65°C) . 

The development cost for a mobile lander bas ed on an existing station
ary lander craft has been estimated to be only one third of the cost of an 
-autonomous "piggy-back" roving vehicle. A mobile Viking Lander mission 
has therefore been endorsed by NASA's Director of Planetary Prograrns as 
the-logical next step in Mar s exploration after the 1976 Viking landing s 
(Re£. 7). 

J .. 
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In the following sections m.ajor "results of LMSC I S design effort on a 
Mobile Lander based on the existing Viking landing craft win be summarized. 

IvlOBILITY SYSTEM DESIGN 

Selection of Concept 

Since the m.obility system of a mobile lander should fit within the aero
shell of an existing lander craft and take up not much more space than the 
landing legs which it replaces, compact stowage is the major design require
ment. However, the ground contact area must be sized to ascertain sufficient 
traction and acceptable sinkage in the worst type of expected soil conditions. 
In a comparison of stowage volum.e, weight and mechanical complexity of 
wheels, tracks and elastic loops for specified footprint requirements, elastic 
loops and tracks are found to be substantially more compact than wheels. 
Elastic loops have the further advantage of lighter weight, simpler design 
and lower internal power losses over tracks as was demonstrated in NASA
sponsored prototype development and test programs (Refs. 5 and 8). A 
small three-loop test vehicle (Figure 3) built by Lockheed for NASA-MSFC 
demonstrated excellent rough-terrain mobility in soil bins and on obstacle 
cour ses. Yaw steering of the sin.gle loop, augmented in tight turns by differ
ential speed control of the other loops, was found to provide good energy
saving steering response. A three"-loop configuration with yaw steering of 
the front loop was therefore selected for the preliminary design. The three
legged Viking lander represented a perfect rnatch for this configuration. 

Loop Sizing 

Extensive performance tests of elastic loop prototypes at MSj~C IS 

Wheel-Soil Interaction Test Facility and at the U. S. Army Engineer Water
ways Experiment Station (Ref. 8) in lunar soil simulant provide a reliable 
basis for loop sizing. Loop sizes which satisfy the footprint requirements 
for the maxim.um landed mass of a 1979 Viking mission and yet allow stowage 
within the existing Viking entry capsule are listed in Table 1. 

The penalty in weight, complexity and tractive efficiency of a dual-loop 
configuration could be justified for the front leg, which favors a short pair of 
loops for stowage and for yaw steering. For the rear legs, which do not re
quire yaw steering, single loop support is more attractive.· 

Loop Fatigue Considerations 

The two 180-degree sections of an elastic loop must provide sufficient 
bending stiffness to support the load without excessive deformations. Ap
proximate stres s -deform.ation formulas were derived based on a simplified 
theory whiCh treats deformations of the transversely curved loops as 
inextensional bending distortions. 

The specific loop strength is primarily dependent upon the flexural 
fatigue strength er

f 
of the loop material evalu.ated for the required number 

of load cycles (2.3 x 105 cycles over 150 km range). Of several candidate 
loop luaterials glass fiber reinforced epoxy and tit.anium alloy ranked 
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highest in specific strength. Glas s -epoxy composite material appears best 
suited for minimum weight loops. An experimental glass -epoxy loop for a 
3300 N design load of only 11 kg mass is shown in Fig. 5 during fatigue test
ing in a moving belt dynamometer (Ref. 12). In order to minimize the am.ounts 
of organic m.aterial on the Viking Lander because of pos sible interference with 
the biological experiments, the high strength titanium alloy Beta III 
was chosen. Its specific iatigue ~trength i!3 .76% of S-Glaes epoxy. -:r:he 
m.anufacture of seam.J. 0 ss loops by roll extrusion of forged ring blanks and 
subsequent hot form.ing was found feasible. 

Loop Stowage, Deploym.ent and Protection from Landing Im.pact 

A candidate concept for loop stowage and deployment which is com.pat
ible with the existil~g Viking '75 aerosheil contours and the Viking '75 m.ain 
strut is shown in Figures 2 and 4. The two frout loops are sandwiched be
tween the carriage bottom and a landing pad (Figure 4a) to prevent local 
deformations during the landing impact. By depressing the upper loop sec
tions the stowed length is minim.ized and sufficient roll capability +19 deg) 
is achieved for the carriage to adapt to the rnaximum expected slopes during 
touchdown without interference between loops and struts. Under the m.axi
m.um. expected landing loads the m.ain strut will be com.pressed to the position 
shown in Figure 2 for the operational loops, which leaves at least 28 cm. 
ground clearance. Upon separation of the landing pads after landing the 
loops will snap into their operational forIn with straight upper and lower 
sections. The front idler sprockets will swing forward and maintain perm.a
nent contact with the loops. 

The energy absorbing landing pads have been designed to surround the 
lower loop sections com.pletely during landing. Furtherm.ore, the bottom. ' 
surface of the carriage is contoured to closely m.atch the loop shape in the 
stowed position as shown in Figure 2. The Viking 175 landing leg design 
loads are based on 200 g maximum vertical deceleration of the landing pads, 
which is attenuated by the main struts to a maximum of 30 g for the lander 
chas sis by crushable honeycomb cartridges inside the main struts. 

The prelim.inary landing pad desi.gn is based on the worst case condi
tions illustrated in Figure 6 (provided by R. J. Muraca, NASA -Langley). The 
face sheets at the bottom of the landing pads were assumed to distribute 
point loads from rock im.pact over an area Ar = 470 cm2 . The main strut 
force versus stroke characteristics indicate that the average crush force 
during the initial phase of the landing impact is Fa = 4450 N. The total 
energy to be absorbed by the landing pad to decelerate the m.ass mn of leg 3 
(below main strut No.3) is then 

(1) 

where xp is the stroke of the crushable landing pad. Neglecting the sm.all 
initial energy absorption in the main strut during the force buildup to Fa, all 
energy absorption then occurs in the landing pad with crush strength p or 

(2) E3 = A px r p 
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Substit.uting (2) into (1) and solving £01' the required crush stroke yie-' ... .; for 
In£3 = 15,4, kg: 

(3) 
? 

X = 1/2m3 v',/(A p - F ) = 4.2 cm. 
pOl' a 

The allowable crushing stroke is 70% of the pad's thickness. The re
quired honeycomb thickness is therefore x hc = 4.2/0.7 = 6 cm. The maxi-

munl deceleration is encountered for a flat landing with uniform crushing of 
the full pad area. The s elected crush strength and pad area must be suffi
ciently low to limit the deceleration to 200 g. The maximum allowable pad 
area A can be determined as follows: the maximum allowable pad load is 

o 
F = mn3 g + F = 34.65 kN. For the selected honeycomb material with 

o A:. max a 2 
crush strength p = 24.1 N/cm the pad area should be A < F /p = 1438 cm 2 . 

0- 0 

However, t.he projected pad area for full protection of both front loops is 

Al = 1768 cm
2

. Therefore the honeycomb must be "checkerboarded" leaving 

A I - Ao = 330 cm
2 

of voids or a slightly softer honeycomb material must be 

fOlmd. Similar approximate calculations led to a required lateral pad thick
ness of 0.9 cm to protect the loops from side impact loads. 

Drive System and Power Requirements 

The drive system design requires trade studies between light weight 
and safe lubrication at the low temperature extremes. The present state 
of the art in bearing and gear lubrication requires dry lubricants for safe 
operation at -84°C. Since direct drive torque motors were ruled out due to 
heavy weight, brushless dc motors with gear reducer were chosen as pri
luary candidates for further study. The gear ratio was chosen to limit the 
motor revolutions to 11 million over the operational life of the drive system. 
A 30: 1 high efficiency roller-gear reduction was selected, which forms an 
integral part of the drive sprocket together with a brushless motor with park
ing bl!'ake and an emer~ency disconnect clutch. The weight of the complete 
drive sprocket/motor/gear/brake assembly is estimated at less than 3.5 kg. 

Extensive performance tests of elastic loop prototypes at NASA-MSFC 
and at theU. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) (Ref. 8) 
provide a sound data base to predict power requirements. The Lunar Soil 
Simulant in the loose air dry test c.ondition is very close to the assumptions 
made for Martian loess. The tests were performed for a wide range of 
slope angles up to 38 deg. Test results are documented in normalized form 

. in Ref. 8 and can be readily applied to specific vehicle characteristics. For 
the mobile Viking Lander's'weight on Mars ofW ::: 2510 N the power require
nlents plotted in Figure 7 are predicted. 

COMPARISON OF ROVER AND MOBILE 
LANDER MOBILITY CHARACTERISTICS 

During development of the 4-wheeled Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) ex
tensive performance tests of wiremesh wheels had been conducted at the 
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Waterways Experiment Station (WES) in Lunar Soil Simulant (Ref. 9). Since 
the majority of the elastic loop tests were performed in the same iacility in 
identical soil conditions, the test results obtained for both concepts can be 
directly compared. 

Slope Climbing Capability 

In Figure 8 (taken from Ref. 8) specific energy and slope climbing 
ability are plotted for the LRV wheel and an elastic loop test unit 
tested in identical soft Lunar Soil Sim,ulant. Between 0 and 10 deg slope 
angle wheels are found to require 30% more energy than elastic loops. For 
steeper slopes wheel performance ra.pidly deteriorates even more. The 
wheels spin out at 20 deg slope angle whereas elastic loops clilnb slopes up 
to 36 deg in this soft soil with propulsive efficiency peaking near 30 deg 
(17 = 80%). For a moderate 10 deg slope the efficiencies of wheels and 

max 
elastic loops are 45 and 63%, respectively. This superior soft soil perform
ance of elastic loops can be attributed to the reduced sinkage, reduced slip 
and more uniform pressure distribution. The excellent traction of the loops 
not only improv~s slope climbing but also adds maneuverability by good re
spans e to pi vat steering and braking commands. 

Static Stability 

Piggyback rovers are constrained in wheelbase and treadwidth by the 
limited stowage space on top of the lander craft. Even the additional com
plexity of a hinged chassis as proposed for the MBB rover (Ref. 3) results in 
vehicle dimensions which are substantially smaller thun thos1e of a mobile 
lander. These differences in vehicle geometry are reflected in the static 
stability limits plotted in Figure 9 for var'ying slope augles and assuming 
an additional rock under the'" uphill wheels (or loop). The three widely spaced 
lander legs provide exceptional static stability in roll,~\>".'hich, in general, is 
more critical thau pitch stability. 

Obstacle Negotiation 

Good obstacle climbing capability is a key factor in reducing the risk 
of mi£sion failure in an automated rover "mission when unforeseen hazards· 
are encountered. Furthermore, exceptional obstacle performance reduces 
the time and energy required to safely reach a given destination because 
minor obstructions can be negotiated without bypass maneuvers. The ob
stacle climbing of four -wheeled vehicles has been investigated in depth by 
Kuehner (Ref.lO) and more systematically by Rettig and Bekker (Ref. 11). 

Vertical Obstacle Climbing 

For all four -wheeled vehicles with all wheel drive and near uniform,.., . 
load distribution the rear wheels lim.it the vertical step negotiation. In the 
limiting condition (Fig. 10) the weight W, tangential and normal forces at 
front and rear wheels are in equilibrium. For small chassis pitch angles (3 

.' this results in the following equation 

(4) [(1 - 11{3) + Jli\] sino: - [Y - Jl + (1' hso_ 1) (3 + ?oJ coso: = Jl i\'" 
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where A. =D/2s, l' = (1+1J.2)s 1/ Jls, which must be solved for a aL'J.d ~, since 

a = arcsin(1-2h/D) and 13 = arcsin(h/s) are functions of the wanted obstacle 
height h. For the piggyback rover proposed by MBB (Ref. 3), Eq. (4) yields 
a maximum vertical step height (assuming Jl = 0,6) of h = 8.1 cm (a = 41.5 
deg; !3 = 5.2 deg), whereas the solution for the smaller rover proposed by 
MMC (Ref. 2) is h = 5.7 cm (a = 51.3 deg; (3 = 5.4 deg), which must be con
sidered insufficient in view of the poor knowledge about martian surface 
details. 

Obstacle heights of 11. = 26 cm were claimed in Ref. 3 without proof for 
both rover designs. NASA-sponsored obstacle climbing tests with the three
loop configuration of Figure 3 have shown (Ref.. 5) that three-loop vehicles 
with pitch articulated loop suspensions as proposed for the mobile lander can 
climb obstacles which are 64 and 85% of the loop length in forward and re
verse direction (slngle loop trailing), respectively. Reducing these test re
sults from the test conditions (Jl = 0.8) to the assumed m.artian soil conditions 
(Jl =T 0.6) the step heights decrease by 28% based on the analytical and experi
mental results in Ref.5. In forward and reverse direction obstacle per
formance is limited by the rear loop pair. For the present length of the rear 
loops (L = 63 cm) the maximum step heights: h

fwd 
= 0.72 x 0.64 x 63 = 29 cm; 

h = 0.72 x 0.85 x 63 = 39 cm result, which in the forward direction is con-
rev 

sistent with the planned ground clearance of 28 cm and allows for safe nego
tiation of 22 cm high rocks expected in the landing area. 

The major mass, size and performance data of the mobile lander and 
piggyback rover;3 are summarized in Table 2. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The compact size, light weight and large footprint of elastic loop sus
pensions was found to offer surface ~obility for an entire planetary soft 
lander of the Viking class without major modifications of lander or entry 
system hardware. Compared with recent "piggyback" Mars rover designs 
the scientific value of a mobile lander mission is greatly enhanced because 
the complete science payload is mobile and the full power, communications, 
data proces sing and thermal resources of the lander are available for the 
science instruments. The larger vehicle dimensions add stability and ob
stacle clim.bing capability. Expected development cost is lower because 
m.ost existing Viking subsystem.s including scientific instruments, cameras, 
communications, data, storage and handling and thermal control systems can 
be used without modifications while a piggyback rover requires separate sub
systems, which for the most part will differ from the existing lander versions. 
The low weight required for lander mobilization should make the mobile 
lander concept very attractive for a Mars sample return mission, since more 
than one geological and ecological environment can be sampled, thereby 
greatly enhancing the scientific value of the samples collected for return to 
earth. 
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Table l. Loop data for dual·· and single-loop support of Viking lander leg s 

Configuration Overall loop Ground Contact Loop Vertical Mass 
b 

Length Width Pressure thickness Spring 
2 Ratea 

N/cm mm kg 
cm cm 

N/cm 

Two loops/leg 55 17 0.45 1.47 72 5.22 
(~ loops) 

One loop/leg 63 27 0.49 1.88 66 5..46 
(1 loop) 

aBased on 675 kg supported mass on Mars uniformly distributed over three 
legs. 

bMass of loop(s) required per leg, including inner drive lugs and outer 
grousers. Loop material: Titanium alloy Ti-4,5Sn-5Z4-11.5Mo (Beta III). 

':.'able 2. Summary of major size, mass and performance characteristics 
of rover and mobile lander designs compatible with Viking aero
shell 

Wheel base 

Tread width 

Total mass 

Idas s of mobility system 

Mobile science payload 

Ground pressure 

Ground clearance 

Max. obstacle height 
forJ.L=O.6 

Max. slope angle in 
Soft Soil Simulant e 

Piggyback rover designs by 

MMC (Ref. 2) MBB (Ref. 3) 

60 cm 90 cma 

60 cm 94 cma 

108 kg 180 kg 

21 kg 

0.5 N/cm
2 

22 cm 

5.7 cmc 

20 deg 

55 kg 
2b 

0.75 N/cm 

25 cm 

8.1 cmd 

20 deg 

Mobile lander design 

205 cm 

235 cm 

675 kg 

50 kg 

100 kg 

0.47 N/cm2 

28 ern 

29 cm forward 
39 cm reverse 

36 deg 

~Chas sis requires folding for stowage irlside Viking capsule. 
Considered too high for safe soft soil moqility. 

cCan be improved to 12.4 cm by forward shift of c.g. to sl/s = 0.35; 
dhowever, front ground pres sure then is 85% higher than rear. 

Can be improved to 13.2 cm in same way and with same penalty as (c). 
eBased on NASA-sponsored soil bin tests (Refs. 8 and 9). 
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Fig . 3 - Sub - scale thr ee - e lastic-loop test vehicle with electric driv and 
renlOt . control demonstrated high degree of rough - terrain mobility 
and maneuve rabili ty under NASA-sponsored test program. 
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Fig. 5 - Fiberglass- POX\' test l oop during endu ranc e t t on moving b II 
dynamom ter (R f. 12) . 
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APOLLO-""SOY'.,Z TEST PROJECT DOCKING SYSTEM 

By W.L. Swan, Jr. 

SPACE DIVISION 
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL 

ABSTRACT 

The Un.ited States and Soviet Union in July 1975 successfully comple,ted a joint space mission 
utilizing each country's spacecraft and the compatible docking system designed and fabricated by 
each country . 

. This paper describes the compatible docking system and defines the extensive research, 
development, and testing leading up to the successful mission. It also describes the formulation and 
implementation of methods for breaking the language barrier, bridging the extensive distances for 
communication and travel, and adjusting to each country's different culture during the three-year 
development program. 

INTRODUCTION 

I n the latter part of 1971, the United States and Soviet Union agrefld to a joint space mission 
utilizing each country's spacecraft and a compatible docking system. This mission, called the 
Apollo-Soyuz Test Project (ASTP), was successfully conducted as planned in July 1975. The 
mission profile is shown in Figure 1. Hardware used in the mission is shown in Figure 2. 

Docking system design, development, and test were governed not only by the Apollo 
philosophy but also the interface requirements generated jointly by the U,nited States and the 
Soviet Union. 

OBJECTIVES 

The docking system for this mission provided for all facets of the mechanical docking between 
Apollo and Soyuz. Specific objectives were: 

• Attenuate the forces caused by impact in docking the vehicles. 
• Make the primary mechanical linkup (capture). 
• Limit vehicle rotational excursions. 
• Control vehicle misalignments before retraction. 
• Draw the docking structural rings together (retraction). 
• Structurally connect and seal the docking interface. 
• Provide a clear passageway for intervehicular transfer without removing any part of the 

docking system. 
• Abort and separate the vehicles at any stage of the docking operation. 
• Provide capability for immediate emergency undocking and release. 
• Provide repeated docking and undocking capability. 
• Perform docking and undocking functions without the active aid of the other space vehicle. 

DEVELOPMENT AND TEST 

Basic philosophy for development and test of the system was joint testing for any facet 
affecting the interface (Le., docking dynamics) and individual country testing for noninterface 
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aspects of the program (e.g., launch environments). This philosophy generated the' joint test 
program outlined below. 

Two-Fifths-Scale Model 

In addition to full-scale hardware for test and flight, a two-fifths·scalemodel was fabricated to 
demonstrate the general concept of the docking system and to conduct joint dynamic tests and 
verification of interface compatibility with a similar scale model fabricated by the Soviet Union. 
This joint series of tests was conducted in Moscow. 

I nterface Seal 

I nterface seal testing initiated the joint full-scale hardware test seriel) and established working 
methods and proci?dures for personnel, procedures for handling test hardware, and procedures for 
test conduct and documentation. This series evaluated several seal configurations and various shore 
hardness values. It considered seal capability at maximum misalignments, temperature extremes, 
and pressure variations. It further considered a gap between the metal interfaces. This test series was 
conducted at Rockwell International's Space Division headquarters in Downey, California. 

Dynamic Testing 

Six-degree-of-freedom dynamic tests were conducted with both development and qualification 
hardware to demonstrate satisfactory performance during docking operations. This testing utilized a 
dynamic simulator, which combined a computer and a relative-motion simulator, and exercised the' 
docking system in specified dynamic modes to simulate actual space docking. High- and 
low-temperature docking system environments were provided during test. This test series was 
conducted at NAsA's Johnson Space Center (JSC), Houston, Texas, on the Dynamic Docking Test 
System (DDTS). Verification of final hard docking dynamics (Le., that phase from alignment 
pin/socket engagement through struciurallatch closure) was conducted on a simulator at the Space 
Division. 

Mate Tests 

Mate tests were conducted on the systEms to demonstrate and verify final structural integrity 
and interface compatibility between the docking interfaces and provide capability for emergency 
undocking and release. This test serie,s, involving both development and qualification hardware, was 
conducted c:t NASA JSC. A typical test setup is shown by Figure 3. 

Preflight Mate Check 

Preflight mate check tests were conducted to demonstrate satisfactory operation and interface 
compatibility of the two mating systems that we,re to dock in space. For this, the prime flight unit 
from each country was tested in conjunction with the prime flight unit and backup unit from the 
other country. For this test, both docking and undocking sequences were simulated. This test series 
was conducted in Moscow. 

Test programs conducted by the U.S. on U.S. hardware for purposes of qualification were as. 
follows (system-level tests only): 

• Development environmental 
• Development dynamic 
• Qualification dynamic 
• Qualification environmental 

As may be expected, precedents were necessary because joint test programs had not been 
required in the aerospace industry prior to this time. The basic test philosophy used in the Apollo 
program was to be maintained; likewise, Soviet Union philosophy was not to be breached. This 
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naturally required mutual test conduct agreements which were defined during various work.ing 
group meetings. 

INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS 

Soviet Union and United States personnel early in the program defined a clear mt:thod for 
control of all interfaces through documents entitled Interacting Equipment Documents (lED's). In 
essence, U.S. and USSR working-level groups met on a regular basis to develop, review, and concur 
on technical aspects of the project. Specific agreements and hardware interfaces were defined on 
the I ED's which were prepared in both languages and in the metric system. Although interface con
figuration was jointly established, each country independently developed and designed hardware 
to satisfy these interface requirements. This natu,ally evolved to two distinctly different sets of 
hardware, as shown by Figures 4 and 5. 

Joint interfaces were relatively straightforward on dimensional and load aspects but required 
additional coordination on technical terms not common. to each country (e.g., dry lubricant and 
surface finish). An example of an I ED prepared to uefine the structural latches is shown by 
Figure 6. Note that representatives from both countries verified both technical content and 
translation. 

The English/Russian language differences did not produce any significant problem, although 
problems had originally been anticipated. The language difference did force each country to be 
totally objective in requirements, totally prepared prior to any technical discussions, and provided 
extreme incentive for making certain language was not a barrier in conduct of business. Although 
U.S. and USSR personnel attended classes in Russian and English, respectively, there w<iS no 
attempt to rely on this training in conduct of technical meeting~/reviews. For this, a te'.;hnical 
interpreter was present and meeting minutes, as well as presented technical material, were .in both 
languages. 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION 

The U.S. docking system for the ASTP is a self-contained unit mechanically attached to the 
docking module, which, in turn, is attached to the command and service modules. This is as shown 
by Figures 2 and 4. The Soviets attach their docking system to the orbital module at the end 
opposite the descent vehicle, as shown by Figures 2 and 5. 

The docking system chosen for this mission was an androgynous system (Le., any unit may be 
mated with any other unit of same or compatible design). Basic system design also dictated that 
each country's docking system have the capability of assuming active operational control. 

The docking system is best described by the nomenclature of Figure 4 and the following 
sequence of docking operations (each component or subsystem is defined in greater detail later): 

1. Guide ring is extended on the active docking system (as shown by Figure 4 and the upper 
system of the Figure 3 photograph) to provide impact attenuation upon initial contact with 
the passive vehicle. At this time, the passive docking system guide ring is in the retracted 
position (as shown by the lower system of the Figure 3 photograph). 

2. Upon guide ring contact, the three capture latches (mounted on th.e active system guide ring) 
engage the passive system body-mounted latches. (This is defined as soft dock.) Impact energy 
is dissipated by the six hydraulic attenuators. 

3. Following capture, the guide ring assembly of the active docking system is retracted until the 
structural mating surfaces of both docking systems meet. 

1 
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4. The eight structural latch active hooks of the active docking system. are then engaged with the 
passive hooks of the passive system. (This is defined as hard dock.) 

5. During final phase of guide ring retraction, alignment is provided by engagement of alignment 
pins and sockets mounted on each structural ring. 

6. The mating surfaces of each spacecraft's structural ring have two concentric seals which, 
compressed on each other during final retraction and structural latch engagement, are to 
provide a pressure seal to the tunnel area when it is pressurized. 

7. The indicating system provides a continual status of the operation during actual usage. It 
defines position of guide ring, guide ring contact, structural ring contact, and gearbox 
readouts. 

The undocking sequence normally is provided by the active docking system releasing the eight 
structural latch active hooks and then releasing the three capture latches. Spring thrusters mounted 
in the structure provide force to assure undocking with a positive separation force. 

In an emergency, undocking may also be accomplished by either the active system disengaging 
by a redundant system or the passive system disengaging its passive structural latch hooks and its 
body latch hooks. 

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

The U.S. docking system consists of subsystems performing all sequences of docking and 
undocking as described below. 

Base Structure 

The docking system utilizes a basic structure on which all components are mounted. This 
structure, in turn, attaches to the docking module by an annular series of fasteners. To obtain 
maximum strength properties using conventional materials, a roll forging of 7075 aluminum alloy 
was utilized to produce a circular grain flow pattern. The machined forging size is approximately 

.1530 mm (60 inches) outer diameter, 760 mm (30 inches) inner diameter, and 510 mm (20 inches) 
wide. Initial temper is T411; final temper immediately prior to final machining is T73 with 
intermediate heat treatments to preclude warpage and maintain critical surface flatness 
requirements at sealing surfaces. All components attach to this structure by Slimsert inserts. 

Guide Rings 

This structure provides three equally spaced guides designed for aligning the mating systems in 
lateral and angular direction. These guides are set at a 45-degree angle slightly tapered at the tip. 
Construction is of an aluminum ring, mach.ined from a roll forging, with mechanically attached 
guides. 

Capture Latch 

Each of the three capturfi latches (Figure 7) is mounted flush with the guide surface with two 
protruding hooks (with roller. surfaces) for engagement with the mating body latches. Each capture 
litch has redundant mechanIsms and redundant electrical linear solenoid release actuators. A unique 
feature is vector sensitivity to allow automatic release of It single latch in the event all three latcha. 
in the system are not engaged. Release of a c\3pture latch is provided by two independently operated 
.linear solenoids mechanically linked so that either of the two solenoids releases both hooks. Load 
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capability for each latch (single houk) is 600 kilograms (1320 pounds) in the vertical direction. To 
prevent engagement of all six captur~l latch/body latch combinations at any docking, the guide ring 
assembly (hence the capturp, latches) on the passive system is drawn down beyond the engagement 
reach of the body latches. 

Structural Latches 

Structural latches, providing final latching between the two systems, are shown in Figure B. 
Each latch, in turn, has an active hook, mating and locking with the passive hook of the passive 
system, and a passive hook, remaining inactive (hence not locking) on the active system. All latches 
are interconnected by a corrosion-resistant steel, impregnated with solid dry film lubricant, cable 
system. Structural latch power to lock and provide interface preload as well as to unlock latches for 
separation is provided by an electric motor drive (described later). An emergency release system is 
provided to release the eight passive hooks. These structural hooks are also interconnl~cted by an 
independent cable system powered by the electric motor drive . 

. Retract and Attenuation Systems 

Early design and development trade-off studies indicated that the most feasible method for 
design of both attenuation and retraction was to handle each in separate systems rather than as one 
mechanism for both purposes. This evolved to a concept of: (1) six independent hydraulic 
attenuators for guide ring extension and to attenuate the impact of the spacecraft during initial 
contact; (2) a steel cable for retraction of the guide ring,as shown in Figure 9; and (3) guide ring 
extension via internal springs within each attenuator. Six attenuators are mounted in pairs beneath 
each guide. 

Cables, simi'lar to those used on the structural latch~s, attach at the guide ring via load bungees 
configured to compensate for different cable lengths and to a base-mounted actuator drum. This 
system is driven by an electric motor drive~ 

Bod'v-Mounted Latches 

Each of the three body-mounted latches (Figure 7) mounted on the base structure consists of a 
single hook operated by redundant rotary solenoid release actuators. Body-mounted latches are 
normally static devices unlatched only in the event of backup release. Maximum load capability is 
600 kilograms (1320 pounds) in the vertical direction. 

Electrical Indication Systems 

These systems provide the necessary power and control for actuators, solenoids, and operation 
of the indication/sensing systems. System power is from redundant 2B-volt de; indicator power is 
from redwndant 5-volt dc systems hardwired from the command module. The indication system's 
32 status switches provide talk-back for all operations for continued crew and system monitoring. 

A unique electrical load sensing cell was used to. indicate interface preload during structural 
latch engagement. These cells, approximately 25 mm (1 inch) by 76 mm (3 inches) by 6 mm 
(1/4 inch) thick, are sandwiched between each latch and structure and hardwired back to the 
command module. 
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Actuators. 

The three electrical motor drive actuators provide power for structural latches and guide ring 
retract. Each has redundant electric motors and a gear train reduction assembly, including integral 
brake and full differential, 30 that with one motor inoperative, the actuator output is the same and 
operation time is doubled. In addition, each actuator has drive capability in both directions. Output 
requirements are: 

1. Guide ring retract: 1950 kilograms (4300 pounds) 
2. Structural latch active drive hook: 1361 kilograms (3000 pounds) 
3. Structural latch backup drive: 234 kilograms (515 pounds) 

I nterface Seals 

Two concentric interface seals mating with two seals on the mating system provide pressure 
integrity within the transfer tunnel region. These seals of silicon material are shown in Figure iO. 

Thermal Control System 

Considerable analyses were required for a thermal control system that would be totally passive. 
These analyses resulted in special surface exterior finishes and coatings as well as bagged-beta 
insulation on the tunnel interior for adequate crew interface temperature. Exterior coatings ar~: 

• Attenuators 
• 260-degree segment facing outward to space 

• Electroless nickel, asle = 0.37/0.15 = 2.5 
• 1 OO-degree segment facing base assembly 

• Gray polyurethane, as/e = 0.84/0.92 = 0.9 
• Guides (backsides) 

• Two guides facing cold side 
~ F inch paint a sle = 0.35/0.35 = 1.0 

• Guide toward CM 
• Black polyurethane to preclude glare (not thermal requirement) 

• Capture latch sides 
• Finch paint asle = 0.35/0.35 ='1.0 

;It All remaining component surfaces: no special coatings required 

CONCLUSIONS 

Actual flight performance of the docking system on each spacecraft was normal. During the 
flight, two dockings and two undockings were conducted-first with the Apollo operating as the 
active system and second with the Soyuz as the active system. The docking systems of Apollo and 
Soyuz performed perfectly dl.!ring all phases of docking and undocking operations. 

Joint documentation developed during the preflight period proved adequate for resolving all 
problems in preparing and conducting the mission. In flddition, working group disciplines adapted 
for joint operations proved successful. 

With proper management, documentation, and program control, docking hardware may be 
fabrica .... ed individually by two foreign nations for a joint space venture. 
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Figure 3. Joint Development C:lf1amic Docking Test at JSC 
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SHAPE OPTIMIZATION OF DISC-TYPE FLYWHEELS 

By Richard S. Nizza 

Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc. 

ABSTRACT 

Recent developments in the field of flywheel powered electrical 
energy storage systems has prompted the need for a better understanding 
of the varied design and analytical criteria that must be considered in the 
selection of a flywheel. Techniques have been developed for presenting 
an analytical and graphical means ·for selecting an optimurn flywheel sys
tern design, bas ed on system requirernents, geometric constraints and 
weight limitations. The techniques for creating an analytical solution are 
formulated frorn energy and structural principals. The ~:esulting flywheel 
design relates stress and strain pattern distribution, operating speeds, 
geornetry, and specific energy levels. The design techniques incorporate 
the lowest stressed flywheel for any particular application and achieve 
the highest specific energy per unit flywheel weight possible. Stress and 
strain contour rnapping and sectional profile plotting reflect the results 
of the structural behavior rnanifested under rotating conditions. This 
approach toward flywheel design is applicable to any rnetal flywheel, and 
permits the selection of the flywheel design to be based solely on the 
criteria of the system requirements that must ,be lTIet, those that must 
be optimized, and those system pararneters that may be perrnitted to vary. 

INT RODU CT ION 

This paper describes a procedure for designing an optimum flyw'heel 
shape based on the constraints of geornetry, speed and stress so as to 
rnaxirnize energy density. The design procedure described relies on the 
application of linear elastic structural rnechanics and the laws of con
servation of energy and rnornentUlTI. Little work has been reported in 
rnaxirnizing the energy density of solid disc flywheels. Much work however 
has gone into the design of turbine blades and dis cs, and electric gene
rators and rnotors, which are perhaps the closest entity to the energy 
storage flywheel. The basic strudural laws under which flywheels, tur
bine blades, generators and rnotors behave are the same but their func
tions, bas ed on different design objectives, are different. 

The energy density of a flywheel is represented by the simple 
relationship: 

E = K 0' 
Sp 

(1 ) 
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where E = energy density 

KS = flywheel shape factor (dirnens ion1es s) 

cr = rnateria1 working stress 

p = Tnateria1 density 

Flywheel shape factors for several geometries are shown in Table 1. 
For disc flywheels the shape factor can approach 1. 00. The disc shaped 
flywheel that produces this high a shape factor has constant stresses 
throughout. This is attributed to the fact that each unit volume of material 
is stres sed equally to a predetermined working stres s level and therefore 
produces the largest amount of energy possible. The flywheel shape that 
produces this constant stres s is exponential in profile. 

Equation (2.) expresses the summation of forces in a flywheel 
(Reference 2). 

(2) 

For uniform strength the tangential and radial stresses must be· 
equal and of constant value throughout. 

Therefore, 

cr = cr ::- cr = constant 
t r 

Equation (2) can be restated as 

and by integrating, 

d(XY) 
dx 

Y In-- = 
Y o 

Applying the boundary conditions, at X = X R , Y = Y R 

Substituting Equation (5) into Equation (4), 

Y 
y-

o 

X)2 (Y 
= e-(XR In y;) 
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where X = radius 

y = thickness at radius X 

Y = hub thicknes s 
0 

Y
R = tip thickness 

X
R = tip radius 

Equation (6) gives the normalized thickness as a function of the normalized 
radius and the hub-to-tip thicknes s ratio. This equation represents the 
profile configuration for the constant stres s flywheel geometry. According 
to Equation (6), the disc, even though with infinitely decreasing thickness, 
is prolonged to infinity. But practically, the disc is limited by a cylin
drical boundary or radius X at which it has a thickness YR. Although 
the theoretical flywheel of infinite diameter would have a shape factor 
of 1. 00, the practical flywheel of finite radius XR would have a shape 
factor Ie s s than L 00. In order to improve the shape factor of this ex
ponentially shaped finite diameter flywheel, the author has chosen to take 
some of the material that theoreticaUyexisted betwe,:m the finite diameter 
and infinity and place it near the rim of the flywheel producing a constant 
thickne s s section running from a point on the surface to the rim. The 
utilization of a flat tip as the means for improving the flywheel shape 
factor, in lieu of an exponentially flaired tip, was chosen for two reasons: 
number one, the shape factor difference between a flaired and a flat tip 
was found to be insignificant, and secondly, the manufacturing and machin
ing operations are considerably simplfied by having a flat tip rather than 
a flaired tip. The question of how much constant thicknes s material 
should be added to the flywheel must now be determined. Since it is the 
objective to improve the shape factor as much as pos sible, it is neces sary 
to solve Equation (l) in terms of the shape factor, K , for the various 
stres ses and energy densities associated with each fratted tip flywheel 

I that is generated for each hub-to-tip thickness ratio used in Equation (6). 
(An analytical evaluation must fir st be performed to evaluate the resulting 
stresses and energy densities for each flywheel geometry. 

One such analytical method developed at Lockheed Mis siles & Space 
Company utilizes a computer program based on two dimensional stres ses 
and strains developed in rotating machinery. These relationships were 
then expanded (Reference 3) and culminated in the computer program. 
A typical set of results are shown in Table 2. Tangential stres s es, 
radial stresses anCJ. flywheel thicknesses are presented for various radii 
starting at the rima-:1d extending to the hub. Once the stres s es are deter
mined the program th utilizes Equation (I) to calculate the shape factor 
from the calculated kine 'c energy and maximum flywheel stress. A maxi
mum shape factor is then tained for each hub-to-tip thickness ratio by itera
tively evaluating different fla; ted tips that begin at different percent radii. 

Figure 1 repres ents the re" ults of the relationship between the fly
wheel shape factor and the hub-to-'\)' ratio. The point at which the optimum 
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flat begins has an optimum value which varies with the hhb·.to-tip thickness 
ratio. By applying the appropriate flat tip as the means flOr optimizing the 
flywheel shape factor for a particular hub-to-tip ratio, it can be recognized 
that for hub-to-tip ratios les s than 1. 00. the appropriate flat tip would ex
tend from the tip to the hub, and the flywheel shape would be that of a flat 
unpierced disc having a shape factor of 0.606. 

FLYWHEEL PARAMETRIC TRANSFORMATIONS 

By increasing the hub-to-tip ratio, the shape factor is improved and 
becomes 1.00 at a hub-to-tip ratio of infinity. There are instances when 
a high hub-to-tip ratio may not be practica.l, such as when geornetric con
straints limit the axial length of the hub. It is therefore desirable to 
determine the effects of changing parameters on the rest of the system. 
A set of parametric relationships for relating flywheel diar.ceter s, speeds, 
weights, kinetic energy levels, operating stres ses and thicknes s es permits 
an easy determination of the effects on each paralneter when one 01' two 
are changed. Equations (7), (8), and (9) express these relationships, and 
can be used for the flywheel shapes generated by Equation (6) having fixed 
hub-to-tip ratios. 

where (J = 
D = 
W = 
KE = 

THK = 

WT = 

THKN 

THK 
o 

2 
WTN = (THKN)(DN) 
WT THK D 

o 0 0 

working stress 

flywheel diameter 

flywheel speed 

kinetic energy 

flywheel thickness 

flywheel weight 
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A specific example is used to demonstrate the application of 
these equations for a flywheel having a kinetic energy of 12 kilowatt-hours. 
This is shown in Figure 2 for several flywheels from three to four feet 
in diameter. The stagger of the data points is caused by the quantizing 
error in selection of either 75 or 80 percent flat value for the optimum 
hub-to-tip ratio. Since the optimum flat lies between these two values a 
smooth curve in actuality joins the optimum points. 

The curves represent a family of varying diameters for a particular 
kinetic energy level. It is reasonable to assume that the kinetic energy 
requirements are already known for a desired application. The require
ments for the operating speed, or the maximum flywheel stress will 
further restrict the number of available flywheel design selections. If we 
permit the flywheel speed to vary, we can superimpose a family of fly
wheel speeds on Figure 2 indicative of a specific kinetic energy and operat
ing stress level. This was done for an operating stres s level of 100 ksL 
By utilizing a series of plots similar to Figure 2, reflecting various operat
ing stress levels, a more complete selection of flywheel geometries is 
possible. These curves represent a means for selecting an optimUl"U 
geometry flywheel based on the kinetic energy requirements, volumetric 
limitations, and desired flywheel life (reflected through operating stress 
level). Once a selection is made, a stress profile may be performed 
using the two dimensional stres s program of Reference 3, which produces 
results similar to those of Table 2. If upon examination of the results of 
this initial computer run, the flywheel selected is found to be satisfactory, 
a much more rigorous, three dimensional, stress -strain examination can 
be performed using a finite element computer program. A process of con
tout: mapping of the stresses and strains developed under rotating con
ditions for each and every point within the flywheel can then be made. 
Figures 3 through 6 show contours for radial, tangential, axial, and axial 
shear stresses for a quarter section view of a 12 kilowatt-hour flywheel. 
Figures 7 and 8 show the radial, tangential, axial and axial shear stress 
distribution along an axis of symmetry, perpendicular to th.e axis of 
rotation. The graphs are plotted from right to left. The radial and tan
gential stresses are maintained at the maximum for almost 80% of the 
radius and decrease only at the tip. 

These techniques permit a very accurate determination of all stres ses 
throughout a homogeneous flywheel, and provide all the quantitative in
formation necessary to perform sensitivity tradeoff studies. This allows 
a flywheel to be geometrically optimized for a given application in a pre
cise, quick, and economical fashion. The desirability of a constant stress 
and homogeneous material was as sumed; however, in manufacturing thick 
forgings the metallurgical composition can vary considerably from the 
core to the surface as well as from the hub to the rim. The effects of the 
resulting stress pattern variations, developed within the material, must 
be taken into account and applied to the optimization procedure pres ented. 
Such methods have been developed at Lockheed Missiles & Space Company 
in the form of additional computer programs that evaluate the effects of 
non-homogeneity of the flywheel material. 
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Table 1. Flywheel shape factors for various geometries 

Flywheel Geometry 

Constant-stress disc (OD - co) 

Modified constant-stress disc (typical) 

Truncated conical disc 

Flat unpierced disc 

Thin rim (ID/OD-- 1. 0) 

Shaped bar (OD---. co) 

Rim with web (typical) 

SinglE: filament (about transverse axis) 

Flat pierced dis c 

~:<From Ref. 1. 

Shape Factor 
K ~~ 

S 

1. 00 

0.931 

0.806 

0.606 

0.500 

0.500 

0.400 

0.333 

0.305 
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Table 2. Flywheel geometry and stress distribution 

FLYWHf.SL PAnAM~TF.RS 

SPEED ••••• ¥ ••••••••••••••••• 13A? RAD/S~C 
MATEPIAL DENSITY •••••••• -.-•• oR5 LBS/CU·1N 
POIS50~S RATIO •• - ••• - •••••••• 30 
YO"~(J5 MODULUS •••••••••••••• 30000.0E+03 
TEMP. E~P. COEFFiCIENT •••••• 1300.0£·09 
TOTAL TEMP. DIFfERENCE ••••••• 0 DEG·F 
OUTSIDE RADIUS ••• _.--_._ •• _. el.oono INCHES 

rLYWHEr.L DESIGN FACTOR5 

MEAN TANGENTIAL STft!:55 10~1el PSI 
MOM~NT OF INERTIA -_.-•••••• - ~OO.~53 LB-IN·SECte 
KINETIC ENEROY - •• - •••• - •• _ •• 3e2411805 IN·LSS 

12.0022 KWH 
W!tOHT ••••••••• __ •••••• - •••• IO~P..~l LB 
ENE~OY DENSITY ••• - •••• - ••••• 359954.08 IN·LBS/LB 

11.3 ilH/LB 
SHAPE FACTOR ••••••••••••••••• 9280 
~ADIAL ORO~TH ••• ~ ••••••••••• '463114E-OI INCHES 

AAOJUS 
<lfU 

"1.0000 
PO.5000 
p'o.nooo 
11)05000 
19.0000 
1'105000 
IA.OOOn 
11.5000 
11.0000 
16.3000 
16.0000 
15.5000 
15.0000 
1/105000 
Il1.00no 
13.5000 
13·0001) 
12.5000 
12.0000 
11.5000 
11.0000 
10.5000 
10.0000 
9.5000 
9.0000 
8.5000 
13.0000 
1.5000 
1·0000 
1&.5000 
6.0000 
5.5(01)
~i.OOOO 
4.5000 
4.0000 
3.5000 
3.0000 
2.StlOO 
I!OOOC-O 
1.5000 
1.0000 
.5000 
.0000 

THICKNESS TEM~!RATURt TANGENTIAL 
(IN) (D!O·F' STRESS 

1.26513 
I·Ptl58 
1.265R 
1.265A 
I. P.r.58 
1.['658 
1.265" 
I. e65A 
1.26513 
1.3466 
1.4914 
1·6461 
I.IHPII 
1·9A115 
2.114~ 
2.371 P
e.5772 
e.1923 
:hOI5A 
't.2471 
J.4850 
3.7P87 
3.9769 
lI.ep.R3 
4.4R15 
4.1350 
4.9810 
5. ?:lflO· 
S.4"'OP 
5.,178 
5.9470 
6.1659 
6·311?~ 
6.5660 
6.143'.1 
6.9041 
7.041P 
1.1101 
1.212P. 
.,.3521 
1.4101 
1·111151 
1.il514 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

(pst, 

662U 
72139 
71189 
83184 
88314-
931M 
91134 

101999 
105946 
101129 
10'3023 
108285 
108519 
108729 
108917 
I090A6 
109238 
109375 
109499 
109610 
109711 
109802 
1098R5 
109959 
I i0027 
110088 
110144 
110194 
110239 
110219 
110316 
110348 
110317 
110403 
I !0425 
1104114 
110461 
110474 
1101184 
110491 
110493 
110465 
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RADIAL 
STRESS 

(PSI) 

o 
1311~ 
aM2l1 
3812"!' 
51~40 
63569 
15121 
81728 
99589 

104<)40 
105571 
106128 
106621 
107058 
107446 
101791 
108099 
108313 
IOMI9 
108838 
10<)035 
10921 i. 
109369 
109511 
109639 
109753 
109856 
I099l\8 
110031 
110104 
110170 
110229 
lIoeR I 
110326 
110366 
110400 
1I04M 
110454 
110414 
1101190 
110505 
110543 

-- ~ 
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thickness ratio 
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Fig. 3. Contour map of R - str es s 

~ __ ~ ----__________ ,~.------~.~~-----------4~_=~~' 

Fig. 4. Contour map of T-stress 
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Fig. 5. Contour map of Z-stress 

Fig. 6. Contour map of RZ-stress 
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DESIGN PRINCIPLES OF A ROTATING 
MEDIUM SPEED HECHANISM 

by: R.G. Hostenkamp, Dr.E.Achtennann (Dornier System) and Dr.R.H.Bentall 
(European Space Technology Centre) 

SUMMARY 

Design principles of a medium speed rrechanism (MSM) are presented, including 
discussion on the relative rrerits of Beryllium and Aluminium as structural 
materials. Rotating at a speed of 60 rpn, the application envisaged for the 
MSM was as a despin bearing for the despun platform or despun antenna of a 
spin stabilised satellite. 

The MSM has been built and tested to qualification level and is currently 
undergoing real tiITE life testing at the European Space ~ribology Laboratory. 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1971/72 the Enropean Space Technology Centre conmenced its supporting 
technology programme for the developrrent of critical applications spacecraft 
oomponents. At that tiITE the satisfactory performance of the despin configu
red spacecra,ft had been derronstrated for satellite missions "'Ii th rredium fXJWer 
requirements. However a critical item of eqUip!l'ent' in this configuration was 
the despin mechanism itself, both from the point of view of its own status 
as a single point failure and its effect on the stability of the satellite. 
Accordingly I Dornier System was awarded an ESTEC contract for the design and 
construction ')f a "medium speed mechanism" (MSM) capable of operating at 
despin speeds and suitable for use with either a despun antenna or platform. 
A central part of the design study was the choice of structural material, 
consider~le thought being given to the use of Beryllium (Ref. 1). 

The performance of the MSM and the environrrental test requirements are 
summarised in Tables 1 to 3. 

Table 1: MSM PERFORMANCE DATA 

DESIGN LIFE: 
SIZE: 
MASS: 
NOMINAL SPEED: 
POWER CDNSUMPI'ION AT 20

o
C: 

~'l)BBLE ANGLE: 
RADIAL STIFFNESS: 
STATIC WAD CAPACITY: 
POWER TRANSFER: 
SLIP RING NOISE: 
SIGNAL TRANSFER: 

CROSS TALK: 

~7 years 
375mm long x 214mm dia. (hosing flange) 35rnm 
10.7 kg bore 
60 rpm (30 rpm to 150 IpIl range) 
1 Watt (28V OC supply) 
7 arc seconds 
1.9 x 105 Nm/rad 
> 1.5 kN 
4 x 1.25A Channels giving 300 Wat 60 V 
<SO mV/A 
5 channels 2 to 60 kHz at peak signal level 
of 15 V (see Fig. 5) 
-40 dB 
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Table 2: MECHANICAL TEST ENVIRONMENT (at Dornie::::- System) 

The following were applied in all three orthogonal directi.ons. 

Static: 
Contant Acceleration: 
Sinusoidal Vibration: 

Random Vibration: 

Pyrotechnic Test: 
Ambient Integration: 

+ 20.000 N for 5 minutes ± 18 g for 5 minutes 
5 to 15 ' Hz 9 nun 0 - p displacement 
15 to 200 Hz ago - p acceleraction 
(2 octaves/minute) 2 
25 to 100 Hz 3 dB/oct increasing to 0.2g /Hz 
100 to 2000 Hz 0.2g2/Hz flat (for 5 minutes) 
notching to zero between 140 and 200 Hz for 
lateral vibration 
all pyrotechnics fired twice 
50 hrs. operation with 150 kg and 150 kgm2 
inertia attached to shaft flange. 

Table 3: THERMAL VACUUM TEST ENVIRONMENT (at ESTL) 

T1 = Shaft-'Flange, T2 = Housing-Flange rrounting and environment 

o 0 Test No. Duration (hrs) T1 C T2 C 

8 
8 
8 
8 

72 runs and 100 runs 
72 runs and 100 runs 

+ in simulation of eclipse 

+ 60 
+60 
- 20 

2 
-5 to -17 to -5 
-45 to -2 to +45 

DESIGN DERIVATION 

Configuration 

+ 50 
- 10 
- 10 
- 10 
+ 20 
+ 20 

A fully nodular concept (off-load system, bearings, rrotor, signals, power 
slip rings). was rejected because of the inherent penalties of mass and length 
and the limited available separation of the bearings, which prevented the 
achievement of a required 20 arc second wobble angle. The bearing separation 
chosen was 200 mm and the space between was utilized for the location of signal 
transformers and motor/resolver location. A speed pick-up with a housing
mounted carrier for redundant Gallium Arsenide photo diodes and a shaft-
borne slotted disc were arranged outside that space (Fig. 1). This module 
therefore contained all the elements required for a despin antenna, including 
a 35 rum bore for waveguide location. 

The power slip rings, which w:Juld be required for the despun platfonn con
figuration, were, however, contained i''l. a separate rrodule, outside the bear
ing compartment and utilised a smallel diameter shaft for law friction and 
long life. 
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'rhe brushless D.C. motor and the contactless signal transformers were chosen 
so as to eliminate the possibility of wear debris ~ontaminating the bearings. 
ABEC 9 angular contact ball bearings were used, made from cold temperature 
stabilised, consumable electrode vacuum melted 52100 steel. 

The bearing off-load was integrated into the MSM shaft and housing' flanges 
in order to maintain a direct load path between the spun and despun struc
tures. Off-loading is achieved by the axial displacement of the shaft flange 
dgainst a conical seating by the jamming action of a flat headed pin. Release 
is effected by two pyrotechnics (one being redundant) moving an intervening 
blocking rirlg which permits the pins to retract. Note that Fig. 1 is split 
along the MSM centreline shOWing the free and off-loaded configuration. 

Extreme care in construction was necessary in the region of the central 
flange due to the tight wobble requirement. The eccentricity of the flange 
was measured and marked so that on assembly, the most favourable alignment 
could be attained. 

The detelTIination of wobble angle depends upon which part of the !1SM (shaft 
or honsing) is despun. References 2,3 and 4 discuss th~ effects of desp:Ln 
bearings on the stability of despun satellites, affirming that it is pre
ferable that damping processes occur on the despun rather than the spinning 
structures. It is clear that the shaft, being inherently more compliant than 
,the housing, should be despun for the achievement of maximum stiffness (see 
also Ref. 5). For this reason also the flexible bearing mounting is 
favourably placed on the shaft. Calculations gave the maximum shaft wobble 
as 17 arc seconds (measured later as 7 arc seconds) . 

Bearing preload is maintained and limited by use of a radially stiff, axially 
compliant bearing !Taunting. The use of sliding fits to give tolerance to ther
mal expansion effects is now thoroughly discredited for despin mechanisms, 
both from the viewpoint of tribological failure and destabilising effects 
(Refs. 3 and 6) . 

However, problems of bearing compression due to thermal variations were not 
completely overcome by the use of flexible mountings especially when choosing 
between the light metals (Beryllium and Aluminium) necessitated by the re
quirements of weight optimisation. Steady state thermal rrodel calculations 
yielded very similar temperature distributions for both rraterials. Conse
quently Beryllium appeared to have a slight advantage over the Aluminium due 
to the close match of its thermal expansion coefficient with steel. However 
if a temperature differential of 100C is taken as a design case to cover 
transient conditions such as those occurring during eclipse the greater 
stiffness of the Beryllium can distort the bearing (the wall thicknesses are 
very similar for both Al and Be) since the fits are designed as interference 
fits for all of the steady state temperature cases required. 

For a given bearing dimension the ratio of the contraction pressure to.the 
radial interference (pi Ji'r) penni ts a din .. ct comparsion between me materials. 
Fig. 2 gives pi I:::.r as a function of housing wall thickness for both Haterials. 
The shaded area indicates the practic::11 range of wall thickness, consistent 
with stiffness requirements. It can be seen that the interference fit of an 
Aluminium bearing rrounting can be a factor 2 or more down on that reqUired 
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for Beryllium for the same compressive stress. 

This advantage of Aluminium is offset by the greater influence of temperature 
gradients on the Aluminium/Steel fit. The wor8t tempera.ture condition occurs 
when the shaft is hotter than the housing, when the outer housing (relatively) 
canpresses the outer ring and the shaft (relatively) extends the irmer ring. 
This therrral state is made less severe by the consequent implied condition 
that the bearing area is at a medium, near ambient temperature and thus 
that local thermal expansions are lCM. Further radial mismatches of this type 
are compensated pY an enforced slight change in contact angle. At the ICMer 
bearing Beryllium is superior to Aluminium because the irmer race is decoupled 
fran the shaft by the flexible steel bellCMs mounting. Ho~ver there the 
magnitude of the misrnatch is less severe, contact angle variation being only 
about 1/3 of that of the upper bearing. 

In order to further reduce the effect of radial therrnal misnatch the ou~.:er 
bearing mount was cantilevered anCi tooth profiled to reduce its stiffness 
an:i tendency to distori: the bearinJ. 

Axial thennal misnatch is clearly less for Beryllium than Aluninium, but 
here it is a matter of design choice between reduced preload variation ana 
increased stiffness of the flexible bearing mounting. 

:Structural Design 

The stability of a despun satellite is critically dependent on
4
the radial 

stiffness of its bearing (see Refs. 5 and 6). A figure of 5x10 Nm/rad has 
been taken as an acceptable figure. 
Fig.3 gives the struch!ral and deforrna.tion rrodels from which the stiffness 
is derived. At the lawer bearing, the deflections of shaft, housing, and 
bearing plus bellows are given by fS' fH and fc respectively. In addition to 
their radial deflection the bellows are'subjecEed to an angular deflection 
e so that they exert a resistive moment ~ = ~S,which results in a deflection 
fm. (~is the angular stiffness of the beflows.) 

The total deflection is therefore 

f = fS + fH + fc - fM 

Using the relationship a = f/l, one can derive the relationship for the 
radial stiffness: 2 

6El CLCB £ 
~ = ----------.-------
R 2 £3 (1+1/K)C

L
C

B 
+ 6El(C

L 
+ C

B
)- 3~ £ (C

L 
+ C

B
) 

~re the s'dffness of the shaft is El and that of the housing is K (El). 

This relationship pennits the examination of the influences of various para
meters on the stiffness. Fig. 4 shows the angular stiffness as a function 
of bearing distance for different structural materials. The benefit of 
Beryllium is clearly demonstrated as are the advantages of a hybrid struc
ture (Be-shaft, Al-housirlg), Alignment dictates indicated a bearing distance 
of 200 rrm where the stiffness of the all Aluminium construction was suff i
cient. 

Although both thennal and structural analyses shCAt,,,"_::l the technical super
iority of Berylliun, the design and spacecraft criteria were met adequately 
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by an Aluminium structure r.mG. this was chosen in place of the rnore costly 
and fragile alternative. 

Lubrication System 

Liquid lubrj cation for the bearings was chosen as the rnost reliable means 
of long life lubrication. At that time the solid lubricant systems based 
on metal films and mechanically bonded MoS systems had not proved their 
reliability. The choice lay between the l~ricants F50, Apiezon C and BP110. 

Fig. 6 shows the results of film thickness calculations for these oils, 
covering the ranqe of temepratures expected. The scatter in film thickness 
(vertical spread) is caused by the application of two film thickness formulas, 

based on point load and line load (Ref. 7). 

The lower oil film thickness for the F50 led to the rejection of that 
lubricant and the BP 110 was chosen aft:er consideration of the calculated 
friction torques, Fig. 7. Bearing friction was calculated from the formula 
giv61 in Ref. 8. This friction characteristic is not representative at low 
temperatures since oil starvation results in a reduction of torque, albeit 
at the expense of oil film thickness. 

The lubricant system chosen consisted therefore of 5 % BP2110 grease in the 
bearing tracks with BP110 oil impregnated in the phenolic cages and nylasint. 
These lubricants are described in Ref. 9. BP110 is a fine cut mineral oil, 
and is rrodified to the grease, BP2110, by the introduction of an oleophilic 
graphi te -lead composite. The cages were boiled in chloroform and outgassed 
at 1O-2Torr for 2· hours at 900C to disperse included rnonomers and impregnated 
with BP110 at 700 C and 1O-2Torr. This resulted in about 0.25 gms of oil per 
cage, an effective porosity of about 2.3 %. A similar cleaning and impregna
tion process on the reservoirs gave about 3.3 gms/reservoir (about 25%) . 

With the intention of providing each bearing with its own enclosed lubrica
tion system, the reservoirs were placed close to each bearing, one on the 
shaft and one on the housing to ensure that at least one reservoir was always 
at a higher temperature DIan the bearing.Narrow clearances relative to the 
moving counterpart for the Aluminium ba~ked reservoirs and carefully applied 
anticreep barriers (Tillan M2, which is derived from FX 706 of 3M Company) 
were used to limit the loss of oil from the immediate bearing vicinity. 
The materials used in the slip ring module were AgCuMoS2 compacts against a 
silver ring, a combination that has been extensively tested (Ref. 10) . 
Brush contact pressure was maintained by a soft spring ensltcing uniform con
tact conditions throughout life. 

TESTING PROGRc'\MME 

The MSM successfully completed the tests specified in Tables 2 and 3,which 
were established at qualifiaction level (Ref. 11). The tests were not with
out incident, however: the MSM slip ring module required refurbishment after 
its shaft broke during vibration testing and failure occurred during an 
initial series of thermal vacuum tests. This latter failure was 
due to a tolerance being disregarded during the manufact1.tce of the upper 
molecular seal and escaping detection during inspection. This caused jamming 
of the MSM during setting up of test 3 of Table 3 with the shaft temperature 
320 C and housing temperature 80 C. This was a disturbing experience in view 
of the careful attention that had been placed on the therrral design of the 
MSM and is significant support for thermal vacuum differential temperature 

REPRODUCIBILITY OF T.FIE 
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testing at acceptance level (build standard), a test philosophy tilat could 
well have been applied with benefits for past des pin mechansim programmes. 

The MSM is nCM comrrencing its real time life test at the European Space 
Tribology Laboratory. The test will consist of alternating' periods of six 
months with different levels of thernBI gradient applied across the mechansim. 
Simulated eclipse testing will be performed \~'t: the end of each six month 
period. 
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ROTARY MECHANISM FOR WIND TUNNEL 

STALL/SPIN STUDIES 

By Ronald E. Mancini, Dennis S. Matsuhiro, 
and Wilbur C. Vallotton 

NASA Ames Research Center 

ABSTRACT 

The cri ti .. d.l problem of stall/spin characteristics of high performance 
aircraft and the need for experimental data in this area are reviewed. A ro
tary mechanism for obtaining this aerodynamic data in a conventional wind 
tunnel is presented. The intricacies of the drive systems and the articula
tion available through such a mechanism are described. 

INTRODUCTION 

With the advent of higher-performance aircraft, a great deal of research 
effort has been expended to improve the aircraft's performance capabilities 
and safety for the crew. One area of increased concern is in the stall/spin 
characteristics associated with highly swept, low aspect ratio, high angle-of
attack capabilities of current and future aircraft designs. A yearly toll of 
aircraft and human lives can be directly attributed to loss of attitude con
trol resulting from a stall/spin entered during a high performance maneuver. 
With new military aircraft being designed for expanded flight envelopes that 
require even higher angles-of-attack for routine flights, a method of pre
dicting the full-scale spin modes and recovery techniques is needed. 

For years researchers have desired a method of obtaining experimental 
wind tunnel data from which a rigorous analytical approach could be devised 
for computing the spin characteristics of a given aircraft design. Early at
tempts at this approach included the building of a free-spin vertical tunnel 
facility at NASA Langley Research Center. However, these facilities are 
greatly limited in their Reynolds and Mach number capability. Furthermore, 
conventional wind tunnel test techniques, where realistic Reynolds and Mach 
numbers can be achieved, are not sufficient to fully describe the aerodynamic 
characteristics of an aircraft during a spin. 
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SYMBOLS 
.... 

ct model angle-of-attack 

13 model angle of side-slip or yaw 

y offset angle of spin axis from air stream axis 

axis for model positioning 

axis for model positioning 

spin axis 

CW counterweight axis 

HP horsepower 

GPM galLons per minute 

psi pounds per square inch 

rpm revolutions per minute 

ROTARY MECHANISM FOR DATA ACQUISITION 

Because of the high Reynolds number capabilities of the NASA Ames wind I 

tunnel facilities, a concerted effort was directed into the design of a rotary 
balance apparatus for use in a conventional wind tunnel. Such a device would 
enable aerodynamic data to be obtain~n under the same local flow conditions 
as in the full scale spin. The mechu:i.sm was to be capable of providing the 
motions required for generating the force and moment derivatives due to con
ing as well as damping in both pitch and yaw. Those -configurations which are 
important in understanding the stall/spin problem are illustrated in Figure 1. 

BASIC OPERATION 

The "Dynamic Stability Rig:' seen in Figure 2, supports and rotates an 
aircraft model inside a transonic wind tunnel test section. The angle of in
cidence of the model with respect to the air stream can be remotely varied to 
a maximum of 30°. This is accomplished through rotation about a set of axes 
(t/J,cp) whieh pass through the center of the model and intersect the spin axis 
(n). These axes are defined in Figure 2. By proper rotation about the t/J and 

cp axes, a particular combination of angle-of-attack (ct) and angle of side
slip or yaw (13) may be obtained. The envelope of possible ct-B orientations 
consists of discrete positions within a cone whose apex angle is 60°. This 
limitation of discrete rather than continuous positions will be discussed 
later. Using a rear-mounted straight sting model, the maximum ct or 13 is ~30°. 
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However, by use of bent stings and top mounted models, this envelope can be 
expanded to roeet the desired range in a of _5° to +100°. 

Changes in model orientations will be made remotely and prior LO spinning 
the balance in the airstream. The model position is set and the counterweight 
assembly (see Figure 3) is driven to a position which compensates for the un
balanced static moment about the spin axis (n). The entire apparatus is then 
rotated in the air stream at a rate from 0 to 400 rpm. This high rotation 
rate, much larger than the full scale spin, is a requirement resulting from 
one of the modeling parameters in which spin rate is inversely related to 
model size. For pure coning motion, the spin axis (n) of the mechanism is 
aligned with the tunnel stream axis. To obtain the moments resulting from 
damping in pitch and yaw, the spin axis (n) is slightly offset from the air 
stream axis by pitching the rotary balance assembly with the tunnel model
support system. This offset is shown as angle y in Figure 3. 

DRIVE ASSEMBLIES 

The main drive for the spin rotation is powered by a servo valve control
led hydraulic motor operating a pinion and gear assembly (Figure 2). The mo
tor is capable of producing 64 HP at approximately 1500 psi and 70 GPM. 

The overall designs of the drive assemblies for the ~, ~, and c9unter
weight (CW) axes are illustrated in Figures 4 and 6. Figures 5 and 7 show 
the details of the assemblies. All three drives are similar in design. Ro
tation is powered by small D.C. electric motors incorporating planetary gear 
reducers and brakes. A roller chain couples a sprocket mounted on the motor 
output shaft to the sprocket-and-wave generator a.ssembly of a harmonic drive 
speed reducer. The output of the harmonic drive is, in turn, mounted to the 
main shafts of the W, ~, and CW axes. Because of the large gear reductions 
involved, rotation rate about all three axes is approximately 30° per minute. 
All assemblies incorporat8 solid bearings for space saving considerations. 

The CW and W drives include a sliding spline-lock mechanism. Centrifugal 
accelerations at high spin rates acting on particular orientations of the coun
terweight (CW) or the W-~ assembly-model combination can result in extremely 
high moments about the Wand CW axes. A maximum torque of 70,000 inch-pounds 
is possible, this being several times the rated static capacity (10,000 inch
pounds) of the harmonic drive units. The remotely operated spline-locks re
lieve this load on the units by transmitting this torque directly to the main 
housings (see Figure 5). An internal threaded shaft, rotated by a chain - DC 
motor drive, operates the spline to engage or disengage the lock of the main 
shaft to the housing. Indexing for spline engagement is determined by a cam
switch position detector, incorporated in the main harmonic drive wave genera
tor-sprocket assembly. Each revolution of the wave generator operates this 
cam-switch. The primary axis positioning device is the potentiometer coupled 
to the rear of the main shaft (Figure 5). When driving to a new position, the 
rough positioning is performed by use of the potentiometer. The fine adjust
ment is achieved by activating the cam-switch detector so as to allow align
ment of the spline teeth for lock engagement. Spline position overtravel in 
either engagement or disengagement is prevented by a limit switch assembly, 
operated by a chain sprocket in the spline-lock drive system. 
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The ~ axis drive (see Figure 7 for details) is similar to the wand CW 
drives described above. However, no spline-lock is included in this assembly. 
The torque load values from aerodynamic and inertia forces about this axis are 
within t.he static capacity of the harmonic drive unit. Shaft position again 
is determined by a potentiometer coupled directly to the main shaft. 

Positioning the model in a particular a-S angle combination involves ro
tation about both the ~ and Waxes. The ~ drive, which includes no spline
lock, is continuous and may assume any angular position. However, due to the 
discrete allowable positions of the W drive, to permit spline-lock engagement, 
angular motion about this axis is restricted to 2.25° increments or 160 pos
sible lock positions per main-shaft revolution. This results in a limitation 
that only certain angular combinations of a-S may be obtained. The allowable 
incremental steps of a or S are dependent on the a-S combination desired. 

Electrical power for the drive systems and balance-data acquisition is 
derived by use of a slip-ring assembly. This is a low-level signal slip
ring unit containing dual brushes and 72 channels. On the rear of the slip
ring unit is mounted an encoder for n axis position information and a tacho
meter for spin rate detf'''''\,)ination. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The stall/spin characteristics of modern high performance aircraft and 
increased capabilities of future aircraft make it highly desirable to obtain 
experimental data which will enhance the use of analytical techniques for pre
dicting these critical modes. This paper has described a rotary mechanism 
for wind tunnel studies which should provide the motions necessary for genera
ting this aerodynamic data, specifically, force and moment derivatives, in 
support of stall/spin analytical programs. 
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PIN PULLER IMPACT SHOCK ATTENUATION 

By Gary F. Auclair, Barry S. Leonard, Richard E. Robbins, 
and Wayne L. Proffitt 

Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc. 

ABSTRACT 

An investigation leading to the design of a pin arresting mechanism for a 
pyrotechnically actuated pin puller is reviewed. The investigative approach is 
discussed and the impact shock test results for various candidate designs are 
presented. The selected pin arresting design reduced the peak value of the 
shock response spectrum by five to one. 

INTRODUCTION 

Pin pullers have gained industry wide acceptance as a highly reliable 
release mechanism for spacecraft deployables. Frequently, the deployable is 
preloaded to the spacecraft primary l'ltructure to prevent excessive vibration 
amplifie2.tion during ascent. Conse4uently, high energy pyrotechnic devices are 
t>~quired to overcome the high release pin friction accompanying the high preload. 
As a result, the pyrotechnic device imparts high level energy to the release pin, 
which usually must be stopped in a relatively short distance. Thp short stopping 
distance in conjunction with the high preload between the spacecraft and the 
deployable allows time for the pin arresting impact shock to be transmitted to 
the deployable before separation can be achieved. Many deploY':tbles, such as 
solar array panels for example, cannot tolerate high shock levels; hence, pin 
arresting mechanisms which effectively absorb shock energy are required. 

This paper summarizes a brief investigation of a pin arresting mechanism 
which would meet a given set of shock spectrum requirements when applied to an 
existing pin pulle.c design. . 
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PIN PUl.,LER IMPACT SHOCK 

Pin Puller Design 

The des ign of the release mechanism for which this investigation was 
conducted is shown in Figure 1. The mechanism has dual pin pullers, each of 
which is actuated by dual pyrotechnic squibs. At the end of the unit, the pin 
pullers release a toggle bolt which is holding the deployable to the spacecraft 
structure via a preload of 3100 pounds. The particular deployable in this case 
contained electronic circuits which were sensitive to shock spectrum in the 1 to 5 
kilohertz range. The relatively long mechanism body between the deployable and 
the squib was intended to attenuate the impact shock transmitted to the deployable. 
However, ftS the data will show, resonance in this section actually amplifi.ed the 
impact shock. 

The initial design of the pin puller arresting mechanism consisted of an 
aluminum ferrule impacting a swaging collar .• as shown in Figure 2. Although 
this design had been satisfactorily proven in other uses, shock testing l'evealed 
that the shock spectrum transmitted to the deployable exceeded allowable levels 
by a factor of three. Hence, an investigation of alternate pin arresting mechanisms 
was initiated. 

Investigative Approach 

The investigation proceeded in four steps: 

(1) Formulation of pin arresting shock absorber 
design concepts. 

(2) Formulation of an analytical model to describe 
the process. 

(3) Static testing of candidate pin arresting 
mechanisms 

(4) Pyroteclmic tests of candidate mechanisms. 

All of the various concepts considered can be approximated by a simple 
spring mass second order system model. However, it became rapidly obvious 
that accurate information on the various parameters in the model was not avail
able, particularly the force-displacement time characteristic of the pyrotechnic 
squib when actuated. The model was useful, however, in conceptualizing pin 
arresting approaches, defining desired pin arresting characteristics, and 
identifying shock paths. 
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The initial design thrust was to use a linear absorber. However, since 
energy absorbed is proportional to the volume of material strained, it became 
obvious that g~ometric constraints would not allow the required volume. This 
led to the investigation of non-linear absorbers. 

The selected design, as shown in Figure 2, consists of a soft aluminum tube 
with a lead insert which is readily adaptable to a standard pin puller housing. The 
output shaft of the combustion chamber pi.ston impacts the lead insert following 
release. The lead is extruded past the shaft end while the aluminum tube is being 
stretched. The four inch long tube (approximately one half inch in diameter) is 
stretched about 0.4 inch. Since this elongation is far beyond the elastic limits 
of aluminum, a distinct non-linear force versus deflection curve is generated. The 
tube cr~EiS section area is sized to absorb the pin impact energy well before fracture 
would occur. 

Test Results 

Static testing was performed to determine the force-displa{}ement and energy 
capacity characteristics of several candidate absorbers. Since the approximate pin 
energy was known from earlier tests, this allowed the geometry of each device to be 
scaled to absorb the pin energy within existing displacement constraints. Examples 
of the characteristics for the ferrule design and for the stretch tube design are given 
in Figure 3. The ferrule design produced a fast rising force level at the end of 
travel (to absorb the required energy) as the swaging process is completed. Alter
nate ferrule deSigns with greater material volume were considered but could not be 
accommodated within the geometric constraints of the existing release mechanism 
design. The stretch tube absorber design eliminates the high force at the end of 
travel, but still has a steep initial rise in the force-displacement curve. The lead 
insert, when properly Sized, effectively eliminated the steep initial rh;e. This was 
later found to reduce the high frequency levels of the shock spectrum response. 

Pyrotechnic tests were then performed to evaluate the performance of the 
prime candidate pin arresting mechanism designs. The tests were conducted 
using high frequency accelerometers to measure the transient shock response. A 
triad of accelerometers were mounted at both ends of the-release mechanism, as 
shown in Figure 1. Accelerometer triad #1 essen:tially measured the shock at the 
pin puller while triad #2 measured the shock at the deployable. In aU cases, the 
accelerometer transient shock data was processed through a spectral analyzer to 
obtain a shock response spectrum for comparison to response requirements. 

It should be noted that observation of the transient shock response verified 
that the high shock levels were indeed due to the pin impact shock and not due to the 
shock from the pyrotechnic squib firing. The shock response spectrum data 
includes an effects; however, the pyrotechnic firing contributes little to the overall 
levels observed. 
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Figure 4 shows the shock responee spectrum for the original pin arresting 
ferrule design at both the pin puller location and the deployable location. Only 
the high shock direction (Z) is shown. Figure 4 also shows the same responses 
for the selected c.2sign. Table 1 presents a summary of various design approaches 
and the shock levels that were measured. 

As can be seen from Figure 4, the original design had considerable shock 
response amplification from the pin puller to the deployable. This occurred even 
though there was a significant dIstance from the shock source to '~he deployable 
(which was intended to attenuate the response). The selected design was successful 
in reducing both the pin puller shock level and in ~educing the amplification, 
resulting in a five-to-one reduction in the peak shock response at the deployable. 
Significant reduction was achieved across the complete frequency spectrum of 
200 Hz to 10,000 Hz. 

CONCLUDING RE:MARKS 

A simple pin arresting mechanism has been designed which effectively 
reduces the resulting shock spectrum levels and "is easily adaptable to various pin 
puller designs. The design is based on the elongation of material,which is an 
effective and predictable method of absorbing impact energy. 

A design approach consisting of simple modeling of the arresting mechanism 
followed by static tests of the ene!'gy absorption characteristics prior to relatively 
expensive pyrotecpuic shock testing has been shown to yield satisfactory results. 
Shaping of the static characteristics was effective in reducing the shock spectrum 
response levels at all frequencies. 

Although this investigation has relied primarily on an empirical testing 
approach, further development of the dynamical shock model would likely lead 
to additional improvements and should be the subject of future investigations. 
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Table 1. Summary of Pyrotechnic Shock Test Results 

Test 
No. 

L Original Design -
Aluminum Ferrule 
0.3 in. long 

Shock Response 
Spectrum Peak (G' s) 

Pinpuller Deployable 
(#1 Z) (#2 Z) 

7500 18000 

2. Same as 1 - also split 
body with splice plate(a) 7800 7000 

3. Aluminum Stretch Tube 
Design: 

Tube 
Area 
. 2 In. 

3a. 0.091 

3b. 0.180 

3c. 0.139 

3d. (b) 0.121 

Lead Pellet 
Length 

(in. ) 

0.20 

0.40 

0.20 

0.20 

4. Same as 3d - also 
split body with 
splice plate(a) 

9800 

4600 

5000 

3100 

30u;) 

10000 

8100 

5600 

3400 

2500 

Shock 
Response Spectrum 

at 1000 Hz (G's) Stop 
.""P,..-in....;p;;.;.u...;;I;;,;;le..;;.r..;;.,...;;;;;.;;D;;....e~p:;:...lo..;;y.l...a":""b":""le- Stroke 

(#lZ) (#2Z) (in.) 

4400 4000 0.20 

4400 

3700 

1900 

1000 

1600 

2700 

3100 

1900 

3100 

2000 

1000 

1100 

0.20 

0.47 

0.31 

0.21 

0.41 

0.45 

(a)Release mechanism body split (approximately halfway between pin puller end and 
toggle bolt end) and remated with splice plate and rivets. This provides shock 
path attenuation between the pin pullers and the deployable. 

(b) Selected design. Average of 4 ~....;e.;;.st.;;.;s;..;. ____ . _________ . _____ _ 
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a. Characteristics of 
ferrut87!swagihg"coilar " 
design 

b. Characteristic of 
stretch tube design 
(high elongation 
material) 

c. Characteristic of 
stretch tube design 
with addition of lead 
pellet (low modulus 
material) to reduce 
initial steep force rise. 
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THE HELlOS MECHANICAL DESPIN DRIVE ASSEMBLY FOR THE 

HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA REFLECTOR 

by E. J. W. Muller, Dip!. -lng. 

DFVLR-BPT, Germany 

ABSTRACT 

The HELlOS mechanical despin drive assembly for the high-gain antenna 
reflector is described in this paper. HELlOS is the German-American solar 
probe which comes within 0.31 Astronomical Units (about 50.106 km) of the 
sun. A special thermal design and a dry lubrication system have resulted 
in succes sful operation up to now, with HELlOS having finished its first orbit 
around the sun. 

INTRODUCTION 

HELlOS is a German-American solar probe with an elliptical flight path 
around the sun. HELlOS A was launched on Dec. 10, 1974, and HELlOS B 
followed in Jan. 1976. Its aphelion is one Astronomical Unit (1 AU) and its 
perihelion 0.31 AU from the sun. The solar impact to the spacecraft varies 
between one and eleven solar constants. Figure 1 shows the orbits of earth 
and HELlOS around the sun. The HELlOS spacecraft is spin-stabilized at 
60 rpm and has three antenna systems to achieve ground connection: a low
gain antenna for the near-earth part of the mission before the spacecraft 
spin axis is oriented orthogonal to the orbit plane; a medium-gain antenna, 
and a high-gain antenna for the main mission. The high-gain antenna is on 
the upper side of the spacecraft. It consists of an axial antenna feeder 
rotating with the spacecraft and a despun reflector, which is als 0 pointed 
towards the earth. Figure 2 shows the spacecraft's configuration with its 
high-gain antenna system and the despin drive assembly (DDA). The flight 
time for one orbit is about six months; three months after launch, HELlOS 
reaches itp closest distance to the sun, which is 46. 106 km for HELlOS A 
and 43. 10(:> km for HE LIOS B. The launch vehicle - a Titan lIle Centaur 
TE 364-4 combination~ the varying thermal environment during the mission, 
and the ground testing time influenced the design of the reflector despin 
drive assembly. 

The HELlOS Despin Drive Assembly 

Figure 3 shows a photograph of the DDA. The design concept of the despin 
drive assembly had to take into consideration 

a) the general HELlOS system aspects 
b) the launch conditions 
c) the orbit environments 
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The general HELlOS systeIn aspects - including storage, shipment, and SIC 
systeIn tests - called for Inaterials which are corrosion-free and for a lubri
cant which operates in air as well as in vaCUUIn. The launch conditions -
acceleration, vibration loads, and acoustic noise - determ.ined the mechani
cal design and the size of the bearings. The orbit environn'lents - vaCUUIn 
and an extreInely changing therInal iInpact between one and eleven solar 
constants - dictated the kind of lubrication systeIn used: dry filIn lubrica
tion with sel£-replaceInent of the filIn by transfer. 

The Mechanical Design of the Despin Drive AsseInbly 

To accoInInodate the expected load iInpact during liit-off (14 g at 60 Hz), a 
three-inch angular contact bearing with 42 balls on each side was chosen. 
The contact angle varies between 18 ° and 25 0, depending on the axial load 
iInpact. The lower bearing·, supporting the axial load during the launch 
phase, is a "fixed" bearing with respect to shaft and housing. The bearing 
on the other end is preloaded via a preload spring to five pounds. The pre
load force was optiInized during the tests to slightly Inore than the Ininitnum. 
force neces ~~ry to have the balls running in the saIne track. It was found 
out during tb~ preseiection tests at DFVLR, Munich, how the preload force 
influences the HfetiIne of the bearings. Figure 4 shows the DDA configura
tion, the arrangement of the bearings, and the Inaterials used. The DDA is 
driven by a brushless DC Inotor which can overCOIne a drag torque of 
30 oz-in. The nOIninal drag torque range is froIn 3. 5 oz-in. to 6.4 oz-in. 
A m.agnetic pick-up device Inakes possible the pointing of the reflector' 
towards the earth throughout the Inission. The pointing accuracy is speci
fied to be better than O. 7 D .. 

The Inaterials used for the DDA are: 

• 440 C stainless steel for the high-precision bearings 
• AluIninuIn for shaft and housing . 
• TitaniuIn for the bearing seats (similar therInal expansion factor 

to 440 C) 

These Inaterials were chosen because of the wide range of expected teIn
peratures and therInal gradients acros s shaft and housing. 

The goal was not to jaIn the DDA under aU possible flight conditions, which 
Ineans not closing the radial or axial gap between top bearing and housing. 
Figure 5 shows the teInperatures and therInal gradients neces sary to close 
the radial gap between upper bearing ana housing, and Fig. 6 shows the 
therInal gradient (housing versus shaft) required to close the axial gap. At 
a shaft teInperature of -40 DC, a therInal gradient of 20°C could be tolerated 
(as sUIning an is otherInal housing and an is otherInal shaft). 

The Lubrication System 

The lubrication system chosen is the dry filIn lubricant "Dry Vac Kote IT .)f 

Ball Brothers Research Corporation (USA), which is based on InolybdenuIn
disulfide (MoS

Z
) combined with a phenolic (RULON -A) retainer for 
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relubrication by transfer. The reasons for not using "common" oil or 
grease lubricants and going to a dry lubrication system are: 

a) Expected bearing temperatures from _40°C to +60 °c 
b) Evaporation of oil at high temperatures in vacuum 
c) Danger of contamination of spacecraft surfaces. 

The Ground Testing of the HELlOS Despin Drive Assembly 

HELlOS is the fir st civilian spacecraft which uses a dry film lubricant for 
such a mechanical device. Up to now, dry lubricants were used only for 
instrument size beadngs. Because it was not possible to get lifetime data 
for these lubricantG o'r even design data (e. g. , temperature resistance 
acros s dry lubricated surfaces or lubricant break-away fo!'ces), various 
tests had to be carried out during the design and development phase of the 
HELlOS progralil. In the beginning, a functional support contract was estab
lished between the HELlOS project office and the DFVLR Institute for 
"Flugtreib- und Schmierstoffe'! in Munich. The work done at DFVLR can be 
summarized as follows: 

• Literature research 
• Preselection tests of bearings, lubricants and separators 
• Long-life tests of dry film lubricated bearings in UHV 
• Long-life tests of dry film lubricated bearings in therrnal vacuum 
• HELlOS DDA thermal gradient tests in UHV 
• Stand-by.for trouble-shooting during the HELlOS mission using a 

HELlOS DDA in a ther:nlal vacuum chalnber which allows indepen
dent temperature settings at the shaft and the housing 

Details about these te sts and the results can be found in Ref. 1. In the fol
lowing, the HELlOS DDA tests carried out at the subsystem and system 
levels at the supplier (Ball Brothers) and the HELlOS main contractor 
(Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm) wiU be discussed. 

HELlOS DDA Lifetim.e Test in Therm.al Vacuurn 

In the beginning of the program, it was recommended by the HELlOS project 
office that a thermc>.1 vacuum life test be perfornled in real time on a com
plete DDA in addition to real-time tests on the DDA bearings. This would 
more nearly simulate the real environment for the bearings and provide a 
life test of all other DDA components. To simulate the real environment, a 
random vibration test (ace. levei) was performed before the DDA was put 
into the thern'lal vacuum chamber. The lifetime test was done successfully 
between Apr. '72 and Nov. 173. Figure 7 shows the test history, including 
the measured torque values at the various temperatures. In order to com
plete the test in the allotted time, it was decided that the time lost through 
interruptions could be made up by operating at double speed. 

HELlOS DDA Thermal Vacuum Tests 

The next DDA system tests were the thermal vacuum tests of the prototype 
flight units one and two. During the prototype trsi:s, it could be seen that 
the friction torque went up to 7 oz-in. at shaft tem-)eratures between _40°C 
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and _50°C. When the flight units were tested, the friction torque reached 
12 oz-in. at the same cold temperatures. Many tests followed, with di£fer
!;'Xlt- bearing separators and different gaps between upper bearing and housing. 
':inally, it turned out that the drag torque was a function of the torque ripple 
which occurred due to an end plate (at the lower end of the DDA) misalign
ment at cold temperatures. During manufacture, the final machining was 
done with th4~ end plate fixed to the housing. The rotational position of the 
end plate with respect to the housing was marked, a.nd during the assembly 
of the DDA, the end plate was screwed on in the same position. During the 
thermal vacuum tests - especially during the cold phase - it turned out that 
the above-mentioned fabrication method was not the optimal one. A better 
way was to fabricate and machine each part by itself with close tolerances 
and to optimize by test the final position of the end plate on the housing. The 
resulting drag torque during the cold phase tests wa 0 about 5 oz-in. for both 
flight units. 

HELlOS Spacecraft System Solar Simulation Test 

The most important test to improve the thermal design of the spacecraft 
and its components was the HELlOS solar simulation test performed at the 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL, California). During this test, the DDA 
was operated by its motor to simulate flight conditions. The measured 
temperatures were nearly coincident with the calculated ones for the hot 
phase at 11 solar constants, but they deviated for the cold phase at 0.9 solar 
constant. Thermal gradients on the order of _40°C (shaft warmer than hous
ing) were read out. 

This was later explained by a heat leak in the area of the .upper flange. As 
already mentioned, the maximm;n allowable thermal gradient is _20°C for 
the cold phase. Figure 8 shows a summary of the solar simulation test with 
respect to the behaviour of the DD.A. One can see the influence of the tem
peratures on the friction torque, which influences the motor current and 
als 0 the pointing aecuracy. 

The DDA Thermal Gradient Test 

This test was necessary to simulate the JPL test and to check the design 
changes made to obtain warm.er temperatures and lower thermal gradients 
during the cold mission phase. In the first step, the DDA temperatures 
were set to the JPL measured values. Then the' following design changes 
were made: 

a) 
b) 

\ - \ The l'j.'~a.t leak between reflector hub and DnA flange was closed. 
A heater was added inside the reflector hub~o warm up the upper 
part of the housing and thus to reduce the ther-'mal gradient during 

" the cold phase., .. 

After implementation of these changes, a shaft temperature of _30°C and a 
thermal gradient of 8°C were measured for the cold flight condition. 
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Flight Data of the HELLOS DDA 

Up to now, the performance of the HELIOS DDA has been excellent duril).g 
the mission. Figures 9 and 10 show the performance of the DDA during the 
HELLOS A and B missions through March 1976. As can be seen, the mea
sured friction torque (via motor current) is always within the specified 
values. As a result of the last design changes, the measured temperatures 

. are warmer durin.g aphelion and colder during perihelion. 

Conclusion 

The flight performance of the dry lubricated HELLOS despin drive assembly 
for the high-gain antenna reflector shows that the choice of the unusual 
lubricant was a good one. It confirms a concept which could be used not 
only for spacecraft but also in extreme earth environments. 
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Fig . 3 The HELlOS despin drive assemb l y 
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ASSURANCE OF LUBRICANT SUPPLY IN WET-LUBRICATED 

SPACE BEARINGS 

By Frank A. Glassow 

Hughes Aircraft Company 

ABSTRACT 

Recent research and development have made available two signifi
cantly neW and different techniques for providing greater assurance of 
ample lubricant supply for bearings in despin assemblies and momentum 
wheels. Conventional lubrication techni.ques appear to be satisfactory, but 
rigorous proof of meeting a ten-year life requirement is lacking. One new 
approach provides additional lubricant only when cotnmar..ded from ground 
control, while the other passively augments lubrication at all times. Each 
technique has specific advantages, and selecti(i)l'l should be related to the 
application to obtain optimum performance. 

INTRODUCTION 

Early satellites weI'e spin-stabilized and contained no moving parts, 
but advancing technology soon dispelled this state of simplistic bliss. Now 
we find that virtually all satellites contain critical applications of wet or 
dry lubricated ball bearings that are essential to meeting basic mission 
requirements. A modern satellite, by actual count, has as many as 52 ball 
bearings, many of which are in single-string failure locations with regard 
to missio~ performance. Some of the most important applications involve 
oil-Iubricatecl ball bearings in the despin assemblies of dual- spin 
satellites or oil and grease lubricated bearings in momentum wheels of 
body-~tabilized satellites. Unlike some ball bearing applications, despin 
and wheel bearings must rotate continuously for the life of the satellite, 
which is commonly expected to be as much as 10 years. In spite of rela
tively outstanding success in space, stringent life and performance re
quirements have aroused cause for concern and a desire for greater 
assurance of lubricant supply for these critical ball bearings. 

Two techniques have been developed by the Hughes Aircraft Company 
for providing greater assurance of lubricant supply. Each technique. one 
active and one passive, is being applied to a flight program and has under
gone extensive trade studies, qualification testing and life testing. 
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CONVENTIONAL LUBRICATION TECHNIQUES 

Despin Bearings 

Ball bearings employed in despin assemblies generally have bore 
sizes ranging from 60 to 150 millimeters and operate in the range of 5 to 
100 rpm. They are usually lubricated with a hydrocarbon oil impregnated 
into porous cotton-phenolic ball retainers. Oil is fed by capillary action 
from the retainers as required by the ball bearings to maintain an equili
brium thin film of oil on the balls and races. Oil may also be contained 
in reservoirs of impregnated porous material located adjacent to the 
ball bearings (Ref. 1). Tests and measureme~1.ts indicate that the value of 
reservoirs is dubious, and they are usually r'lgarded as sources of oil 
which may escape through labyrinth seals of the assembly rather than a 
source of lubricant replenishment for the bearings. Since bearings are 
usually warmer than adjacent reservoirs, vapor and surface transport of 
oil tend to be away from the bearings. 

Since despin bearings run at low speeds, a rather viscous oil and 
light preloads are preferred to ensure lubrication in: the elastohydrody:-. 
namic regime. Lubricant life and life of the bearings are expended in three 
stages (initial fUm, equilii:?rium film, and boundary), the duration of which 
is determined as indicated in Table 1. Accordingly, the life profile of oil 
film thicknes s in Intelsat IV or IVA bearings is depicted graphically in 
Figure 1. This analysis indicates that there is ample margin to achieve 
the design life of 10 years in orbit. 

Life of despin bearings in orbit is demonstrated by Intelsat IV 
satellites, the first of which has operated successfully for over five years. 
Three more vehicles of this series have demonstrated nearly four years 
each of continuous operation at approximately 50 rpm (Ref. 3). Hughes 
also has a complete despin assembly with 150 millimeter bore bearings 
that has operated in a chamber at high vacuum for five and one-half years. 
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Table 1. Lubricant/ bearing life determination for Inte1sat IVA 
despin bearings 

STAGE DESCRIPTION BASIS FOR TIME DURATION 

Reduction of initial Inte1sat IV historical 
1 oil film to equili- data. 

brium oil film. 

Gradual reduction o Loss of oil through 
2 of oil film from evaporation/migra-

initiation of equi- tion due to tempera-
librium film. ture differential. 

o T ACSAT historical 
data. 

o Bearing and lubricant 
characteristics. 

Progression of o Composite roughness 
3 metallic wear in of balls and races. 

boundary lubri-
cation regime o Lubricant character-
after loss of EHD istics. 

,film (Ref. 2). 
o Calculation bas ed on 

empirical data. 

Wheel Bearings 

TIME 
YEARS 

2-4 

10 

O. 5 

Sizes of ball bearings used in r • mentum wheels vary according to 
the angular mol'nentUlTI of the wheel, but a large range of momentum is 
achieved by several wheel manufacturers with 12 millimeter bore bearings 
supporting the wheel. A typical bearing arrangement consists of two pairs 
of angular contact bearings mounted in face to face configurations within 
individual labyrinth sealed cartridges. The cartridges are spaced on a 
common shaft to provide a wheel base (Ref. 4). Another arrangement 
employs a single pair of angular contact bearings with precision spacers 
between the clamped races in a back to back configuration, thereby pro
viding the wheel base. 

Momentum wheels supported on ball bearings usually operate in a 
speed range of 3,000 to 4,000 rpm, but speeds within the range of 1,000 
to 6,000 rpm have been used. This range of speeds, combined with com
monly used lubricants, preloads, and ball and race finishes, ensures 
elastohydrodynamic lubrication prov-i.ded the oil film is adequately main
tained by the lubrication system. 
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In a manner similar to that used for despin bearings, cotton-phenolic 
ball retainers are impr~gnated with oil to supply part of the lubrication. Since 
the amount of this oil is only one to three milligrams per bearing retainer, it 
is not regarded as the primary lubricant source. Additional oil may enter 
the ball-race interface region by bleeding out of grease adhering to the 
bearing rings, or it may migrate from porous oil-impregnated reservoirs 
or grease-filled reservoirs suitably located within the bearing enclosure. 

Since the ball retainer provides a minor contribution to the lubrica
tion life in wheel bearings and the mechanism by which oil is resupplied to 
the balls and races is varied and ill-defined, life expectancy is based 
largely on performance history. Successful operation in orbit is known to 
have occurred for five to six years, and similar continuous operating 
periods have been achieved with wheels operating in vacuum life tests. 

NEW TECHNIQUES FOR ASSURANCE OF LUBRJ.CANT SUPPLY 

Life demonstrations for both despin and wheel bearings are impress
ive and, when coupled with analytical techniques, provide high confidence 
of satisfying a lO-year requirement. Analytical methods for predicting life 
of despin bearings are probably somewhat more established than those 
applicable to wheel bearings because of the availability of fairly extensive 
data on torque, temperatures and performance from satellites in orbit. 
These data, derived especially from TACSAT and Intelsat IV satellites, 
build confidence that the despin lubricant systems can last for more than 
ten years. Nevertheless, the desire always exists to increase the margin 
or to back up the system with an alternate. Toward this end, Hughes has 
developed two lubrication techniques that provide basically different 
approaches to augmenting the lubri.cant supply for greater assurance of 
long bearing Hfe. 

Relubrication by Command 

The specifications for the Intelsat IVA and Comstar I satellites re
quired that the despin bearing assembly include a feature that would permit 
adding oil to the bearings on command from ground control. Prior to 
contract award Hughes had applied research to this subject, had developed 
a working engineering model of a commandable oiler and had confirmed its 
performance. The oiler was applied directly to the Intelsat IVA and Com
star I satellites following optimization of size, weight and power consump
tion. 

Before selecting the relubrication approach, numerous ideas were 
collected, evaluated and fj~ally narrowed to three models for experimental 
demonstration. One approach had no moving parts, consisting of an 
annular metal cartridge which contained porous material impregnated with 
oil and a heater to cause the oil to evaporate. This device was mounted 
immediately adjacent to a bearing and was found to transfer oil by evapora
tive means. The approach was dropped because of high power consumption 
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and poor efficiency; i. e., only about 35 percent of the oil given up by the 
cartridge reached the bearing. The method also suffered from indefinite 
control of quantity of oil transferred. The other two methods were both 
positive displacement typell which delivered incremental quantities of oil 
with each stroke of a solenoid. Both of these approachef~ int;::orporated 
features to cope with cavitation or vapor lock,which occurl"ed on an earlier 
feasibility model. This problem was solved in one version by employing a 
sealed. bellows, the only outlet of which was a port normally closed by a 
check valve. The bellows was completely filled with degassed oil. Opera
tion of the solenoid would cause a ratcheting mechanism to compress the 
bellows an incremental amount causing the check valve to open momentarily, 
allowing oil to pass through a duct to the bearing. This version of a 
solenoid-actuated oiler was abandoned for the following reasons: 

o The bellows absorbed some of the impulse of the solenoid 
stroke, resulting in a low pressure for injecting oil into 
the bearing. . 

o The ratchet mechanism had wearing surfaces which re
quired dry lubrication. 

o The increment of oil ejected per stroke of the solenoid 
was larger than desired. 

The selected oiler approach has a reservoir of oil contained in a 
chamber which includes a small cylinder. A piston, integral with the 
solenoic;l plunger, engages the cylinder when the solenoid is stroked. Since 
the moving plunger of the soienoid is contained within the oil chamber, the 
single moving part of the oiler is well lubricated. A quantity of oil equal 
to the volume of the cylinder (less leakage) is ejected from the oiler through 
a ball check valve at ea.ch stroke of the solenoid, thereby transferring oil 
in small known amounts. The oilers are oriented on the spinning bearing 
housing so that centrifugal force feeds oil from the chamber into the 
cylinder at all times. A breathing port on the oiler allows the escape of 
air from the interior of the oiler as the satellite enters the vacuum of 
spa.ce, but the port incorporates a series of fine-mesh screenS which pre
vent the loss of oil <\p.ring adverse orientation in earth's gravity. The' 
oiler appears in cross-section in Figure 2, which illustrates the features 
described above. Table Z provides design parameters of the oiler. 
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Table 2. Oiler functional parameters 

Solenoid: 

Stroke .31,' inch 

Coil Resistance 17.3 ohms 

Excitation 30. 5 volts 

Current 1.76 amps 

Power 54 watts 

Time to Stroke 90 milliseconds 

Oil System: 

Oil Supply 6.0 grams 

Oil Pumped Per Stroke 45 milligrams 

Strokes to Empty 130 

Check Valve Opens 15 - 20 psig 

General: 

Weight 0.85 pound 

Dianleter 2.25 inches 

Length 2.78 inches 

In the Intelsat IVA satellite, the coils of the two oilers are connected 
to simple pulsing circuits identical to the type used for commanding atti
tude control jets. When the despin bearing assembly is built, ducts made 
of 1/16 inch stai.nless steel tubing are installed into the housing to carry 
oil from the mounting surfaces of the oilers to the forward and aft bearings, 
respectively. Oi1leaves the formed end of either duct with a velocity and 
direction which cause it to deposit directly onto the outer l'aceways of the 
bearings. Since the bea.ring is rotating at about 50 rpm, the balls immedi
ately pick up the new oil and distribute it throughout the bearing. Figure 3 
illustrates the mounting of oilers on the Inte1sat IVA despin assembly. 
Each oiler is separately commandable so that either bearing may be reoiled 
independently. 

Since Intelsat IVA satellites are i11 geosynchronous orbit, every six 
months an eclipse season is encountered. During several days at the 
height of eat::h season, the temperature at the despin bearings changes 
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about 150 F within a 24-hour period. Telemetry data on despin torque and 
bearing temperatures provide the inputs needed to calculate the oil film 
thickness in the bearings, and this result provides operators with an input 
for determining use of the oilers. (Ref. 3) Figure 4 is the torque-temper
ature profile of the F-4 satellite of the Inte1sat IV series on 19 March 1972. 
These data indicated an oil film thickness of 500 microinches (early 
stage 1), which is sufficient to prt!clude use of oilerF had they existed on 
the Inte1sat IV. By March of 1975 the change in torque due to eclipse had 
reduced to much smaller values, indicating the initiation of stage 2. Simi
lar conditions have occurred on other Inte1sat IV satellites, indicating that 
they are following the classical lubrication profile. 

Passive Re1ubrication 

The cotton-phenolic Qall retainer impregnated with oil has been a 
standard feature in wet-lubricated space bearings for many years. One of 
its shortcomings is the relatively small amount of retained oil ranging 
from about one to five percent by weight, a. small fraction of which will 
actually feed to the bearing. This situation prompted Hughes to develop a 
ball retainer with much greater oil retention over the period 1971 to 1974. 
The result was the foam (nitrile acrylic copolymer) retainer illustrated in 
Figure 5 (Ref. 5). Retainers are illustrated with bearings having bore 
sizes of 60 and 12: millimeters, typical for despin. bearings and momentum 
wheels, respectively_ Foam retainers contain from 10 to 100 times more 
oil than cotton-phenolic retainers, and because of the small size of the 
capillaries which connect the numerous reservoirs within the foam cellular 
structure, the oil is metered to the bearing at a controlled rate to main
tain the oil film. Thus, the foam retainer constitutes a passive oil replen
ishment technique with far greater capacity than the conventional approach. 

The foam retainer has been applied to bearings having bore sizes of 
150, 90, 80, 60, 12 and 6 millimeters. Vacuum life tests are presently 
running on four each of 60 and 12 millimeter bearings. The former, 
typical despin bearings, have been operating at 100 rpm for three and one
half years, and the latter, typical momentum wheel bearings, have been 
operating at 5,000 rpm for one year. 

Because the capillaries in foam retainers average about 10 microns 
in diameter, they maintain a calculated 90 microinch thick film of oil 
on balls and races versus 20 microinches for cotton-phenolic retainers. 
This thicker film insures ample oil for elastohydrodynamic lubrication, 
but it also produces a higher oil churning torque. Consequently, despin 
bearings with foam retainers run at about a 20 percent higher torque than 
with cotton-phenolic retainers after equilibrium film has been established. 
The duration of stage 1 for despin bearings with foam retainers is com
parable to that for bearings with cotton-phenolic retainers, but duration of 
stage 2 is calculated to be 122 years. 

Figure 6 illustrates two momentum wheel fixtures, each containing 
four 12 millimeter bearings. One employs the baseline lubrication 
approach with cotton-phenolic retainers, while the other has foam re
tainers. As with despin bearings: the foam retainers maintain a higher 
equilibrium film of oil on the bearing metal than is the case with COttOll-
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phenolic retainers. Thi~ causes a rnore severe running torque penalty, 
1.1 ounce-inches versus O. 5 ounce-inch, because of the much higlier 
operating speed. Continuation of life testing is required to provide data 
leading to possible application of foam retainers to wheel bearings. 

The extensive life testing and excellent performance of foam re
tainers in despin bearings has resulted in their adoption for the despin 
assernbly of the Pioneer Venus satellite. 

CONCLUSION 

The two lubricant augmentation approaches provide totally different 
solutions to satisfy the desire for greater lubrication assurance of wet
lubricated space bearings. Each has been adopted for flight, one already 
in orbit and one scheduled on a flight program. Table 3 shows an attempt to 
compare the relative advantages and disadvantages of the two techniques. 
This evaluation reveals that a clear-cut overall advantage does not exist 
for either approach, but rather that the choice should be made with relation 
to specific requirements of each application. 

Table 3. Comparison of Oil Augmentation Techniques 

ACTIVE REPLENISHMENT 
COMMANDABLE OILER 

PASSIVE REPLENISHMENT 
FOAM RETAINER 

ADVANTAGES 

1. Preserves flight-proven 1. No added weight or 
ball retainer. volume. 

Z. Augmented oil supply Z. Oil replenishment is 
resel"ved for emergency. automatic. 

3. Replenishment by con- 3. Failure modes 'are 
scious command allows virtually non- existent. 
thinner oil films, less 
torque. 

DISADVANTAGES 

1. Weight and volume 1. Departure from flight-
penalty. proven ball retainer. 

Z. Command channel(s) Z. Viscous friction torque 
required. is higher. 

3. Failure modes exist. 3. Thick oil films can cause 
more torque varia.tion. 
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Figure 5. Foam R etainers with 60 and 12 mm B arings 
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Figure 6. Momentum Wheel Fixtures III 5, 000 RPM Life Test 
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DESIGN OF MECHANIS(1S TO LOCK/LATCH SYSTEMS 

UNDER ROTATIONAL OR TRANSLATIONAL MOTION 

By Rohinton p. Billimoria 

Planning Research Corporation 

P..BSTRACT 

Several systems in the aerospace industry undergo rotational 
or translatioral motion. These bodies/systems need to be stopped 
and locked/latched at the end of their path. Some examples of 
these systems in the aerospace industry (including launch vehicle, 
spacecraft, and the ground support equipment) are the Command 
Module Access Arm, Service Arms, Docking Module of the ASTP and 
the Orbiter Access Arm for the Space Shuttle (Figures ! and 
2). This paper covers two major aspects: (1) various methods of 
latching and (2) selection of the optimum method for latching, 
depending on the application and the design requirement criteria. 

INTRODUCTION 

Before analyzing the design aspect of these mechanisms, it 
is worthwhile mentioning the major functions perfoTmed by them. 
Because of their critical functions of latching and unlatching, 
the mechanisms become part of the launch critical phase. For 
some applications, these functions are performed after the 
vehicle has begun lift-off. 

Four major operations need to be performed by these mech
anisms; 

(l} Stopping the system 

(2) Positive locking/latching 

(3) Maintaining the system locked due to loads on the 
mechanism 

(4) Positive unlatch 

Each of these modes of the lock mechanism has to be 
designed depending on the critical modes of the application in
volved. However, the mechanism utilized to stop the systems may 
or may not be an integral part of the latch assembly. A brief 
discussion of all these modes of operation will be presented 
in the following paragraphs. 
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MODES OF OPERA~IONS 

The first major function to be perfc...:>.:med is t.o stop the sys
tem __ under rotational or translational motion. Systems can be 
stopped by utilizing either shock absorbers orattenuators, or 
even by bringing them to a hard stop. However, most systems 
require deceleration before being brought in contact with the 
stop mechanism, i.e., by coupling the system to a cam mechanism 
or engaging a skid plate. 

The next three modes involve mainly the latching and un
latching operations. Figure 3 illustrates various options that 
could be set up for the three phases of the locking mechanism. 
Studies and analyses have to be conducted to select the best 
possible option, depending on the critical modes of application 
involved. 

DEVELOPMENTAL PHASES 

The ... 'rocesses involved in the development of a product or 
mechanism are highly diversified and include a wide variety of 
detail. However, the typical detail in all these mechanisms in
volves four basic factors which should always be considered: 

(1) Simplicity of design 

(2) Ease of operation 

(3) Extent of failure of the mechanism due to 

a) System failure, i.e., failure in the power system 

b) Component failure, i.e., failure in the linkages 
of the mechanism 

(4) Developmental and manufacturing cost 

After developing the concepts, sele(~';:ion of the kinematic scheme should 
be outlined. The decision as to the type or types of mechanism to transmit 
and transform the motion from the input to the output is an important one -
for it may limit the selection of the components of the mechanism, it limits 
the capacity of the hydraulic or pneumatic power syst~1~, and it may determine 
the mechanical efficiency and cost of the latch mechanism. 

Three concepts for the design of locks are briefly discussed below, with 
reference to Figures 4 through 8. 
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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 

Following the selection of the kinematic scheme and the 
concept, further design can be incorporated. Three conceptual 
designs are discussed below, with calculations and equations 
shown for the locks utilized on the Command Module Access Arm 
and one which will be used on the Orbiter Access Arm. 

Figures 4 and 6 illustrate the Extend Stop and Lock mech
anism used on the Command f-iodule Access Arm. The main features 
of this mechanism are the hard stop, automatic lock with over
center latch and powered unlatch (system utilizing an hydraulic 
cylinder). •. 

EXHIBIT A 

The free body diagram of the latch mechanism is shown in 
Exhibit A above. Once the links are in the locked position, the 
kinematic scheme is 90 arranged that the links over-center. This 
prevents the system from unlatching when a load is applied from 
the system (i.e., the arm) onto the latch. The power required to 
unlatch depends on the geometry ,of the links. Load on the latch 
(when the arm is locked) is transmitted into the base block of 
the latch weldment. This load on the base block could be deter
mined by using the following equation: 
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Fw load on the latch 

R3 load on the base block 

62 angle made by the actuator with the base block 

a, b, c & d geometric lengths on links 

Figures 5 and 7 illustrate the latches used to hold the 
Apollo arms in the retracted condition. The main feature of this 
latch is the remote latching with a positive locking system (accom
plished by holding the cam up against latch weldment)a The a~~ 
is decelerated by riding it over a skid plate with the final im
pact absorbed by two shock absorbers. The cam roller principle 
for unlatching does not link the hydraulic/pneumatic power to 
the latch. This system can have a manual override for use in the 
event of system power failure. However, the foree required to 
unlatch this mechanism is greater than that required by the Extend 
Stop and Lock mechanism (assuming that the forces on the latch 
for both the mechanisms are the same). This is due to the fact 
that the remote latch mechanism, shown in Figure 7, retracts 
towards the load and not away from it. 

Figure 8 illustrates the lock mechanism to be used on the 
Orbiter Access Arm. The main features for this lock are hard 
stop, remote lock with. over-center latch and powered unlatch. 
(system utilizing pneumatic cylinder). 

+ 
T 

+ 
-t 

EXHIBIT B 

Exhibit B illustrates the free body diagram of the latch 
mechanism. The cam roller arrangement gives the mechanism the 
ability to have a manual override, \'.'hichcan be used in the event 
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of system power failure. Another distinguishing characteristic 
of this type of kinematic scheme is that the force required to 
unlatch this mechanism is comparatively smaller than that 
required by the Extend Stop and Lock mechanism (Figure 6). The 
force required to unlatch can be determined by the following 
equation: 

Fw x c + Fs x b - W x a 1 
R2 = • 

d m 

where 
R') .t;., force required to unlatch 

Fw load on the latch 

Fs spring load on the latch 

W latch weight 

a, b, c, d, 1 & m geometric lengths on links 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In conclusion, one may realize that more than a cursory investigation' 
is useful for final mechanism selection. Proper definition of requirements, 
with effective trade studies performed, would further aid in developing or 
selecting the right concept for a particular application. Furtilermore, 
because of tile complexity of detail design thCit arises, consideration should 
be given to whether the mechanism can be manufactured with minimtnn expense, 
can be assembled efficiently, and can be serviced and repaired easily. 
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A HIGH RESOLUTION, ADJUSTABLE, LOCKABLE LASER MIRROR MOUNT* 

By Dr. Curt H. Chadwick 

GTE SYLVANIA, INC. 
P. O. Box 188 

Mountain View, California 94042 

ABSTRACT 

A description is given of a prototype high resolution, adjustable, 
lockable mirror mount suitable for use as a resonator end mirror mount in 
fie1dab1e lasers. The prototype was vibrated to 15g levels, 10-2000 Hz, and 
was shown to be stable to within 1 arc second and settab1e to an accuracy of 
10 arc seconds. Improvements to be made to the prototype are outlined which 
will significantly improve the accuracy without sacrificing the other at
tributes of the prototype. 

INTRODUCTION 

L 

The advent of fie1dab1e laser systems, such as satellite communications 
systems has mandated the construction of lasers that are capable of "HANDS I 

OFF" operation even in the presence of severe vibration and temperature 
cycling. Since the efficiency of a laser is highly dependent upon the mainten
ance of alignment of the two cavity end mirrors to a high degree of accuracy, 
the cavity end mirror mounts are critical items. Depending upon the optical 
design of the particular laser, this accuracy ranges from approximately 1 arc 
second to about 50 arc seconds. This means that these end mi~rors must be 
adjustable to a very precise angular orientation and then locked with a 
minimal positional change during the locking process. 

To satisfy these stringent requirements, a set of goals was formulated 
for the mirror mount. A prototype lockable mirror mount was then designed, 
fabricated, and tested. Most of the defined requirements, or design goals, 
were either met or exceeded by the prototype design. 

* This mirror mount was developed for the Air Force Avionics Lab., Air Force 
Systems Command, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohi'o, McDonnell-Douglas 
prime contract number F33615-74-C-I028, GTE Sylvania sub-c.ontract with 
McDonnell-Douglas number Y3E-247R. 
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DESIGN GOALS 

The design goals are listed below in approximate order of decreasing 
importance. 

Stability 

As stated previously, the primary goal of the design was retention of 
alignm~nt after severe vibration and temperature cycling. 

Accuracy 

The accura.y of an adjustment is defined as the precision to which the 
adjustment can be set in a single trial without overshooting the set point, 
plus the lockability (the maximum amount the adjustment may be disturbed when 
it is locked), plus the maximum amount that it may be disturbed when the ad
justment mechanism is removed (in the case of removable adjustment mechanisms). 
In order to make the mount usable on as many lasers as possible, the mount was 
designed to a 1 arc second accuracy limit. 

Adjustability 

Adjustability is defined as the ease of adjustment of mirror orientation 
before locking. During the alignment of a laser, many mirror adjustments are 
required, especially in the case of the more developmental versions. This 
fact makes it very important to design the mount so that it is easily adjust
able. To ensure this, it was decided that the mount would provide two per
pendicular pivot axes intersecting at the center of the mirror face. This 
arrangement of pivot axes is the one providing the minimum theoretical"cross 
talk" between the axes of adjustment. In practice, other factors (mechanical 
tolerances for example) increase cross talk. The goal was set at 1% cross 
talk, a value determined to be very acceptable. 

Another goal adopted to enhance adjustability was to minimize adjustment 
hysteresis to ensure a nearly one to one pos~tion relationship between the 
mirror position and adjustment knob setting. 

Size and Weight 

The advantages inherent in a lightweight and compact design for 
fieldable applications are obvious. However, there are tradeoffs to be made 
between this goal and the previous two goals, for a compact and lightweight 
design is commonly achieved by compromising accuracy and adjustability. With 
this in mind, a size of 2.5 inches in diameter by 1.0 inch thick was defined 
as the maximum envelope size which would allow the mount to conveniently mate 
with the greatest variety of laser structures. A weight of 8 ounces was 
arbitrarily chosen as an upper limit. 
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Range of Adjustment 

The maximum range of adjustment needed in lasers is about 1.50 in 
either direction about each adjustment axis. 

Proximity of Mirror Face to Front Surface of Mount 

Since it is often desirable to mount other optical elements between the 
end mirrors, but close to a mirror face, it WBI3 deltermined that the mirror 
face should be located as close as possible to the front surface of the mount. 

THE PROTOTYPE DESIGN 

The prototype mirror mount is shown in Figures 1 and 2. The basic design 
approach used two gimbals and a frame connected by torsion bar pivots. The 
inner gimbal is connected to the outer gimbal by two torsion bars, while the 
outer gimbal is in turn connected to the frame by two more torsion bars 
(Figure 2). The frame is usually bolted directly to the laser structure. 
However in the case of the prototype, the frame was attached to the structure 
via four special flexures which allow for differential thermal expansion be
tween the frame and the laser structure. 

Torsional flexure pivots were used for their advantages of having no 
mechani.cal play, wear, or friction. These properties are essential in order 
to achieve low adjustment hysteresis and stability. The limite.d angular 
motion required permitted the use of these torsion bar pivots. An added 
benefit of the torsion bar pivots is that the adjustment return springs are 
provided by the torsion bars themselves. In the interest of stability, the 
two gimbals, the frame, and the four torsion bars are constructed as a 
unitary structure, machined from one piece of beryllium copper alloy, chosen 
for its good spring properties. 

The adjusting screws (80 threads/inch) are threaded into bosses at
tached to the outer frame (Figure 1). The outer gimbal adjusting screw bears 
directly against the outer gimbal. The inner gimbal adjustment screw passes 
through the gimbals to bear on an adjustment tab (Figure 2) that is bolted 
directly to the inner gimbal. This is done to allow the point of contact to 
be nominally on the pivot axis of the outer gimbal, to minimize the cross 
talk. If the inner gimbal adjusting screw were mounted on the outer gimbal in
stead of the frame, there would theoretically be no cross talk. However, in 
practice, this causes severe cross talk due to random forces from the operator's 
hand being transmitted to the outer gimbal during adjustment. 

After final machhling, each pair of torsion bars is given a permanent 
two degree twist rotating each gimbal toward its adjustment screw. This pro
vides the spring bias necessary for ±1.50 rotation about the straight ahead 
position. 
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The torsion bars are 0.125 inch long with a rectangular cross section. 
This cross section is .050 inch by .025 inch 'with the longer dimension paral
lel to the adjusting screws. These dimensions were chosen to limit the axial 
translation of the mirror during adjustmentt." approximately 10-5 inch, 

o while providing 3.5 of rotation and an acceptable spring rate. The maximum 
axial translation of the mirror over 30 of rotation is about 1.2 x 10-5 inch, 
while the torsional spring rate for a pair of torsion bars is 2.7 in.oz./deg. 
This design results in the ?ivot axes being only 0.025 inch behind the front 
face of the mount itself. 

There ar~ four locking mechanisms on the mirror mount, two to lock the 
inner gimbal to tl~e outer gimbal, and two to lock the outer gimbal to the 
frame (Figure 1). Since all four mechanisms are essentially identical, only 
one, an innwr gimbal lock, will be described in detail. This lock is shown 
in Figure 3. It consists of only three parts, a boss bolted to the inner 
gtmba1~ a clamp bolted to the outer gimbal, and a locking screw. 

As the inner gimbal rotates \:Ithin the outer gimbal, the boss translates 
up and down between the wings of the clamp as shown in Figure 3. When the 
locking screw is loose, the boss fits between the wings with approximately 
.0001 inch clearance on each side. This allows adjustments to be made with 
no friction being introduced by the locking mechanisms. The locking screw 
passes through a small clearance hCJle in one ~7ing of the clamp, through a 
large clearance hole in the boss, and is threaded into the opposite wing of 
the clamp. When the locking screw is tightened~ the wings are drawn together 
to clamp the boss between t~em. Each wing has a thin section to provide flex
ibility in the direction parallel to the locking screw. If the clearance be
tween the wings and the boss :1.S the same everywhere, there will be no net 
moments, or forces, exerted be\~'Vj'een the inner and outer gimbals as the lock
ing screw is tightened. The c.dy forces exerted on the boss will be the equal 
and opposite fon~·ns acting on eal:!"t side of the boss in a direction parallel 
to the adjusting screw. For thermal stability, the clamps and boss are made 
of beryllium copper to match the gimbal and frame. The locking procedure 
consists simply of tightening the two outer gimbal locking screws followed by 
the two inner gimbal locking screws. After the locking screws are t:l.ghtened, 
the adjusting screws are removed to create a smaller package and to avoid the 
screws shaking loose during vIbration. ' 

With the adjusting screws removed, the mount weighs about 5 oz., and 
is 2.5 inches in diameter and 0.7 inch thick overall. 

EVALUATION OF THE PROT0TYPE 

The prototype mount met or exceeded nearly all design goals. It was 
vibrated at l5g levels from 10-2000 Hz and temperature cycled t'ilrough a 1000C 
temperature range with no change in setting observed using apparatus with a 
resolution of about 1 arc second. It is very compact (2.5 inches diameter, 
0.7inch thick) and light (5 ounces). It has a 3 degree range of adjustment 
and the cross talk was determin,ed to be less than 1% with a one to one rela
tionship between adjusting knob position and the mirror settings. In addition 
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the mirror face is very close (.025 inch) to the front surface of the mount. 

The adjustability of the mount is good and it is possible to set it to 
within one arc second without overshoot. However, when it is locked, a change 
in setting occurs which is greater than that desired, especially when locking 
the inner gimbal. In addition, when the adjusting screws are removed, further 
motion occurs. These effects combine to reduce the total accuracy of the 
mount to about 10 arc seconds. This accuracy makes the mount usable in most 
lasers but prevents its use in those requiring very accurate m:f.rror settings. 

The motion upon locking has been determined to be caused primarily by 
misalignment between the locking clamps and their respective bosses. The 
reduced performance of the inner gimbal locks as opposed to the outer gimbal 
locks is caused by the closer spacing of the inner gimbal torsion bars and 
locks. The torsion bars for the inner gimbal are only 1. 2 inches apart and 
the two locking screws are only 1.0 inch apart. The problem is made evident 
when it is noted that, with the locks this close together, a motion of only 
2.5 millionths of an inch at the J.ock causes the mirror to rotate about 1 arc 
second. 

The motion resulting from the removal of the adjusting screw occurs as 
the load previously supported by the adjusting screw is taken up by the pre
viously unloaded locks. 

PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS 

A new revised design has been created that should improve the accuracy 
of the mount without compromising a significant number of the other goals. 
This design employs Bendix flexure pivots instead of torsion bars. These have 
a torsional spring rate about one order of magnitude smaller than the torsion 
bars used in the prototype. This will considerably reduce the load trans
ferred to the locks upon removal of the adjustment mechanism. In addition 
the locks will be reconfigured to make them stiffer when locked and much 
easier to aligrl. 

Changes will be made in the configurations of the gimbal and the frame 
to allow all four pivots and locks to be located at the extreme edges of the 
mount. This at least doubles the spacing of each pair of locks and pivots. 
This change is allowed by the use of separate flexures which allows greater 
latitude in the design of the gimbals and frame. This change alo~e should 
increase the accuracy by at least a factor of two. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The prototype mirror mount discussed in this paper has passed severe 
environmental tests. It is lightweight, compact and easy to adjust so long 
as the accuracy required is no better than 10 arc seconds. The goal of one 
arc second accuracy should be reached by a new prototype that will be under
going test at the time of publication of this paper. 
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CAGING MECHANISM FOR A DRAG-FREE SATELLITE 

POSITION SENSOR 

By R. HaCkert, J. Mathiesen*, D. B. DeBra* 

Guidance and Control Laboratory 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 

ABSTRACT 

A disturbance compensation system for satellites based on the drag-free 

concept has been mechanized and flown, using a spherical proof mass and 

a cam-guided caging mechanism. The caging mechanism controls the location 

.of the proof mass for testing and constrains it during launch. Design re

qUirements, design details, and hardware are described. 

INTRODUCTION 

A navigation satellite launched by the Applied Physics Laboratory of 

Johns Hopkins University incorporated a device built at Stanford University 

for the compensation of external forces, e.g., atmospheric drag and solar 

radiation pressure, which perturb a satellite's orbit. 

If we enclose an object (proof mass) in a housing which isolates it from 

the drag and solar radiation pressure, it will follow an orbit influenced 

solely by the gravitational field of the earth. If the satellite is con

strained to follow the proof mass, it will follow a similar gravitational 

orbit. Such an orbit can be predicted for much longer times than the orbit 

for a satellite calculated on the best estimates of drag and solar disturb

ance [Refs. I and 2J. 

t 

* 
Research Engineer. 

Research Engineer at time of design; deceased. 

* Director, Guidance & Control Lab; Professo~ Aeronautics and Astronautics, 
and Mechanical Engineering. 
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The accuracy of navigution on the earth's surface by ships or aircraft, 

and the extension of measurement resolution in the fields of aeronomy and 

geodesy are all areas which can benefit from the long-term predictable orbits 

made possible by DISCOS (Disturbance Compensation .e.ystem). 

The DISCOS consists of a spherical proof mass within a housing, a capac

itive sensing system to detect proof mass position, a propulsion system to 

position the satellite relative to the proof mass, a caging mechanism to 

control the location of the proof mass for testing and launch, and the elec

tronics necessary for operating the control system and providing telemetry 

information and receiving commands. 

The satellite for which the DISCOS was aesigned was a three-body gravity

gradient three axis stabilized configuration with an overall length on orbit 

of 7.5 m (Fig. 1). The DISCOS was contained in the center body, a 300 mm 

diameter by 300 mm long cylinder attached to the other two bodies by folding 

booms. 

DISCOS DESCRIPTION 

The DISCOS is made up of five major components: the proof mass, proof 

mass housing, electronics, propulsion subsystem, and the caging mechanism 

(Fig. 2). These components are arranged in the cylindrical housing in a 

manner which tends to minimize the mass attraction force of the components 

on the proof mass; that is, the parts are kept as far away as possible and 

as symmetrical as possible. Our familiarity with mass attraction is, in 

general, limited to the earth's, i.e., the weight of objects around us. In 

the design of a drag-free satellite, however, the disturbance forces to which 

the proof mass is subjected must be kept smaller than the order of 10-11g, 

which, for comparison, is the attractive force exerted on the proof mass by 

a 15 gm mass at a distance of 100 mm. For this reason, the size and loca

tion of all parts of the DISCOS had to be controlled and known to dimensions 

as small as 0.01 mm. 

The most important and at the same time the simplest component of the 

system is the proof mass--a sphere 22 mm in diameter, mass of 0.11 kg,cast 

from a 70 30 gold-platinum alloy and lapped to size. The proof mass is 

contained in a beryllium OXide housing of 40 mm inside diameter. The caging 

L 
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mechanism penetrates the wall of this housing to provide control of the proof 

mass. The inside surface of the proof mass housing is coated with vacuum 

deposited chromium in a pattern of three orthogonal pairs of capacitor plates. 

The change in capacitance caused by motion of the housing relative to the 

proof mass is sensed to obtain satellite position data. The other major items 

of the DISCOS are the electrqnics and propulsion subsystems. 

MECHANISM DESCRIPTION 

The caging mechanism for the DISCOS performs two functions. First, it 

is used to move the proof mass in a prescribed path inside the housing so that 

the signals from the three pairs of capacitive plates can be checked. To a 

degree, this is a simulation of the normal orbit condition where the proof 

mass would be free to sense the motion of the satellite. 

The caging mechanism serves the second purpose of securing the proof 

mass against motion during launch and ascent to orbit. To meet this caged 

position requirement, the mechanism was desig~ed to exert a force of 54N 

when securing the proof mass. 

The caging mechanism (Fig. 3) is located below the prooI mass housing, 

and the caging rod, a beryllium oxide cylinder 12,7 mm diameter by 46 mm 

long with a mass of 0.017 kg, extends upward into the housing. The lower 

end of the caging rod is pinned to two circular springs, which are in turn 

pinned to a transfer nut. The springs are fabricated from beryllium copper 

and the trans.~er nut is 303 stainless steel. The transfer nut travels on 

a 1/4"-16 Acml:.\ screw, also fabricated from beryllium copper. The lower end 

of the caging rod follows a two-dimensional cam slot cut into two plates on 

the side of the mechanism,thereby imparting the desired motion to the proof 

mass for systems tests. The cam slot is designed to move the proof mass 

along a path resembU.ng a sinusoid. The beryllium oxide caging rod is fur

nace brazed to a clevis end fitting of 17-4 PH stainless steel. Initially, 

a titanium end fitting was tried but there were excessive voids in the joint 

due to insufficient w.:.tting. The procedure which finally was used was to 
o 

sputter approximately 4000A of gold on the rod end, 10 ~m of gold on the 

end fitting, and vacuum braze at 850°C with a gold-copper alloy (Englehard 

378). The brazing temperature was held as low as possible to prevent grain 

growth in the beryllium oxide rod. In spite of this there was an increase 
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in the rod diameter requiring an additional lapping operation to resize. 

The acme screw is driven by a size 9 permanent magnet d-c motor geared 

to produce 23 mm travel of the transfer nut in 30 sec. The motor bearings 

are Barden ball bearings with a self-lubricating composite retainer, and the 

gear box is lubricated with Microseal 100-1. The motor was being produced for 

a program which had a similar launch environment and was purchased off-the

shelf. A modified Oldham's coupling is used between the motor and the screw. 

The frame on which the components of the mechanism are mounted was 

machined from a piece of 6061-T6 aluminum 62.5 mm diameter by 100 mm long. 

The surfaces contacted by the transfer nut were given a hard anodize to mini

mize wear. An assembly fixture was fabricated for use in obtaining align

ment of the two cam plates with respect to each other, for checking the switch 

trip points, and for measuring the spring load. 

During operation in the caging direction, the first 0.86 mm travel of 

the transfer nut relieves the spring load which has been applied by stretching 

the springs during the uncaging cycle. Free travel then takes place for 

21.25 mm during which the cam slot is traversed. At the end of free travel, 

the proof mass contacts the proof mass housing and the two springs are com

pressed a distance of 1.17 mm. This produces the load of 54N giving a 

longitudinal acceleration capability of 43 g without motion of the proof 

mass away from its caged position. At the end of spring compression, a tab 

on the transfer nut contacts a limit switch and power is removed from the 

motor. A pair of switches arranged to operate independently is used at each 

end of the stroke. Thus, opening either switch of the pair will remove power 

from the motor. Should both switches fail to open, the transfer nut will 

contact a steel pin after an additional 0.25 mm travel and stall the 

mechanism. This is done to prevent cracking or spalling failures of the 

beryllium oxide housing and ca~ing rod. 

TESTING 

The systems check-out and testing phase for the DISCOS required a number 

of caging and uncaging cycles for the determination of electronic signal 

strength and scale factors for the position sensing system. 

formed at ambient conditions, in vacuum at 45°C and -20°C 

Tests were per

both before and 
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after vibration testing. Several hundred caging and uncaging cycles were 

performed during the test period. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

One caging mechanism was fabricated to serve for both system qualifi

cation and the flight vehicle. At the completion of testing, the cycle time 

on the unit was within 1 sec of the desired time. Following launch and 

orbit injection, the mechanism remained in the caged position for eleven 

days, at which time it was uncaged by ground command. 
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THE HELLOS EXPERIMENT 5 ANTENNA MECHANISM 

by E. J. W. Muller, Dipl. -Ing. 

DFVLR-BPT, Germany 

SUMMARY 

This paper describes the Experiment 5 Antenna Deployment problem on 
board HELLOS A, the failure analysis, and changes in design, test, and 
ope"cation y;hich led to a successful deployment of both antennas during the 
early HELLOS B mission phase. 

INTRODUCTION 

The two Experiment 5 antennas are installed normal to the axis of rotation 
close to the equatorial plane. The antennas form a dipole which is used by 
the Plasma and Radio Wave Experiment. It was planned to deploy both 
antennas at once, about 3 hours after the launch of HELLOS A. However, 
the observed anomalies: 

Only one of the motors was switched off automatically by the end 
switch 
The spacecraft spin rate change due to the chang~ in the spacecraft 
spin moments of inertia was from 52.966 rpm to 51. 072 rpm 
instead of 49. 36 rpm 
One antenna element was ~rounded to the spacecraft structure 

indicated that only O1'1e antellna was d_~ployed to the full length of 14. 75 
meters. 

Description ,of the Antenna Mechanism 

Figure 1 shows the simplified antenna drive system. Each antenna mecha
nism is powered by an AC motor and inverter which drives the antenna 
storage spool and the pinch drive rollers. The pinch drive rollers are 
geared to deploy the antenna material at a rate faster than it can be 
unwrapped from the driven spooL A slip clutch in the gear train makes this 
pas sible. The intent is to keep any slack material from developing between 
the spool and the pinch drive rollers by keeping tension in the antenna mate
rial. A one-way clutch permits the pinch rollers to free wheel during 
antenna retraction. A potentiometer with a range of five volts is driven by 
the rotating storage spool. MicrDswitches with arms riding against the 
anten."'la material shut the motor off automaticaHy at full extension or retrac
tion. This shut-off is accomplished by having a slot cut near each end of 
the antenna material. As the slot passes under the microswitch arm, the 
arm drops through the slot and opens the circuit to the motor. These 
switches are located outboard of the pinch drive rollers in an area where 
the antenna material is forming into a cylinder around a form; therefore, 
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the antenna exhibits some stiffness in this area - it is not a flat ribbon. The 
antenna itself is a O. 0038 cm (0. 0015 inch) thick Be eu strip heat-treated to 
form a o. 673 cm (0.265 inch) diameter cylinder along the longitudinal axis 
of the strip. After forming into a cylinder, the edges of the strip overlap 
each other by approximately 90°; there is no interlocking feature. The out
board of the mechanism housing contains an i.on guard approximately two 
meters long when fully deployed. This ion guard consists of a thin rubber 
sleeve expanded around a relatively long, weak coil spring, i. e., a glorified 
vacuum cleaner hose about 5. 1 cm (2.0 inches) in diameter. During and 
prior to launch, the ion guard is compressed into a housing about 25.4 cm 
(10 inche s) long and held in place by a fitting on the end of the retracted 
antenna. Upon deployment of the antenna, the free end of the ion guard fol
lows the antenna out until the ion guard has extended to its full length. The 
inboard end of the ion guard remains fixed to the front end of the mechanism 
housing. The antenna then continues to deploy through the extended ion 
guard until the antenna is fully deployed. The mechanism is enclosed in thin 
sheet aluminum dust covers to provide an RF shield between the antenna and 
noise originating inside the spacecraft. The antenna itself is also isolated 
electrically from the remainder of the nlechanism. 

Failure Analysis 

The commands to deploy both Experimlent 5 antennas were properly received 
and executed by the spacecraft; howev1er, due to a malfunction within unit 
S/N006, the antenna element of this unit was not properly deployed. The 
analysis performed was based on the following parameters: 

Telemetered antenna length readout 
- Solar aspect angle information 

Science data of Experiment 5 
Spacecraft spin rate information 

The telemetered antenna length readout of S/N006 shows some unsteady 
behaviour during the early deployment phase. But looking into all trans
mitted data, it is obviolls that the motor and gear train of S/N006 started up 
and operated until the 1 O-turn potentiometer was driven against its mechani
cal stop, which indicated an 18 cm longer antenna element. The nonessen
tial bus current monitor provides information on the total current drawn by 
a1l consumers fed by this bus. Besides the experiments, the E-5 antennas 
also are powered from this line. The current is sampled by the AID con
verter for short time intervals only. This, together with the current chop
ping caused by the D3A 400 Hz inverter, provides a very unstE'ady current 
reading. 

From this information, it can be deduced that both units drew approximately 
the predicted current (0.4 A each) and that one unit automatically switchE'Q 
off after a run time of 32. 5 min. These data also show clearly that the 
second unit did not switch off automatically. Only when the power disable 
comrnand for the antenna units was executed did the current reading drop to 
the value it had prior to antenna deployment. The solar aspect angle 
changed during the deployment by 0.2°, which also indicates a ma.1function 
of one antenna element because both antennas are mounted about 10 cm 
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above the center of gravity plane. During deployment of the E-5 antennas 
the experiment was collecting data. The noise spectrum obtained shows two 
distinct changes: 3.4 minutes after the deploy initiation command the noise 
went down, while at 7. I minutes after initiation the noise went up to approxi
m.ately its original level. The spacecraft spin rate data turned out to be the 
best tool for locating the failure. Figure 2 shows the relative spin rate 
variation as a function of the deployed antenna length. The upper dashed 
line shows the variation for a nominal simultaneous deployment of both 
antennas, the center line shows the variation in spin rate for deployment of 
one antenna only, and the lower line indicates the actual measured spin rate 
change as a function of the transm.itted antenna length read out. As can be 
seen by looking at all observed anomalies, the failure must have occurred in 
the early deployment phase during the simultaneous deployment of the ion 
guards with the antenna elements. In subsequent meetings, the possible 
failure modes were discussed, and the following were seen as the most 
probable failure modes: 

A) Failures based on the interaction of ion guard and antenna elernent: 

The turns neces sar':;' to fold the ion guard affected the boom 
element during the f'i,rst phase of deployment when the ion 
guard rotated back. 

Ion guard jammed during element deployment; suddenly it 
ca~'ne free, hit the antenna tip mas s, and damaged the antenna 
element or tip mass. 

B) Failed mechanism: 

Clutch on the drive roller failed, then antenna element bloomed 
up between spool and drive roller device. 

Element damage caused high friction between moving element 
and ploy; again blooming up of the boom either between spool 
and drive roller or between drive roller and ploy. 

Loss of load on the pinch roller caused element blooming up 
between spool and drive roller due to slippage between drive 
roller and antenna elemen.t. 

Loss of alignment due to a bearing failure or misalignment 
after relubrication at :Kennedy Space Center (KSC). 

During lubrication at KSC, some lubricant (grease) was put on 
the drive roller, causing slippage between drive roller and 
antenna element. 

Wrong lubricant in the worm gear s: silicon lubricants tend to 
creep. Suggestion was made to change to the Krytox 243 
grease for lubricating the worm gears. 
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As the outcome of the discussions, a test sequence was set up to simulate 
the possible failure modes. It was decided to perform the tests with speci
mens S/N001 and 002. Units 003/004/005 were reserved as flight and spare 
units. The following tests were performed at Fairchild in early March 1975: 

1. Test sequence for SIN 001/002 

1. 1 (S/N 002) Deploy elem..ent to 1. 2 mark. At his point, release 
ion guard instantaneously (element pointing down, 
motor in operation). 

1.2 (S/N 002) Store ion guard with "4-turn twist." During deploy
ment, measure rotation of element tip and ion guard 
tip. 

1.3 (S/N 001) Twist element on stationary mechanism. Observe 
reaction of element on ploy and microswitch travel. 

1. 4 (S/N 001) Stall element during extension. Observe buckling of 
element between drive roller and ploy. 

1. 5 (S/N 001) Check pressure between drive and pinch roller. 

1. 6 (S/N 001) Determine torque range of clutch for proper deploy
ment, with no pull force acting on element. When 
clutch fails (at minimum torque setting), continue 
m.echanism operation for 80 sec minimum and record 
status. Attempt "retract" of antenna element. 

1.7 (S/N 002) Determine clutch setting and roller pressure. 

1. 8 (S/N 002) Run full extend/retract load cycles: 
2 cycles, room tem.perature, min/max load 
4 cycles, _20°C, min/max load 
4 cycles, +50 °c, min/max load 
Operation in air, load ±50% of nominal, retraction 
under nominal load. 

1. 9 (S/N 002) Determine clutch setting and roller pressure. 

2. Component tests and other matters 

2. 1 

2.2 

Measure torque versus temperature performance for a clutch set 
at center of acceptable torque range. See test 1. 6 (S/N 001) and 
callout on respective drawing. 

Regarding the intended deletion of the ion guards, it was clearly 
stated that antenna deployment will be achieved 
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3. Test sequence for SIN 003/004/005 (spare unit) 

3. 1 If deployable ion guards are deleted, remove detent spring. 

3.2 Check torque setting of drive roller clutch and check pressure 
between drive and pinch roller. 

3. 3 Perform full-length eleluent extension at ambient pres sure and 
_20°C and +50 °c ambient temperature, respectively. (If wear
out was shown to be a problem by test 1. 8, only the cold cycle 
deployment is to be performed.) Perform visual inspection of 
element when fully deployed. . 

Results of the Failure lnve stigation Tests 

The most probable failure mode which could have caused the problem on 
HELlOS A was found in tests No. 1. 2 and 1. 3 when the effect of the ion guard 
on the antenna element was determined. When the ion guard and the antenna 
system are assembled for SiC integration, the ion guard is compressed to 
about 30 cm for storage. During storage, it is additionally twisted axially 
through two to four turns due to the normal rotation of the helical spring 
inside the ion guard. When the ion guard deploys (simultaneously with the 
antenna element), it imparts a torque to the antenna element transmitted by 
the friction between ion guard end flange and antenna tip mass. When the 
direction of the ion guard torque is such that the antenna cross section tends 
to open, the antenna element is caused to bind at the end of the ploy. As a 
result, a blooming or buckle occurs between the drive roller and the ploy. 
When this effect was detected at Fairchild, approximately 5 seconds had 
elapsed between stall of element and power switch-off. The S-second delay 
was enough to damage the antenna element. A pos sible explanation was that 
one antenna worked properly and that it was impos sible to overcome the 
failure on board HELlOS A by retracting and deploying maneuvers of the 
SIN 006 L111it. Figure 3 shows a close-up view of the failed mechanism 
after te st step 1. 2. 

Modifications 

A) Design Modifications 

Based on S/ C noise data obtained by Experiment Sa on board HELlOS A, the 
experimenter requested the elimination of the foldable ion guard. It should 
be replaced by a rigid electrically conducting tube of 10- cm diameter and 
O. 8-m length to provide electrostatic shielding of the antenna base from 
noise originated by the spacecraft solar array. This modification completely 
eLinlin.'"lted the interaction between ion guard and antenna element. Together 
with the elimination of the foldable ion guard, the detent spring inside the 
mechanism could be removed. This spring was necessary to hold the 
antenna element in its stored position during vibration loads, because of the 
pulling force of the ion guard on the antenna element. 
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B) Test Modifications 

Two full extension/retraction tests were added on a system level: one prior 
to the spacecraft vibration test and one after all mechanical system tests, 
prior to encapsulation at Cape Kennedy. 

C) Operational Modifications 

A new operational procedure was worked out that makes it pos sible to stop 
the deployment if any anomaly occurs. It was planned to deploy both antennas 
on board HELlOS A at once. The new procedure was the following. 

Before starting antenna deployment, operations E5 and E4 shall be turned on 
and S/ C telemetry shall be in science data mode to monitor S/ C spin rate for 
pos sible antenna short to ground an-:1 indication of motor current flow. It 
shall be monitored continuously, displaying nonessential bus current, antenna 
potentiometer reading, antenna motor switch status, S/ C spin rate, E5b 
scientific data, and E4 scientific data. One operator shall continuously plot 
the above parameters on a chart which has the predicted values plotted on it. 
Deviations from predicted values will be cause to stop antenna deployment 
operations. A pre-arranged command shall be at the instant ready, stowed 
in the command queue, to turn off the antenna motor current. 

Sequence of E5 Antenna Deployment 

Step 1 

Deploy the + Y antenna element to a length of 1 m, where it is pos sible to 
detect a. change in the SIC spin rate and monitor all parameters. 

Step 2 

Deploy the - Y antenna element analogously to step 1. 

Step 3 

Deploy the +Y antenna element from 1 m to 2.5 m. 

Step 4 

Deploy the - Y antenna element from 1 m to 2.5 m. 
Time for bow shock measurements. 

Step 5 

Deploy the +Y antenna element from 2.5 m to 14.4 m. 

Step 6 

Deploy the - Y antenna element from 2.5 m to 14.4 m. 
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Step 7 

Deploy the + Y antenna element to the full length in steps of 50 to 60 mm, 
which correspond to a running time of 10 to 12 seconds. Monitor all param
eters and perform an impedance measurement after each step. Deployment 
commands shall be terminated after a step increase of the impedance mea
surement or closure of the end switch. 

Step 8 

Deploy the - Y antenna element analogously to step 7. 

The Inflight Deployment of the HEr,IOS B Experiment 5 Antennas 

Steps 1 to 6 of the deployment were performed successfully on the first day 
of the HELLOS B mission. All above-mentioned parameters were monitored 
and plotted and did not deviate from the predicted values. Figure 4 shows 
the plot of the spacecraft spin rate and solar deviation angle as function of 
deployed antenna length. Steps 7 and 8 were performed successfully during 
the third Goldstone pass on the third day of the mission. 
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HIGH STABILITY DEPLOYABLE BOOM 

by 

Gordon A. Smith, Thomas G. Berry and Lamont DiBiasi 

Fairchild Space and Electronics Company 

ABSTRACT 

Meaningful magnetic field vector measurements in space require accurate 
placement of a magnetometer beyond the maenetic fields of a spacecraft. This paper 
describes the design and development of a deployable boom which ensures accurate 
deployment of an instrument package and maintains high stability after extension. 

INTRODUCTION 

Predictability of boom alignment and stability of the boom after deployment 
were the driving design requirements. Specifically, these requirements were: 

1. The alignment of the boom after deployment shall be predictable 
within 20 mim:ttes of arc in both twist and deflection. 

2. Boom twist shall not exceed 5 minutes of arc and boom deflection 
shall not exceed 15 minutes of arc from all sources, including 
thermal effects from solar radiation and air drag at altitudes 
above 200 Km. 

These stringent stability requil'ements, coupled with a 6.8 Kg ":fight 
limitation for a 6 meter boom that can be stowed into a volume of 0.057 m' (2 ft

3
) , 

dictated the following features for the boom design: 

• Largest closed cross section possible, consistent with the 
stowed volume constraints. 

• Construction using a framework truss which will receive 
nearly equal thermal input throughout. 

• Minimum play in the boom truss and linkage joints. 

• Use of non-magnetic, lightweight materials having very low 
thermal coeffic ie nts . 
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To meet these requirements, an adaptation of a Fairchild patented folding 
box beam was designed and'is described in the following sections. 

DESIGN DESCRIPTION 

The basic building block of the high stability deployable boom is a modular 
bay, and the length of the boom is determined by the number of modules linked togeth
er in series. Each"module consists of two side truss panels supported and deployed 
between two synchronized scissor linkages. When the boom is fully deployed, as 
shown in Figure 1, the side panels, which are hinged along their transverse center 
lines, lock into position and form two sides of a box beam. Shear capability is inher
ent in the truss panels whereas the shear continuity in the two opposite sides of the 
box is furnished by the links themselves. Both thg links and the truss panels are of 
sandwich construction using low density (2-3 Ib/ft ) aluminum honeycomb with Graph
ite Fiber Reinforced Plastic (GFRP) face sheets. This construction provides for 
maximum strength, minimum weight, and low thermal distortion. 

Flexure hinges are used where each truss folds or is attached to its neigh
bor. The flexure hinges serve three functions: (1) as a hinge, (2) as a deployment 
spring, and (3) as a deployment lock. As shown in Figure 2, the flexure hinge has a 
configuration similar to that of a carpenter's rule, with a radius of 19 mm. The 
hinges are made from GFRP and a signIficant test program was conducted to achieve 
acceptable hinge properties. The results of the test program are discussed under a 
separate heading. 

As stability in the deployed boom is a critical requirement, all bearings 
at the extremities and centers of the scissors links are closo tolerance (0.0002-
0.0005 inch radial clearance) ball bearings. For magnetic cleanliness reasons, 
these bearings are manufactured from beryllium copper. 

It can be seen that any play at the base of the boom after it is deployed 
will adversely affect boom deflection. To prevent this, a system for deployment was 
designed as shown in Figure 3. A ball sCl'ew, one half with a left-hand lead and the 
other half with a right~hand lead, is located across the center of the housing at the 
base of the boom. Depending on the direction in which the screw is turned, two car
riages, one on each end of the screw, will simultaneously move toward or away from 
each other. Rotation of the carriages is prevented by par aIle 1 rods positioned on 
either side of the ball screw as shown in Figure 3. The degree of tolerance between 
the linear bearings and the rods determines to a large extent the amount of boom 
deflection. The lower extremities of the four scissors links at the base of the boom 
are pinned to the clevises which are an integ-ral part of the carriages. 

The engineering model is deployed using a hand crank; however, the 
design is flexible enough to accommodate a drive motor. In addition, for flight 
booms, the drive assembly will be designed for minimum weight. 
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FLEXURE HINGE DESIGN 

The most cr itical component in the boom design is the flexure hinge. Its 
primary purpose is to provide a stiff lock between side panels after the boom is fully 
deployed and a secondary function is to provide a spring force to aid in boom deploy
ment. Important characteristics of the flexure hinge ar6. 

• A high value of EI for stiffness 

• Good spring properties 

• Flexibility 

• Made from non-magnetic material 

• Made from material with a low thermal coefficient 

It is evident that, because of the flexibility requirement, the hinge must be 
made from a thin strip of material. Therefore, for stiffness, the strip is configured 
similar to a carpenter's rule to increase the area moment of inertia of the cross 
section. 

A preliminary review of available material for the hinge indicated beryl
lium copper as the most likely candidate. However, a thermal analysis showed that 
there would be an unacceptahle distortion of the boom unless the maximum tempera
ture difference between a sunlit portion of the boom and a shaded hinge is he ltl to 
69.5°C. It must be realized that the flexure hinges comprise about 20% of the length 
of the deployed boom. 

Various schemes to limit the temperature differential across the boom 
were then evaluated including the use of beryllium copper conductor straps placed 
along the inside of the panel diagonals. An alternative solution, and the one that waR 
implemented, was the use of GFRP as the hinge material. It can be seen from Table 
1 that the tens ile modulus, E, is very close to that of bery Ilium copper, but the big 

1vantage of GFRP is its thermal coefficient, a minimum of 20 times less than that 
v_' beryllium copper. 

Before the feasibility of using GFRP for the flexure hinge could be estab
lished, an experimental test program was performed to evaluate the following: 

• Optimum lay-up configurdtion 

• Best bonding agent 

• Degree of flexibility 

• Minimum bend radius (for minimum stowed volume) 
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Table 1:- PhYl5ical Properties of GFRP 

Property Lay-Up 

*90° Cross-Ply Isotropic Unidirectional 

E 1'7 x 10
6 

psi 10.6 x 10
6 

psi 20 x 10
6 

psi 

G .65 x 10
6 

psi 4.0 x 10
6 

psi .65x10
6

psi 

75°F to + 300°F . 42x10 -6 i~/in/oF . 80x10 -6 in/in/oF _. 49x10 -6 in/infO]! 

75°F to .-225°F .06x10-
6

in/in/oF .3 5x10 -6 in/in/oF _. 16x10 -6 in/in/oF 

*Two longitud~nal plies and one transverse 

For test purposes, flat strips of GFRP were laid up in widths of 0.5, 0.75 
and 1. 0 inches for each configuration of A through J as shown in Table 2. Two plies 
were considered optimum, each ply being approximately 0.005 inches thick and made 
from AS3501-5 GFRP. Kapton was included in some samples because it was thought 
that this would inhibit the tendency of the strips to delaminate. 

Each sample was tested to determine the shortest practical length and the 
minimum bend radiu~i f~T each configuration. The results are given in Table 2, and 
it can be seen that for one ply oriented 30 ° to a longitudinal ply, a bend radius of 4.3 
mm can be achieved with a strip 70 mm long. It was found that neither strip width 
nor Kapton had any significant effect on the bend properties. 

Another grade of GFRP material (HMS3501-5) was tested and found to be 
much more brittle. However, it can be seen that the possible variations in material 
and configuration are considerable and it is not claimed that the 0 ° /30 ° lay-up of two 
plies of AS3501-5 provides the best hinge material. Further testing is required to 
determine the optimum parameters. 

Using the 0°/30° two-ply lay-up, flexure hinges were heat treated, five at 
a time, in the tool illustrated in Figure 4. The force versus deflection characteris
tics of the resulting hinges are shown in Figures 5 and 6. As expected, the spring 
force is much greater when the flexure hinge is bent round with its normal concave 
surface as the outer bend radius. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The purpose of this paper is to present a unique boom design for deploying 
instruments from spacecraft and maintaining the instruments in a stable configuration 
under all combinations of space environments. Of prime importance to the stability 
of the boom is the flexure hinge design. The need for a mate:dal with an extremely 

I 
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low coefficient of thermal expansion influenced the choice of GFRP and therefore 
instigated a hinge development progr:am. As stated earlier, the hinge configuration 
used in the engineering model meets all requirements for its intended use but there 
is obviously room for further development. 

Fab rication of an engineering model of the boom is currently underway at 
the time of writing. Deployment and solar simulation test results may be available 
at the lOth Aerospace Mechanisms Symposium. 
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MECHANICAL DESIGN OF NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER 

VERTICAL MOTION SIMULATOR 

By David F. Engelbert, Allan P. Bakke 
Mladen K. Chargin and Wilbur C. Vallotton 

NASA Ames Research Center 

ABSTRACT 

NASA has designed and is constructing at the Ames Research Center a new 
flight simulator with large vertical travel. Several aspects of the mecha
nical design of this Vertical Motion Simulator (VMS) are discussed, including 
the multiple rack and pinion vertical drive, a pneumatic equilibration sys
tem, and the friction-damped rigid link catenaries used as cable supports. 

INTRODUCTION 

Existing flight simulators are inadequate for a number of critical tasks. 
Among these are simulation of aircraft flare and touchdown, particularly for 
V/STOL and carrier aircraft landings, and control with degraded longitudinal 
stability. Extended vertical travel is necessary to accomplish this class of 
simulations with sufficient fidelity. To meet this need, NASA has designed 
the Vertical Motion Simulator (VMS), which is now under construction at the 
Ames Research Center. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The VMS motion generator provides six degrees of freedom for a fully out
fitted cab. The motion generator will be installed in a tower that is approx
imately 22m (73 feet) long by 11m (36 feet) wide by 34m (110 feet) high. Ver
tical motion is the primary degree of freedom. A vertical platform is the 
basic structure driven vertically and all other degrees of freedom are assem
bled on top of it. The vertical platform, fabricated primarily from aluminum 
plate and angles, spans the tower and is sUPPoJted by two vertical drive col
umns spaced to minimize deflections. Eight DC servo-motors drive the plat
form vertically for a total usable travel of 18m (60 feet) through gear re
ducers, pinions, and racks which are attached to the columns (see Figure 1 
and Table 1). 

Principal design calculations used the English system of units. 
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Table 1. Vertical Motion Simulator Parameters 

Item Value 

Vertical Travel, m (feet) 
Lateral Travel, m (feet) 
Maximum Vertical Acceleration, m/sec2 (ft/sec2) 
Maximum Lateral Acceleration, m/sec2 (ft/sec2) 
Effective Mass for Vertical Acceleration, kg (Ibm) 
Mass for Lateral Acceleration, kg (Ibm) 
Maximum Vertical Velocity, m/sec (ft/sec) 
Maximum Lateral Velocity, m/sec (ft/sec) 
Equilibrator Pressure, MPa (lb/in2) 

18 
12 
10 

7 
5xl04 

1. 2xl04 
6 
3 

2.41 

(60) 
(40) 
(32) 
(24) 

(1.1xl05) 
(2.6xl04) 

(20) 
(10) 

(350) 

Four torque tubes mounted in bearings at the tower floor extend out to 
the drive columns. The vertical drive racks engage pinions on the ends of 
the torque tubes forcing them to rotate as the platform moves vertically. 
The torque tubes synchronize the columns driving the platform and react roll 
moments induced when the cab is off the center position. 

Two guide rails attached to the east and north walls of the t(lwer pro
vide continuous support points for the horizontal loads on the vertical plat
form. Wheel assemblies on the vertical platform transfer these loads to the 
rails. 

Lateral motion capability of 12m (40 feet) is provided by a lateral plat
form which is driven across the vertical platform. Four DC servo-motors on 
the lateral platform drive through gear reducers and pinions to a fixed rack 
on the vertical platform. 

A commercially available six degree of freedom motion generator will be 
mounted on the lateral platform to provide longitudinal and rotational mo
tions. The hydraulic power supply for this unit will be installed in a sepa
rate room adjacent to the tower. Hydraulic and electrical power and signals 
are transmitted through lines mounted in two catenaries linking the lateral 
platform to the tower walls (Figure 1). 

An equilibration system, used to uncouple gravity forces from the verti
cal dr:h!l;'. I!! es air pressure inside the drive columns to provide a constant 
upward f'Grn~ equal to the effective weight of the vertically moving compo
nents of the simulator. 

VERTICAL DRIVE 

Each tubular vertical drive column is 35m (81 feet) long and is loaded 
by internal air pressure as well as by mechanical loads from the drive and 
torque tube pinions. Two racks are attached to each column. The pinions 
which engage them are mounted in diametrically opposed pairs. Pinion separa
ting forces are then balanced, eliminating the need for heavily loaded guide 
rollers. A small (eight degree) pressure angle rack reduces squeeze on the 
column from pinion separating forces. 
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The drive columns are critical components of the simulator from a safety 
standpoint. Failure of a column would be catastrophic. For this reason ex
tra care in analysis of the stresses was needed. Flanged connections were 
designed using the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (Reference 1), and 
stress levels were further checked by finite element analysis using the 
NASTRAN program. The tubular part of the columns was sized using hand calcu
lations, but the complicated geometry of the rack attachment and multiple pin
ion load points resulted in a decision to refine that analysis through the 
finite element approach. 

All pinions for each column are mounted in a carrier which encompasses 
the column and reacts the separating forces internally (Figure 2). The col
umn is positioned laterally relative to the pinion carrier by polyurethane 
coated guide wheels mounted in the pinion carrier. PinIon carriers are gim
bal mounted on the floor to accommodate small angular misalignments and 
crookedness of the columns. Axial alignment of columns with their pinion 
carriers is also achieved by the guide wheels. Pinions are flexibly spline
moun!:ed on their shafts to assure tooth contact across the full 10cm (4-inch) 
rack width. Drive motors, reduction gears, and torque tubes are mounted 
rigidly to the floor and connected to the pinion shafts by gear couplings. 

One of the design criteria for the VMS is to provide a mechanically stiff 
system in order to keep its fundamental frequency well above the desired 
servo-controlled operating frequency of about 2 Hz. Individual components 
were designed to have a frequency of about 15 Hz, recognizing that when they 
are combined in a single structure their combined compliances would result in 
a lower resonant frequency. A NASTRAN analysis was done to find the fre
quencies and mode shapes for the complete VMS structure, giving a first nat
ural frequency of 7.5 Hz. Figure 3 shows the undeformed and deformed plots 
of the vertical platform for the 7.5 Hz fundamental frequency. 

EQUILIBRATION SYSTEM 

The purpose of the equilibration system is to support the dead weight of. 
the simulator so that the drive system sees nearly identical inertial loads 
whether driving up or uown. The effective weight of the vertically moving 
parts of the simulator is about 4.9xl05 newtons (110,000 lb). Equilibrating 
forces for the VMS arise from pressurized nitrogen gas contained inside the 
drive columns. Each drive column fits over a stationary inner tubular col
umn which is connected by piping to a gas storage volume of 28 m3 (1000 ft 3). 
A sliding seal at the bottom of each drive column allO\vs vertical motion with 
little gas leakage. Changes in volume of the gas container resulting from 
vertical motion are relatively small (+ 5% from mid-travel position) result
ing in a nearly uniform equilibrating force. 

FRICTION DAMPEDr:ATENARIES 

Description 

The total vertical and lateral excursions of the VMS motion system are 
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22m (72 feet) and 14m (46 feet) respectively. A number of schemes to provide 
electrical power and control cables, instrumentation leads, and hydraulic 
lines to the lateral carriage from various points in the tower were investi
gated. The chain-like apparatus shown in Figures 1, 4 and 5 was selected a;; 
the best candidate for the job. The two flexible "conduits" are suspended 
between the support structure on the lateral carriage and two pivot points 
which are located 16m (52 feet) above the floor on the north and south tower 
walls. The two catenaries are constructed much the same as a roller chain. 
The links are approximately O.gm (3 feet) long from pin to pin and wide 
enough to provide O.6m (2 feet) of clear space for the attachment of cables 
and hoses. In order to prevent the catenaries from whipping and oscillating 
as the motion system goes through its various gyrations, spring loaded brake 
discs will be installed at the hinge points of each link. They are arranged 
as shown in the exploded view and section in Figure 4. 

Urethane bumper pads and stops will be installed at each of the hinge , 
points on both sides of the links to prevent the catenaries from reversing 
curvature during large, downward, vertical excursions when the acceleration 
is greater than one "g". (This is outside the scope of the present motion 
generator but within the scope of an upgraded version.) . 

The catenaries consist of 24 links each and have a total length, from 
the pin joint on the tower wall to the pin joint at the lateral carriage,of 
22m (73 feet). 

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 

Concern about the dynamic behavior of the catenaries during various simu
lator motions resulted in the concept of the coulomb friction damped cate
naries described above. Extraneous forces from \..,hipping and flail ing cabl es 
and hoses would produce severe negative effects on servo-system performance. 
The purpose of the dynamic analysis was to give assurance of adequate per
formance by the catenary system. 

A numerical analysis was performed using the idealized model described 
in Figure 5. Masses are considered to be lumped at the joints of the 24-
link catenary. The links are all of equal length and are considered rigid. 

Ki represents the torsional spring coefficient in a joint. The spring 
stiffness is derived from the cables and from the "anti-reverse curvature" 
urethane bumpers. Figure 6 shows the variation of the spring stiffness as a 
function of Ll8 i = 8i - 8i_l' 

Kp + KN K. - KN 
Ki 2 + P 2 sign (M i) 

Springs mounted on the building wall to cushion impacts of the joints 
with the wall were also included in the model, but details of their incorpora
tion are omitted for brevity. 

Frictional damping in the joints is denoted by Ci' Bec"n:;e of the dis
continli'Jus nature of friction force with reversing velocity arid numerical 
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analysis considerations, the following function was used to represent fric
tion torque versus 68 i = 8i - 6i _l : 

x (t) and Y (t) are the pr~~cribed motions of the last joint. In real
ity, X and Y can be any functions of time that the simulator servo-system can 
generate. In this case X = A cos WIt, Y = B cos w2t were chosen because of 
the mathematical s imp lici ty of the functions. Wi th the simultaneous applica
tion of X and Y motions and appropriate selection of A, B and WI 2 t:~,~, ex
tremes of displacement, velocity, and acceleration can be obtained. 

Lagrange's equation was used to obtain the differential equations of mo
tion for each joint, resulting in a system of 24 second order, non-linear 
differential equations. These were converted to 48 first order equations and 
solved numerically. 

Although printed om put was obtained, the most interesting and useful 
results were the 16 mm movies of the computed joint trajectories. They were 
generated by plotting joint positions at 1/96 second intervals resulting in 
IDuvies with the motion slowed by a factor of 4. 

After analyzing cases with and without friction damping and anti-reverse 
curvature springs, it appears that incorporation of these concepts will result 
in satisfactory operation of an otherwise ill-behaved cable support system, 
using only about 15% of the 110 newton-m (1000 in-lb) friction damping torque 
available at each joint. 

REFERENCES 

1. ASME Boilor and Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII, Division I, 
Appendix Ij, ?art B, 1971 
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N76-28288 
A SIMULTANEOUS SPIN/EJECT MECHANISM 

FOR AEROSPACE PAYLOADSt 

By G. Dan Palmer, TRW Systems Group 
and Torn N. Banks, A VCO Systems Division 

ABSTRACT 

A simultaneous spin/eject mechanism was developed for aerospace 
applications requiring a compact, passive device which would accommodate 
payload support and controlled-release functions, and which would provide a 
highly accurate spin/ejection motion to the payload. The mechanism satis
fied the requirements and hI adaptable to other deployment applications. 

INTRODUC TION 

The simultaneous spin/eject mechanism is an important element of a 
recently developed system for accurate, efficient, low-cost deployrnent of 
aerospace payloads from their final booster stage (Figure 1). Although this 
is not the first program to employ a mechanical device to impart a simulta
neous spin and eject function to a payload, the mechanism is unique because 
it is extremely compact and lightweight, has a highly efficient energy 
release, and has excellent, repeatable performance. These features have 
been confirmed by extensive analytical simulations and ground tests under 
1-g and zero-g enviromnents. 

For this application, ease of integration. with the vehicle, the support
ing spacer, and the booster configuration was important; in addition, payload 
bumping potential and desired system accuracy called for low tipoff effects. 
The mechanism can be easily adapted to other aerospace deployment applica
tions. Basic design parameters are listed in Table 1. 

The successful development of this mechanism involved the joint efforts 
of three separate contractors: A veo, TRW, and General Electric. A veo 
was responsible for design, development, fabrication, and testing of the 
mechanism as a subsystem; TRW supplied design analysis, system engineer
ing, and technical support; and GE was responsible ior the integrated system 
(final stage booster with spin/ eject m.echanisms and vehicles). 

t This work was supported by U. S. Space and Missile Systems Organization 
under Air Force Contract Numbers F047 01-7 4-C- 0325, - 0326, and -0328. 
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SPIN/EJECT MECHANISM 

The post-deploytnent configuration of the mechanism, Figure 2, has 
three basic elements: (1) a spin/ eject device which imparts the desired rela
tive separation velocity and spin rate to the vehicle; (2) a central tie-down 
system consisting of a structural spacer, a pyrotechnically actuated separa
tion nut, and a high strength tie-down bolt; and (3)· two in-flight disconnects 
(IFD' s) that provide the electrical interface between the vehicle and the 
booster. 

Spin/Eject Device 

The spin/eject device consists of a spring-actuated guide housing with 
helical grooves and helix guidepins, with the guidepins also functioning as 
mechanical stops for the spring guide. The housing, which is fixed to the 
spacer hub, accommodates the two fixed and diametrically opposite guide pins 
that ride in matching helix grooves. The force of the spring pushes the 
spring guide against the guidepins causing simultaneous spin and longitudinal 
ejection. The selected helix angle determines the amount of rotation in rela
tion to the axial translation of the spring guide and the vehicle. Ejection and 
spin forces are applied to the vehicle through its rear cover upon which the 
spring guide bears while simultaneously engaging two torque pins. 

The elongated slots at the ends of the helix grooves provide low rebound 
and self-locking (Figure 2). During the development ejection tests, a change 
from a completely round pin to a- semi-flat pin was made to eliminate local 
deformations (due to high bearing stresses) which occurred along the helix 
groove surfaces. These local deformations had contributed to high friction 
and posed a potential threat to test result repeatability. Friction was further 
reduced by an application of Molycoat to the guide pin and grooved surfaces. 
The design change and the coating permitted a reduction of friction forces by 
a factor of 2, resulting in a realization of 88 percent of the theoretically 
available energy. The redesigned pin also permitted re-use of ejector hard
ware without refurbishment for successive ejection tests. 

Spin torque is transmitted from the moving fj pr ing guide to the vehicle 
through two torque pins extending aft from the vehicle rear cover to slotted 
grooves in the spring guide forward face (Figure 2). This interface is criti
cal at the instant of vehicle-to-spring guide disengagement because it not only 
provides the torque transfer, but also supports and stabilizes the vehicle dur
ing the ejection stroke. The latter condition is facilitated by both the flat 
area and the conical frustum extension on the forward face of the spring guide 
which matches and centers the mechanism with respect to the flat arec:t and 
machined indentation in the vehicle rear cover. All ejection tests demon
strated a clean, non-disturbing separation at this interface. 
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Central Tie-Down System 

A central tie-down system was developed that utilizes a mechanical 
spring deployment device to impart a simultaneous spin/eject motion to the 
vehicle upon activation of an explosive nut. The structural spacer provides 
the interface transition between booster and vehicle while accommodating 
powered flight loads. The tie-down and release device consists of a high
strength separation bolt, und!'lr a preload of 37. 8 kN (8500 lb), with an ord
nance activated separation nut (SOS114196) located within the vehicle. 

The preload magnitude is based on static and dynamic loads and vibra
tion environments as sodated with the boost phase, and is designed to pre
clude vehicle-to- spacer" gapping. II A simple as sembly and pTeload 
procedure was developed for integrating the spin/ eject luechanism with the 
spacer and vehicle. 

The tapered seat at the aft ,"md of the spring guide housing prevents 
rebound of the ejected separation bolt. The bolt is trapped in its rearward 
position prior to s pring guide movement providing a protuberance-free 
interface with the vehicle. 

Inflight Disconnects 

Electrical requirements for the subsystem were met by providing two 
IFD's (i8-pin standard Bendix connector) at the rear cover/spacer interface 
(Figure 2). These connections provide checkout, monitoring, and control 
functions from the launch facility, as well as transmission of the activation 
current on inflight command to fire the pyrotechnics of the separation nut. 

To preclude pin binding during extraction, AVCO designed and devel
oped a connector support device. This device allows three-dimensional 
adjustment during as sembly and adequate freedom for rotation which permits 
the pin connector to be separated with little or no side load upon preload 
releas e and during the initial spin/ ej ect motion. This II floating nut- plate" 
(Figure 3) prohibits relative motion prior to the separation event and accom
modates the rotation required up to the time of IFD physical separation. 

SPIN/EJECT REACTIONS 

Booster control system capability limits dictate the maximum axial and 
angular (roll) impulses to the booster at 75.6 Ns (17lb-sec) and 13.6 Nms 
(10 ft-lb- sec). Booster component res ponses to the separation nut ordnance 
shock and to off-center deployments were of concern; however, ground test 
results verified that the induced ,'>nvironrnents were within acceptable limits, 

Although the deploying vehicle is supported at the forward face of the 
spring guide, very little transverse moment capability exists at this inter
face. Consequently, the vehicle tends to hinge, or tip, relative to the mov
ing spring guide if the reaction ntoments on the booster stage yield 
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overturning moments to the vehicle greater than the restoring moment 
capability. Off-axis deployments, i. e., where the ejection force line of 
action does not coincide with the combined booster-vehicle c. g., are flUS

ceptible to this tendency. The degree of hinging is a function of the deploy
ment reaction moments and the booster-vehicle mass properties. 

Because the existing design has limited moment capability at the 
vehicle- s pring guide interface, and bE' ::ause the booster is relatively massive 
for the initial vehicle deplo)'ITlents, only the last few vehicles in ITlultiple 
deploynlents experience significant hinging. 

DESIGN EVALUA TION 

The mechanism's flight performance was verified through extensive 
analytic simulations and ground tests. Functional performance specifications 
required a separation velocity of 1 ± 0.1 m/sec (3.24 ± 0.3 ft/sec) and a vehi
cle spin rate of 450 ± 72 deg/ sec with a tipoff rate les s than 3 deg / sec, while 
not exceeding the booster reaction impulse limits. Further, contact with 
adjacent equipment or vehicles during boost and deployment was to be avoided. 

Analytical Simulation 

Both closed-form and computerized solutions were utilized in the func
tional performance analyses. These simulations involved single- body ejec
tions (the ejector spacer cantilevered from an infinite mass) and two- body 
ejectiofls (the ejector spacer rigidly attached to the booster). Closed-form 
terms satisfactorily describe the kinematics of the mechanism because the 
helix proportions the ej ection energy between spin and axial translation. The 
closed-form solution was used in the mechanism parameter/perforrnance 
tradeoffs and for support of the early development tests. 

To include booster control system and ejector flexibility effects (e. g. , 
torque pin/ rear cover and guide pin/groove compliances), however, a more 
extensive computerized simulation was developed. The simulation was used 
in establishing the pre-test predictions and post-test evaluations for both the 
system separation tests (zero-g drop) and actual flight tests. Critical areas 
of deployment clearance, optimum deplo)'ITlent order and sequence for multi
ple deplo)'ITlents, and trajectory inputs (targeting biases) were evaluated 
based on the computerized simulation. This simulation included two six
degree- of-freedom bodies (one with a complete control system and logic), 
clearance envelope geometry, flexible ejector effects, and provisions for an 
approximation to the hinging effect. 

Ground T€!st 

Development and verification of the simultaneous s pin/ eject mecha
nism, both as a subsystem and as part of a missile system, comprised a 
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major portion of the overall program testing activity. The ground ejection 
testing history is briefly summarized in Figure 4. 

Ejection Tests (i-g) 

Early design verification of the mechanism concept was obtained from 
a series of fixed-base vehicle downward ejection tests. Several tests were 
run using a conservative sirrlUlation of the hinging environment; a i O-degree 
vertical tilt induced a transverse moment on the vehicle during the ejection 
stroke caused by the i-g gravity vector. Several test configurations under
went oreconditioning (shock and vibration) pdor to testing. The vehicle was 
a mass simulated model with actual rear cover hardware; the spacer and the 
mechanism were full- scale development, or flight-type, hardware 
c onfigur a tions . 

A veo developed and employed a computerized data reduction technique 
for use with the high-speed (400 frames/sec) film coverage. Markings were, 
made on the vehicle model, and the relative positions of these markings and 
changes in dimensions were measured, frame by frame, using a Vanguard 
film analyzer. Appropriate geOl'netric relationships and camera optics coded 
into a computer program were input with measured data from the Vanguard 
analyzer; velocity, spin rate, and tipoff data were output. 

For this test phase, eleven subsystem ejection tests were performed: 
three checkout tests of early design hardware; five development tests, one 
with the semi-flat pin reference design; (?,nd three engineering demonstration 
tests, all with design reference hardware (Figure 4). 

In addition to verifying the simultaneous s pin/ eject concept and design 
approach, the tests were used to: (1) demonstrate functional operational and 
performance capabilities, (2) determine repeatability, and (3) establish final 
design performance parameters and compliance with design requirements. 

Separation Tests (Zero-g) 

The system-level separation tests utilized the mechanism to deploy a 
vehicle from a booster model under a zel'o-g environment. The zero-g 
environment was obtained by simultaneously dropping the vehicle and the 
booster model prior to initiating the ejection event, and continuing free-fall 
beyond end of stroke (Figure 4). As part of the flight-proof testing, an addi
tional separation test was conducted with the flight-proof vehicle and spin/ 
eject subsystem in the zero-g environment. 

The configurations tested represented different mass properties of the 
booster, as well as differE;~nt offsets for the ejection impulse reaction with 
respect to the system c. g. Corresponding results were predicted for each 
test from analytic simulations that accounted for specific mass and offset 
parameters. The correspondence was excellent between predictions and 
measurements. 
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Deployment data for the separation tests fro:m the vehicle and booster 
model rate gyros and accelero:meters were hard-wired to the data acquisition 
syste:m. For the flight- proof test, the dyna:mics portion of the flight instru
mentation syste:m (rate gyros, accelerometers, and PCM tele:metry) was 
utilized. 

Results of the four de:monstration separation tests and the flight·- proof 
separation test data, including the effects of new hardware and environ:mental 
exposure, indicate oustanding agree:ment with p:r-edictions and an excellent 
degree of repeatability (Table 2). 

CONCLUSION 

The final design hardware and functional perfor:mance of the si:multa
neous spin/eject mechanis:m fully :meets the subsyste:m and syste:m require
:ments as verified by analyses, ground tests, and successful flight tests. 
S pe cific ally, 

• The electrical inflight disconnect design, which accom:modates 
simultaneous rotation and translation, is functionally adequate; 
no adverse effects were observed. 

• The ordnance-activated separation nut is a reliable device for 
initiating the spin/ eject proces s. The shock environ:ments 
produced by separation nut activation and spin/eject process 
are within acceptable li:mits. 

• The :mechanism provides predictable, acceptable, and repeata
ble perfor:mance; tipoff effects were consistently les s than the 
3 deg/ sec requirement. 

• Deployrnent reactions generated by the operation of the :mechan
is:m were acco:mmodated by the booster without detrimental 
effects. 

The design latitude of this mechanism can readily acco:mrnodate a prac
tical range of vehicle :mass properties by :modification to the helix angle, 
ej ector spring rate, and/or stroke. The design ensures adaptability to future 
aerospace vehicle or spacecraft deployrnent subsyste:m applications. 
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Table 1. Mechanism basic design data 

Para:rneter Nozninal MagL:tude 

Mechaniszn 

Ejection spring rate 

Spring free length 

Spring co:mpressed length 

Active stroke 

Initial spring force 

Torque radius 

Helix angle 

Displaceznent ratio, angular to linear 

Friction coefficient 

Exterior size 

Weight (including spring) 

Spacer 

Spacer size 

Spacer weight (including separation bolt, 
nuts, and cable assemblies) 

26.62 kN/zn (1824 lb/f>;) 

16.6 c:m (6.55 in. ) 

9. 1 c:m (3. 59 in. ) 

5. 1 c:m (1. 99 in. ) 

2. 13 kN (480 lb) 

2.4 c:m (0. 9488 in. ) 

9.963 deg 

4.18 deg/cm (10.608 deg/in. ) 

O. 12 

6.6 cm (2.6 in. ) diameter, 14. 0 cm 
(5.5 in. ) height 

1.45 kg (3.19 lb) 

25.4 c:m (10.0 in. ) diameter, 20.3 em 
(8.0 in. ) height 

2,97 kg (6.54 lb) 

Table 2. Zero- g separation results 

Parameters 
Test Designation 

1 2 3 4 Flight-Proof 

Axial Velocity, :m/sec 

:measured 0.98 1. 07 1. 04 0, 94 0.85 

predicted 0,95 1. 01 1. 01 O. 88 0,82 

Axial Velocity, ft/sec 

ITleasured 3,2 3.5 3.4 3. 1 2, 8 

predicted 3, 1 3,3 3.3 2.9 2. 7 

Angular Rates, deg/sec 

ITleasured pitch -5.0 ··0,1 0.5 -3.0 -3.3 

predicted pitch -3,6 O. 1 1.8 -5. 2 -5.2 

:measured yaw 3.2 O. 2 -1. 1 3.2 2. 8 

predicted yaw 3. 1 0.2 -0.5 3.0 2.4 

:measured roll 478 483 472 475 472 

predicted roll 465 453 456 469 458 

Tipoff Rates,t deg/ sec 1,4 0,2 1.4 2, 2 1.9 

t h' . d . Mec an1sm 1n ucect, based on vector difference of test and predicted transverse rates, 
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DESIGN EVOLUTION OF A LOW SHOCK RELEASE NUT* 

By David H. Otth - J~t Propulsion Laboratory 
and 

William Gordon - Hi-Shear Corporation 

ABSTRACT 

Design improvements and detailed functional analyses are reviewed to 
trace the development of a pyro -actuated release device with segmented 
thread design from its intermediate design into one that reduces the levels of 
shock spectra generated during its operation by 50%. Comparisons of shock 
output and internal load distribution are presented, along with descriptions 
of mechanical operation for both designs. Results also show the potential 
areas where design development activity can gain further progress in lower
ing actuation shock levels. 

INTRODUCTION 

Pyro-actuated release device configurations with launch load carrying 
capability for spacecraft or expended-stage separation plane designs charac
te:!"istically reduce their installed pre loads to zero within rnillisecond func
tion times to complete interface separations. This design feature provides 
high mechanical and dynamic efficiency for separation but generate s high fre
quency and magnitude shock levels which are transmitted through the inter
face to the adjacent structure. If electronic packaging, attitude control gyros, 
or science instruments sensitive to shock are nearby, this side effect may be 
undesirable depending upon the magnitude of shock spectra received. 

Development of the release device for the Viking Orbiter 1975 (VO'75) 
separation interfaces brought about an understanding of the release forces 
and internal dynamic action related to shock gene ration. Subsequent design 
improvements that significantly redu.ced shock levels were then incorporated 
intcJ the release device for the Mariner Jupiter/Saturn 1977 (MJS'77) space
craft interface. Both designs involve a segmented nut that releases 1/2-20 
bolts and, for this report, are individually presented in two sections. Dis
cussions are limited, however, to findings and design improvements that 
re sulted in lowering shock during operation. 

RELEASE DEVICE FOR VO'75 

Description of Operation and Development Program 

The Viking Orbiter 1975 release mechanism Y"as a dual squib segment
ed nut design that mated with a 1/2-20 strain gaged bolt and was utilized on 
both Orbiter separation interfaces (Viking Lander adapter and spacecraft 
adapter). The release nut as sembly provided an 11, 800-lb tension launch pre
load at four interface hardpoints coincident with each VO'75 separation plane. 
Upon simultaneous com.m.ands to eight squibs, all four mechanisms functioned 
within 6 milliseconds to reduce hardpoint preloads to zero and eject bolts, 
thereby completing interface separation. 

-'--,-
This paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out at the 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under Contract 
No. NAS 7 -100 J sponsored by the National Aeronalltics and Space 
Administr ation. 
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The Viking device was a luodified version of the segmented nut design 
used on the Surveyor Program with iluprovements in areas of materials, 
configuration, and lubrication. These irnprovernents were rnade during the 
development prograrn and were initiated to irnprove internal load distribu
tion, low-ternperature perforrnance, and reusability as related to repeated 
pneurnatic testing. A significant portion of the developrnent program was 
devoted to understanding the source and distribution of the 100, OOO-g peak 
accelerometer shock response generated during its operation and to reducing 
levels as electron.ic bays were installed adjacent to the separation plane 
hardpoints. Reducing the shock output required extensive rnodification, 
which was not feasible for VO'75, but an understanding of the source of 
shock and the distribution of loads was obtained. Design changes that would 
result in reduced shock levels were i:mplernented on the release nut for 
MJS'77 and are discus,sed in detail in the next section. 

Referring to Figure 1, the VO'75 release nut basically consists of 
three threaded segments positioned by the base key seat, locking piston, 
and separator. When the release nut is preloaded, the bolt load is reacted 
out within the as sernbly into axial loads, which are parallel to the bolt axis, 
and lateral loads, generated by the 60-dcgl'ee thread angle, which are 
perpendicular to the bolt axis. The axial portion of the bolt load is trans
ferred to the base key seat ·and the bolt's lateral load is transferred through 
the segment lands to rnating lands in the locking piston. The bolt ejector 
is contained in the separator and can add velocity to the bolt only after 
the hult has been released. The releasE' iiut il'i operated by pneurnatic or 
squib pressure, which drives the locking pht.:>n forward, thereby allowing 
the segrnents to move radially outward and release the bolt. The pressur
ized separator keeps the segrnents out after release by applying a radial 
load to the segrnents through the angled interfaces of the separator and 
base key seat. Thc true-arc dng is used for initial positioning of the sep
arator and segments relative to the piston lands daring assembly and the 
0- ring's lirnit outgas sing of squib contarninants. 

Distribution of Loads 

The significant design changes that resulted in lowering actuation 
shock levels were based upon an understanding of the preload distribution 
and stresses on the segments and locking piston within the relea8e nut. 
For a giveh bolt preload, the load distribution on a threaded segrnent is 
described with the aid of Figure 2. The axial portion of the load is corn
pressive in nature and is reacted out into the base key seat. This com.po
nent of the load acts along a well defined path and therefore requires little 
description. However, the 60-degree included angle on the bolt and segment 
threads generates a large lateral cornponent whose load path is not precisely 
known. 

The exact position and shape of the segment load distribution are only 
gene rally known; that is, the first few threads carry the majority of the 
preload. In addition, the reactive load to the piston is also a distribution, 
but again shape and exact location are unknown. The end result is the 
inability to determine a precise value for (1) the maxirnum bending stress 
on the segluents, which occurs at the luiniIhurn thread diarneter adjacent to 
the front lands, shown as point A in the close-up portion of Figure 2, and 
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(2) the piston hoop and bending stress, as shown in Figure 3. To ci:rcum.vent 
the problem. of inexact load description, a com.parative analysis was con
ducted using point loading rather than distributions and determ.ining the 
segm.ent bending stress at point A. The bending stress established was given 
a value of 1.0 and was com.pared to recalculated stresses when (1) land areas 
were increased and m.oved forward toward the base, (2) the first few threads 
were m.oved in line with the center of land areas, and (3) segrnent thickness 
was increased in the area of highest bending stress (see Table 1). The m.ain 
design im.provem.ent m.ade for VO'75 was increasing the segm.ent thicknes s 
behind the first land to lower bending stresses. Aligning the first few threads 
with the center of land areas and m.oving the lands forward required extensive 
redesign, and both changes were incorporated into the MJS'77 configuration, 
which also elim.inated the lightly loaded rear land. These changes not only 
reduced internal stresses by 60% but lowered piston deflection and changed 
the segm.ent configuration, which were key factors in reducing actuation 
shock, as will be discussed in the second section. 

Tahle 1 also shows that although bending stres ses were reduced for 
VO'75, deflection was not, at least from. segm.ent changes. On the other 
hand, the piston's first land area could be easily increased and was, 1;>y 
0.050", to decrease piston deflection by 20%. The objective was to lower 
the open end "belling" of the piston, as shown in F1gure 3, and thereby the 
"rar.np effect" configuration between the piston and segm.ent lands. This in 
turn lowered the threshold of "release pressure" and increased functional 
margins. 1vloreover, further reductions in piston deflections were possible 
and were im.plem.ented later for the MJS device to lower the squib energy 
needed for operation and lower shock. 

Another hardware change that resulted in lowering actuation pressures 
was a com.bination of m.aterials selected to withstand repeated pneum.atic 
actuation without dim.ensional changes and an im.proved m.oly-disulfide coat
ing. The coating was used on the threaded segm.ents and piston to reduce the 
coefficient of friction between m.ating surfaces. The friction coefficient was 
reduced further by burnishing the land areas prior to assem.bly and then 
during two pneum.atic actuations prior to flight. A 15% reduction in threshold 
pressure was obtained by using this process, which again increased functional 
m.argin or allowed lower squib energy to be used for operation. 

Sources of Shock 

The im.pact of the piston on the base, the strain energy release of the 
bolt from. the segm.ents, and squib firing contribute to the high-level shock 
generated during operation. The VO'75 developm.ent program. identified the 
indiv~.dual contribution of each source in order to determ.ine those areas 
where redesign or m.odification could reduce shock levels. The release 
device was m.ounted to a flight-type spacecraft structure with three electronic 
bays and was instrum.ented with shock accelerom.eter s located next to the 
devic(:!. 

A series of shock signatures were generated by using a num.ber of 
release nuts actuated with pneum.atic, hydraulic, or single and dual squib 
pressures. The test results have been sum.m.arized in Table 2, which gives 
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the individual contribution of shock sources that result in a 100, OOO-g peak 
shock load next to the device. Varying squib loads changed th.::: shock levels 
by 15%, while hydraulic actuations of the nut which drastically slowed down 
the piston velocity (cOlTIpared to squib actuations) indicated that the major 
shock source was piston impact and represented 60% of the total. This was 
verified by using Fastax camera coverage that determined the piston velocity 
in exceS8 of 250 feet per second prior to impact. Using the initial piston 
velocity and the measured penetration of the piston into a steel base, the 
deceleration was calculated to be on the order of 60,000 g. 

Lowering Shock Levels 

Figure 2 shows that shock output can be readily lowered by reducing 
squib loading and damping piston impact, assuming that methods to reduce 
the strain energy release are not convenient. By using the load distribution 
analyses, a new segment configuration was designed having the same pr"!load 
capability but requiring a more compact and lightweight piston. The new 
configuration also provided room within the release nut to design a method of 
reducing piston impact. Damping as well as reversing the direction of piston 
in'lpact, along with lowering the threshold release forces to permit operation 
with VO'75 squibs, were the design goals of the low shock release nut. 

RELEASE DEVICE FOR MJS'77 

Design Features 

Concurrent with the effort described for the VO'75 program, the need 
for an imp:i"mred release nut design that inherently provided reduced shock 
levels was recognized. Development work that ensued included design, fab
rication, and testing of three different nut configurations that f.ollowed the 
basic bolt retention method used on Surveyor and VO'75. These were tested 
and evaluated on the basis of several relevant factor s, including simplicity, 
cost, weight, producibility, and the reduction of shock output. The resulting 
low shock design, depicted in Figure 4, was selected for the MJS'77 prograln. 

The load distribution analyses 1)f the Viking development pl'ogralTI led to 
a further revision of the VO '7 5 segment, moving the lands toward the base to 
react against the thread ra.dial loaning induced in the first few threads. The 
seccHld set of lands, located where little or no radial loading exists, \-Jere 
eliminated. The balance of the changes involved those parts which retain the 
segments and a lighter two-piece piston as sembly to mate with the new 
segment de sign. 

With the primary shock-generating event in the operati.on of previous 
release nuts being the im.pact of the piston with the base, two IT.ethods of 
eliminating tbis collision were employed. Fir st, the piston was driven away 
from the base and secondly, it was brought to rest through lnechanical and 
squib gas damping. Reversing the piston. direction also aided in lowering 
threshold release forces as less energy was required to back off the ram.p 
configuration between seg:rnent and piston lands caused by liopen end" belling. 
Thus, the saIne release pressure was obtained with a smallel' pinton. 
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De scription of Operation 

As can be seen in the installed view of Figure 4, the segments are 
retained by the piston, base key seat, and separator. The separator, similar 
to that previously used, bears on the upper encs of the segments, helping to 
stabilize and align the:rn as well as forcing them apart when squib pressure 
is introduced above the separator. An optional ejector pin is shown that 
pushes the bolt out of the nut, again \rhen propelled by squib pressure. 
Unlike the VO'75 design, the pressurized gases are introduced between the 
separator and piston rather than on top of the piston. This results in the 
piston being driven away from the base of the nut and allows the segments to 
move radially outwards. At the same time, gas pressure acts on the separa
tor and ejector, forcing them against the segment and bolt respectively. 
After the piston has moved sufficiently to release the segments, the lock 
piston ring contacts the separator. The collision occurs in such a way as to 
avoid transmitting shock into the adjacent structure as before. 

A comparison of the effective pressure area of the piston and separa
tors shows that the separator has more effective area than the piston. This 
additional area provides a force which acts to decelerate the piston and sep
arator after the piston strikes the separator. The separator is momentarily 
unseated frorn the top of the segments due to the inertia of the piston. The 
major portion of the shock energy in the piston is absorbed during upward 
motion of piston and separator. The space above the piston is ideally sized 
such that the two com.ponents stop their upward motion due to the pres sure 
area differential, then are forced downward until the separator again seats 
on the top of the segments. This final seating does generate some shock but 
significantly less than the direct collision of the piston and base. 

Com.pariso~ of Shock Levels 

The VO'75 device and MJS'77 low shock design were evaluated compar
atively on a full- scale flight-type spacecraft structure with electronic bays. 
Shock signatures were obtained from accelerometers mounted within the 
electronic bays. The results have been presented as shock spectra, which 
show peak structural response (G's) versus frequency (Hz). The structural 
response is derived from the acceleroTo.eter peak g time trace, frequency, 
and a structural amplification factor (Q) of 20. The end result is a conve
nient representation of total shock content, transferred to the structure in 
term.s of peak G shock and frequency. 

Referring to Figure 5, the peak G level of the low shock device is 50% 
less than that of the VO'75 design as recorded within the electronic bay. If 
the MJS device was not hard-mounted to the structure but allowed to rebound 
off the structure after functioning, a 70% reduction in shock spectra was 
obtained. The saIne mounting scheme was used fox the VO'75 device, but no 
appreciable reductions were recorded. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Significant reductions in shock response have been achieved; however, 
further reductions may be possible by lowering the shock contributions 
caused by preload release and squib actuation. Although lowering squib 
energy was not a design goal for MJS'77, reduction of the release force was 
achieved. Future con.figurations which are not limited to a specific device 
diameter can incorporate larger piston diameter s and capitalize on the lower 
release forces. Large areas will allow release pressures to be obtained 
with less &quib energy. As further improvements lower actuation shock, 
more compact packaging of separation plane hardpoints with electronic bays 
or science can occur. 

Table 1. Segment stresses and piston deflection vs. segment configurations 

Configur a tion S~gment Bendin~ Open End Piston 
Stress Factors 

1) Surveyor segment design 1. a 

2) Increase segment thicknes s b 0.46 

3) Align fir st threads with center 0.39 
of land plus (2) above 

4) MoY'e land forward plus (2) 0.32 
and (3) above c 

aRepresents maximum bending stress comparisons. 
bBetween lands, as was done for VO'75 segment design. 
cThis repl'esents MJS'77 segment design. 

Deflection, 

0.00252 

0.00252 

0.00194 

0.00173 

Table 2. VO'75 release device shock sources and contribution 

inches 

Accelerometer Response Next to Device 
Source Item 

g's Contribution, 0/0 

Squib firing 15, 000 15 

Piston impact 60,000 60 

Strain energy release 25, 000 25 
of preload 

Total as sembly 100, 000 100 

i 
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SQUIB PORTS 

LOCKING PISTON SEGMENTS (3 PIECES) 

11, 800-/b BOLT 
'RELOAD DISTRIBUTION 

AXIAL C OMPON E NT -- - ++: -+41+

(11,800 Ib) 

LATERAL COMPONENT 
(6812 Ib) 

BASE KEY SEAT 

SECTION A-A 

O-RING SEALS 

BOLT EJECTOR 
TRU-ARC RING 

Figure 1. VO '75 release nut as selTIb1y eros s section 
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/\ SEGMENT LANDS 

SURVEYOR c::=J 

• + VO ' 75 --- c:::::::::J 
+ 

MJS'77 C:::::J 

BOLT 
PR~LOAD 

Figure. 2. Cross section of segm.ent designs showing load distribution 

HEAVILY LOADED 
FRONT LANDS 

LIGHTLY LOADED 
REAR LANDS 

LOADING FROM 
SEGMENT LANDS EXAGGERATED"OPEN END 

BELLING" FROM SEGMENT 
LOADS 

Figure 3. Piston cross sections showing loading and belling 
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STRUCTURE 

KEY SEAT 

RETAINING RING 

- ~EALING RING 

THREADED SEGMENT 

INSTALLED 

LOCK PISTON RING 

LOCK PISTON 

SEPARATOR 

SEPARATED . 
1. LOCK PISTON tv' OVES AWAY FROM STRUCTURE TO 

U"ILOCK THREADED SE GME NTS. 

2. SEGMENTS DISPLACE RADIALLY AWAY FR OM BOLT. 

3. SEPARATOR PISTO"I LOCKS SEGMENTS IN O PEN POSITION . 

Figure 4 . MJS'77 low shock r leas ' nut 
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Figure 5. Comparison of peak G shock spectra generated 
by VO'75 and MJS'77 low shock device vs. 
frequency 
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and 
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ABSTRACT 

A solar array drive system consisting of a solar array drive mechanism and the 
corresponding solar array drive electronics is being developed by the Lewis Research 
Center of NASA. The principal feature of the solar array drive mechanism is its 
bidirectional capability which enables its, use in mechanical redundancy. The solar 
array drive system is of a widely applicable design. This configuration will be tested 
to determine its acceptability for generic mission sets. Foremost of the testing to be 
performed is the testing for extended duration. 

INTRODUCTION 

A Solar Array Drive System (SADS) consisting of two elements, a Solar Array 
Drive Mechanism (SADM) and the corresponding Solar Array Drive Electronics 
(SADE), is being developed by the Lewis Research Center of NASA (NASA-LeRC). 
The design of the SADS and the status of the test program are the subject of this 
paper. 

Requirements for the SADS arose from the NASA-LeRC studies of future space
craft missions (ref. 1, 2, cUld 3). During conceptual design of spacecraft to fulfill 
these missions it became apparent that available solar array drive system design 
and performance data were meager. Also, existing designs did not fulfill the full 
range of mission requirements. Consequen~:.:y, specifications for a solar array drive 
system were formulated from the NASA-LeRC studies and other potential applications 
(ref. 4 and 5). A set of SADM and SADE hardware was built to these specifications. 
This hardware is of a quality consistent with its intended use: performance testing, 
environmental testing, and extended duration testing. 

Extended duration testing is perhaps the most meaningful testing uO be done. 
Experience has shown that subsystem and component level testing is essential for 
detection of defects (ref. 6) and that components must be tested in their correct con
figuration to minimize flight failures (ref. 7). Specifically, however, motor gear
reduction systems are prone to failures that are not predictable but are unique to a 
parti cular design. The only method of determining actual failure modes is by per
forming an extended duration test of units of flight configuration (ref. 8). 
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This paper presents a summary of the SADS specifications and descriptions of the 
design of the SADM and the SA DE that were produced to meet these specifications. 
The status of the SADS test program is presented. 

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 

The SADS design requirements were formulated from missions that range from 
low earth orbit to geosynchronous orbit to planetary missions. Corresponding 
rotation rates of the spacecraft solar arrays range from 14 revolutions per day (rpd) 
to 1 rpd to several revolutions per two or three year mis'3ion. The rigid-body mass 
moments of inertia for these solar arrays, about the axis of rotation, are as high as 
270 kg-m2 (200 slug-ft2) for one wing of a two wing system. Missions are up to six 
years in length. Mission characteristics thus determine the required life, rate of 
rotation, and minimum torque for the SADS. Additional requirements for the SADS 
include bidirectional operation capability, use in parallel for redundancy and/or in
creased output, and the ability to be completely operated by ground command or by an 
autonomous spacecraft system. 

The SADS specifications are given in Tables 1 through 5. There are several 
design constraints that should be emphasized so that these specifications are clearly 
understood. First, some SADM design specifications are based on past test experi
ence 'with a specific design. Second, it is intended that there be a final 6: 1 gear re
duction between the SADM output and the solar array; this is noted in the specifica
tion. Third, the SADE for each SADM is contained on one 12.7 by 17.7 cm (5 by 
7 in. ) printed circuit card. This should facilitate '~se in any spacecraft electronics 
assembly (attitude control electronics, on-board processor, or housekeeping electron
ics). The current effort, however, includes packaging two cards in a separate box 
with conventional connector interfaces. 

Principal aspects of the SADS, SADM, and SADE require emphasis. Operation of 
the SADS is bidirectional. The SADS design permits use of two or more SADM/SADE 
in parallel for block redundancy and/or increased output. The SADS is operable 
completely from the ground or completely by an autonomous spacecraft system; thus, 
the widest range of applications and contingencies is bracketed. The SADM configura
tion permits single-ended or double-ended output; specifically, the SADM output can 
be coupled anywhere along the shaft of the driven unit. Loads to the SADM are thus 
reduced. This also allows more flexibility in the end use of the SADM. The SADE is 
self-contained on one printed circuit card. The SADE is electrically and mechanically 
compatible with current spacecraft systems. 

SADM DESIGN DESCRIPTION 

Background 

The SADM developed for the Solar Array Drive System is founded in the General 
Electric Co. "Long Life" solar array drives extensively life tested in 1972-1974 
(ref. 9). Counter-wound wrap springs have been added to the output of this compact 

.L 
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step motor-harmonic drive subassembly to provide bidirectional clutching action. 
This permits direct coupling of two or more drives to a common solar array shaft 
gear resulting in a bidirectional block redundant drive assembly. 

The two "Long Life" drives were removed from the vacuum chamber in May, 
1974 with a total of 60,180 output shaft revolutions and a total time in 1. 3X10-6 N/m2 
(10-8 torr) pressure of 28 months accumulated on both units. The drives were dis-
as sembled and thoroughly inspected for evidence of wear or degradation. The condi
tion of the bearings and gears was excellent. Since one of these mechanisms was dry 
lubricated, the actual cycle life is some measure of "mission life." For a 600-
nautical-mile orbit the 60,180 cycles is equivalent to 11. 7 years of orbit operation, and 
for a geosynchronous satellite this is equivalent to 164 years of operation in orbit. 

Mechanism Description 

The drive mechanism is patterned directly after the General Electric" Long 
Life" drive mentioned above. The step motor and harmonic drive assembly is identi
cal, using a small angle step motor (1. 80 per step), and a 100: 1 ratio harmonic speed 
reducer. A cross-sectional view of the drive is shown in Figure 1. The harmonic 
drive flex spline is connected to the output pinion shaft through two wrap spring 
clutches which are counter wound to provide 'bidirectional overriding clutch action. 
The clutch energizing torque, which is a requirement for all wrap spring clutches, is 
provided by a friction drag disc. The friction torque level is adjustable on the ex
terior of the unit through the action of a wave spring washer and wedge. The smaller 
wrap spring is wound left-hand and drives when the input shaft rotates clockwise look
ing at the motor end of the unit, and the larger spring is wound right-hand, making the 
drive connection when the input shaft is driven counterclockwise. 

The net characteristic of the SADM is one of free wheeling at the output in 
either direction while still maintaining drive capability in either direction from the 
input side. When driving, a rigid mechanical coupling is established by the spring 
clutches so that large torques can be transmitted. Hence, two or more units can be 
directly geared to a common shaft. Clutching from one unit to the other results from 
switching input power from one drive motor to the other. The interface between the 
SADM and the driven unit is a keyed output shaft on which a pinion can be mounted to 
interface with the ring gear of a solar array system. 

Design Considerations 

The DC step motor is inherently adaptable to space since it does not require 
mechanical commutation. The small 1. 80 steps help to redt.l.:-'p' the output step size 
and to smooth the velocity profile of the driven load. The discrt:;~e steps of the motor 
make the drive readily adaptable to open loop control. A high reserve torque of 
8.1 N-m (6. 0 ft-Ib) can be realized from the drive because of the size 23 motor and 
the 100: 1 gear ratio in the harmonic drive (chosen for its compactness, simplicity, 
and reliability). 
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Since the SADM is modular in construction it can be connected to the drive mem
ber with a further gear reduction providing any desired output torque up to 40 ft-lb. 
A preloaded pair of bearings support the clutch input shaft and in turn hold the flex 
spline in proper alignment. The wrap spring clutches are positioned next in line at an 
intermediate torque level. At this location the springs can be relatively small and 
lightweight. Clearances between the shaft and spring are sized to provide the desired 
overriding clutch action. 

Adjustments for the clutch energizing torque are placed radially on the outside of 
the output housing assembly for easy access, A low gradient wave washer provides 
an insensitive method of changing the normal force on the friction ring pad. The 
energizing torque is on the order of 0.1 N-m (3.0 in. -lb) or 4% of the output torque 
capability. 

The mechanism is completely lubricated with dry lubricant throughout for a long 
life potential. The only exception is the presence of a small quantity of fluorocarbon 
grease in the harmonic drive. This grease protects the silver plated raceway of the 
wave generator ball bearing during assembly and run-in. A thin film of grease on the 
outside diameter of the bearing aids in its insertion into the flex spline. A HAting of 
the types of dry lubrication used in the mechanism is given in Table 6. The lubricants 
were all chosen on the basis of their performance in the 28-month life test on the 
"Long Life" drive. 

Discussion 

A'total of six units was fabricated. Following fabrication, all six drives were 
functionally tested. The drives were mounted on a test stand and flexibly coupled to 
a hysteresis brake used as a load. The motor was driven with a commercial two
phase, bipolar driver. Measurements were made on rotation rate, output step size, 
input power, torque output, and clutch performance. 

Rotation rate was made to be linear with respect to the input pulse rate for all 
loads by adjusting the energizing torque level of the clutch (0, 2 N-m (2 to 4 in. -lb» 
so that full motor torque could be realized without slip. When a no-slip condition 
exists the output step size is nominally. 0180 per step. This value was verified to the 
required accuracy by interpretation of oscillograph data provided by a potentiometer' 
on the test stand output shaft. Power measurements were made on the voltage
current product at the motor input reflecting a 100% duty cycle. This value was 
typically 6. 6 watts. (If the motor driver is designed to remove power after the step 
has occurred, average power input can be less than 0',5 watt for low orbit rates.) 

Temperature tests were performed to determine the drive operating characteris
tics at low temperature. The drive is operable down to -290 C (-200 F). Below thIs 
point the redundant heaters are activated to accommodate the low interf:we tempera
ture range of -290 C (-200 F) to -460 C (-500 F). The necessity for heaters is the 
result of the viscous drag of the grease in the harmonic 'drive wave generator uearing. 

, I 
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The SADM demonstrated the feature of bidirectional drive capability with mechan
ically coupled. redundancy, 'fhe SADM were manufactured with flight-type quality con
trols on critical materials and processes and are considered representative hardware 
capable of providing 10Il!,; life. 

SADE DESIGN DESCRIPTION 

Design Considerations 

Primary considerations in the design of the SADE were the minimization of cir
cuit complexity and power consumption consistent with maximum operational flexi
bility. The SADE has command capability sufficient for convenient ground control and 
the ability to be completely operated from an on-board computer or programmer. 
This latter mode requires only two inputs, One sets the direction of rotation, the 
other steps the motor once for each input pulse. Step rate in this mode is independent 
of any interna lly set rate. 

Three things were done to minimize SADE power consumption. First, drive 
power is applied to the motor for only 125 milliseconds for each step. This allows 
sufficient time for any oscHlations of the motor armature to damp out completely. 
Second, the step motor is driven in the bipolar mode with only one winding excited at 
any time. This doubles the number of output transistors required but provides the 
best torque to pewer rating for the motor. A primary advantage of single winding 
drive is that it reduces the tendency of the motor to make a partial step when power 
is removed. Third, all internal logic circuits are C/MOS. Low power TTL is used 
to interface all input and output lines. This provides low impedance interface and 
transient protection. 

Circuit Description 

The SADE electronics can be roughly divided into two sections: one section 
generates and gates a selectable rate pulse train for the 30 step and slew modes, and 
one section contains decoding and power circuits that drive the step motor. Figure 2 
shows a block diagram of this whole system. 

Desi.gn of the step rate portion was based on the requirement that the step rate be 
selectable over a wide range to match the dynamic reqUirements of potential applica
tions. Basic timing is derived from either an internal or external clock. An internal 
clock of 1024 pulses per second and about 3% stability i.s provided. If higher accuracy, 
or synchronization between several SADS units 1s desi:red, an external clock can be 
used. The clock signal is divided to provide the requirQ,(l "'tP[J rate. This is done in 
a four stage divide-by-N counter, which is programmed by 30ldered jumpers on the 
circuit board. It can divide the input by any integer from 1 to 16. For a clock rate 
of 1024 pulses per second this provides a selectable output from 34 to 512 pulses per 
second. 

For operation in the slew mode, this output is merely gated on or off by a flip-
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flop that stores the command. In the 30 step mode, an 11 stage counter is used to 
gate out 1024 pulses each time it is commanded. This corresponds very closely to 
30 for the 6: 1 gearing expected in most SADM applications. In the single step mode, 
the clock derived output is bypassed, and the external pulse is passed directly to the 
next stage. This way, there is no rate limitation in the single step mode. The motor 
step rate equals the single pulse command rate. After being gated, the pulse train 
drives a 2 bit up/down counter. Its output is decoded to provide the drive signal to the 
step motor. A convenient means of reversing the direction of the nlOtor is the count 
up/down mode of the counter, which is controlled by a flip-flop that stores the direction 
command. The decoder gating circuit is also used to limit the drive pulse to 125 
milliseconds. A retriggerahle one-shot multivibrator controls this feature, holding 
the drive output on for pulse rates above eight per second. At lower pulse rates the 
one-shot lliultivibrator times out on each pulse, turning off the drive after 125 milli
seconds. 

One circuit not shown in the block diagram has been incorporated as a diagnostic 
me~ sure. It monitors the drive current drawn by the motor on each step. If this 
current either increases or decreases beyond set limits, a flag output is set for 
telemetry. 

SADE Package Description 

SADE packaging was considerably simplified by its low power diSSipation. Con
ventional printed circuit card construction was used. Only the eight output transis
tors and one transistor in the switching regulator had enough dissipation to require 
heat sinking. This was accomplished by leaving a band of copper along one edge of 
the card which makes thermal contact with a BeCu spring card retainer. 

The completed package houses two circuit boards, one for each SAD~t Each 
circuit board is 12.7 by 17.7 cm (5 by 7 in.). The package contains three MIL--C-
38999 type cOlmectors, one for the package input and one for output from each SADE. 

Development Testing 

A breadboard version of the SADE was operated in air at temperahlres from 
-400 C (-490 F) to 650 C (1490 F) for a total time of 1800 hours without failure. 
Measured power consumption at 26 V de was 75 milliwatts in standby. Maximum 
power of 4. 55 watts occurs at 8 pulses per second step rate. Above thi.s rate power 
decreases because the inductance of the step motor never allows it to draw dc cur
rent. At 60 pulses per second, a typical slew rate, power is 3.6 watts. Below 
8 pulses per second the power to the motor is turned off after each pulse and total 
power therefore decreases linearly to the standby power of 75 milliwatts at zero rate. 

TESTING 

Current plans for the SADS are outlined in Table 7. This series of tests will 
serve to verify that the SADM and the SADE will perform as specified. The 
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component characteristics of the SADM (damping, output torque profile, and other 
charax;teristics) will be determined; this will enable complete documentation of the 
SADM characteristics. The SADM will be tested with simulations of the rigid-body 
and flexible-body inertias expected in typical applications. Environmental testing of 
the SADM and the SADE will be performed to specifications that envelope the environ
ments expected in typical applications. Extended duration testing Will be performed in 
a thermal vacuum environment. This testing will consist of SAPS operation profiles 
and thermal profiles that are representative of generic mission sets. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The SADS has been approached in its design as an integral spacecraft subsystem. 
Sufficient flexibility has been incorporated into the design of the SADM and the SADE 
to encourage widespread adoption. The basic elements of the system, the SADM antI 
the SA DE, contain the bulk of the complexities that would exist in any given applica
tion. Testing, then, of the SADS as it now exists should increase confidence in its 
applications. 

Engineering model units of the SADM and packaged SADE have been completed. 
These units are of a flight configuration and were manufactured 'with sufficient quality 
control to allow engineering and environmental testing of maximum validity consistent 
vvith reasonable cost. Performance testing, environmental testing, and extended 
duration testing are being performed at the NASA-LeRC. 

1'-urther optimization of the design of the SADM that reduces weight and volume 
Without compromiSing the basic drive train has been identified. 

Tests to determine the acceptability of the design for generic mission sets have 
been formulated, Tests currently planned are performance tests, component charac
terization, applications testing, environmental testing, and extended duration testing. 
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TABLE 1. - SADS PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 

Life. 
Operation 
Rotation ratea . 
Torque output b • 

a step size ... 
Motor input power 

Electronics input power 

2 years storage; 6 years space operation 
. . . . . . bidirectional 

· . . . . 0 to 150 rpd 
· 8. 1 N-m (6.0 ft-Ibs) 
· .... 0.018 degree 

• O. 5 watt average at 10 watts peak at 6 rpd, 
10 watts average at 150 rpd 

.......... 1 watt without motor drive 

a A further reduction by 6: 1 would be typical in application 
b An increase by 6:1 would be typical in application 

TABLE 2. - SADS DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 

Modes of operation. . . . . operation by ground command, input 
available for operation by an auton
omous spacecraft system 

Commands available . . a • 1 System on 
2 System off 
3 Slew rate on 
4 Slew rate off 
5 30 step 
6 Single step 
7 Forward 
8 Reverse 
9 Heater on 

10 Heater off 
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TABLE 3. - SADM DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 

Elements .. 

Configuration . . . . , 

output interface loads. 

Lubrication . . . . . . 

Output interface. 

Clutch ..... . 

Motor rotation sensor. 

Mass . , 

Envelope 

consist of; permanent ma.gnet step motor, 
harmonic drive, wrap-spring clutch, 
output interface, motor rotation sensor 

provisions for single or double ended output 

500 pounds radial, 50 pounds axial 

predominantly MoS2; harmonic drive: ion 
plated silver: bearing parts; gold plf...te: 
bearing, mesh; fluorocarbon grease: 
bearings, mesh 

motor: Ag + WS2 

keyed shaft 

engage and disengage output interface 

sense 1/4 motor revolution, direction 

4. 6 kg (10. 1 lb) maximum 

11 cm dia. by 27 cm long 
(4.3 in. dia. by 10. 7 in. long) maximum 

Mounting interface . . . . Flanged, 4 holes of O. 64 cm dia. (0. 25 in. dia.) 

TABLE 4. - SADE DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 

Communications intel'face .. all signals TTL compatible 
Electrical interface input voltage 26 to 30 vdc 
Signals processed SADM motor current flag, 5 (SADM plus SADE) 

temperatures, SADM heater current flag 
Size. . . . . . . . . one 12.7 by 17. 7 cm (5 by 7 in.) printed 

circuit card per SADM 
Package (option) ....... two cards per box, MIL-C-38999 type 

cOImectors, bolted flange mounting 
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TABLE 5. - SADS ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Temperature 

Radiative and conductive. heat sinks at the SADM and SADE 
radiative and conductive interfaces will range from 
-460 C (-500 F) to 660 C (1500 F). 

Acceleration 

The following qualificatiolll acceleration is to be applied 5 minutes: 
16.0 g thrust with +3 g lateral applied simultaneously 

Sinusoidal Vibration 

The following is qualification sinusoidal vibration to be applied 
to each axis at a sweep rate of 2 octaves per minute: 

Frequency 

5 to 15 Hz 
15 to 100 Hz 

100 to 200 Hz 
200 to 2000 Hz 

O. 75 in. double amplitude 
9. 0 g 0 to peak 
6. 4 g 0 to peak 
5. 0 g 0 to peak 

Random Vibration 

The following is qualification random vibration to be applied to 
each axis for 4 minutes: 

Frequency 

20 to 100 Hz 
100 to 200 Hz 
200 to 300 Hz 
300 to 700 Hz 
700 to 2000 Hz 

Amplitude 

+3db/octave to O. 10 g2/Hz 
0.10 g2/Hz 
slope to 0.16 g2/Hz 
0.16 g2/Hz 
-3db/octave from 0.16 g2/Hz 

., 
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TABLE 6. - BEARINGS AND LUBUICATION 

Location Type Lubricant 

Motor Deep Groove Feuralon AW 
Crown Retainer {Ag + WS2> 

Harrr.onic Drive Ball Bearing Silver plated race 
(Braze Machined (Gold plated retainer) 
Retainer) Flex stu. stl., gold plated 
Spline 

Input Shaft Ball Bearing Ceramic Bonded 
(Angular Contact) MoS2 

Output Shaft Ball Bearing Ceramic Bonded 
Deep Groove MoS 2 
Bronze Retainers 

TABLE 7. - SAnS TESTS 

Performance . . . . . • . Performance testing of the SADM and the 
SADE to verify conformance to perform
ance and design specifications. 

Characterization •.... De.termine the component characteristics 
of the SADM and the SADE that are neces
sary for complete documentation of 
component performance. 

Applications. • . . . . . . Testing with simulations of rigid-body and 
flexible-body inertia 

Environment . . . . . . . Testing consists of the following 
environmental exposures; 

1. Temperature testing 
2. Sinusoidal and random vibration testing 
3. Acceleration testing 
4. Thermal vacuum testing 

Extended duration. . . . . Thermal vacuum testing for an extended 
duration; testing consists of operation 
and temperature profiles representative 
of generic mission sets 
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VISCOUS ROTARY VANE ACTUATOR/DAMPER>:~ 

By JACK D. HARPER 

MAR TIN MARIE T TA CORP. 

SUMMARY 

JPL has developed a compact vis cous rotary actuator /damper for 
use on the Mariner '71 and Viking Programs. Several functions have been 
combined into this single mechanism to control the deployment, latching 
and damping of the solar panel arrays used on theEe space vehicles. The 
design, development and testing of the actuator/damper are described, and 
major problems encountered are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory's Mariner Mars spacecraft, launched in 
1971, and the Viking Orbiter spacecraft, launched in mid 1975, required the 
use of panels of solar cell arrays for electrical power generation. Because 
of the size of these solar panel arrays, they were folded parallel to the space
craft's longitudinal axis to fit within the launch vehicle shroud. After launch 
and shroud removal, they were rotated to their flight position. Deployment 
of the solar panels from their launch position, latching of the solar panels 
in their proper flight position and damping of solar panel perturbations 
caused by the spacecraft engine firings were functionally controlled at the 
hinge line of the panels. These three main functions were incorporated into 
a single unique fluid-filled vis cous rotary vane actuator/damper. The con
cept was originally developed for Mariner '71 and then modified and 
improved for use on the lar gel' solar panels on Viking Orbiter. This paper 
will deal primarily with the design configuration flown on the Viking Orbiter 
spac.ecraft. 

DEPLOYMENT AND LA TCHING 

Deployment of the solar panels is accomplished by the release of 
stored energy from a torque spring. This was a clock spring rlesign on 
Mariner '71 and later modified, because of weight and reliability consider
ations, to a pair of constant torque multi-leaf springs for Viking. The 
torque level for the deployment springs was set by a design goal of main
taining a torque margin of four times the maximum resistive torque. 

This resistive torque cornprises the friction of the hinge joint, the tare 
torque of the deployrnent device, plus the iterns that bridge the hinge joint 
such as electrical wire bundles, attitude .control gas lines and the coaxial 

_.-
"'This paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out at 
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under 
Contract No. NAS 7 -100, spons ored by the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration. 
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cable for the relay antenna. These torque values and the deployment torque 
margin can be seen in Figure 1. The variations in available deployment 
torque are from the mounting of the actuator; its crank and linkage to the 
solar panels form a four-bar linkage that has an increasing mechanical 
advantage that approaches one to one at the deployed position. 

Under free running conditions, this excess torque margin would drive 
the solar panel assemblies too fast and cause high shock loads to the 
system at latching; therefor.e the springs are configured to drive the 
panels in parallel with the fluid actuator. This causes compression of 
the fluid between the vanes of the actuator pumping the fluid through the 
orifice gap forme.1 between the stationary vanes and the outer rotating 
wall. This can be seen in the cross section of Figure 3. The actuator 
in this case acts as a rotary rate-limiting device that is velocity sensitive 
and will, for a constant torque input, maintain a constant deployment 
velocity. The device can be adjusted to control the rate of depl~yment 
independently of the input driving torque. The input torque is based on 
the resistive torques and the required torque margin; then the fluid 
viscosity and the orifice gap are selected to balance the input torque for 
the deployment rate desired. 

After deployment, the solar panels are latched in their flight position 
by either or both redundant lock pins located in the rotating vanes. The 
lock pins are spring loaded taper pins that engage conically reamed holes. 
This configuration allows for a gradual entry of the lock pins into the 
holes and near-zero backlash when engagement is complete. When coupled 
with the controlled deployment velocity, this arrangement provides for snlall 
or negligible impact loads at latching. 

To insure that the solar panels are in the proper position at latching, 
the solar panels m.ust be aligned to actuator's locking pin locations. 
This adjustment is made at the flight as sembly by means of the turnbt- ckle 
linkage assembly connecting the panels to the rotating portion of the 
actuator. This linkage and its attach points are shown in Figure 2. 

DAMPING 

After deployment and latching, it was necessary to have a damper 
in the system to Ininimize any interaction between solar panel perturbations 
and the spacecraft's attitude control system (ACS). The requirements to 
decouple the solar panel assemblies' resonant response frotn any known 
pulses of the spacecraft ACS system were det~rtnined to be a minitnutn 
undatnped natural frequency of .5 Hz and at least 30% damping. To meet the 
damping requiretnents, the actuator/damper had to have a dual spring rate, 
one for deployment and one, tnuch higher, for system frequency control. 
This was accomplished in the device by the action of the latching pins. As 
the pins stop the system deployment, they lock out the deployment springs 
and couple the actuator /datnper' s outer rotating body to the inner stationary 
base through the center shaft, which is a tuned torsion bar. The torsion bar 
had to be configured stiff enough to tneet the frequency requiretnent but flex
ible enough to allow sufficient panel rotation at engine firings and shut-off 
for the damper to be effective. For the Viking solar panel assemblies, the 
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torsion bar provided an undamped natural frequency of .87 Hz. The flexing 
of the torsion bar allows relative motion between the damper vanes, displac
ing fluid through the orifice gap. It is the work required for this fluid dis
placement that damps the solar panel vibrations. 

The damping of a rotary device like this is dependent upon the 
geometry of the vane configurations, the working fluid viscosity and. the 
orifice size and shape. The parameters easiest to adjust to meet the damp
ing requirements are the fluid viscosity and the orifice size. To meet the 
damping requirements of the Viking spacecraft with its larger, heavier solar 
panels as compared to the solar panels on Mariner '71, it was necessary to 
increase the working fluid viscosity and decrease the orifice gap. The com
bination finally selected was a dimethyl silicone oil, because of its relative 
flat viscosHy vs. temperature curve, with a kinematic viscosity of 178,000 
centistokes and an orifice gap of 0.015 in. With this combination, the 
damper was able to provide the required 30% damping over the predicted 
temperature range of -10°F to +115°F, with damping ranging from 30% to 
53%. Although this fluid and orifice size did provide the needed damping, 
they presented a problem to the deployment function of the actuator /damper. 
With the input torque of the deployment springs set and this high fluid viscos
ity and small orifice, the deployment time became unacceptably long. To 
shorten the deployment time, a step, shown in Figure 3, was added to the 
inside wall of the body to increase the orifice gap. This gives a faster rate 
at the beginning of the deployment and a gradual decrease to the slower rate 
about halfway through the deployment. 

Another problem that had to be considered is the fluid expansion and 
contraction with temperature. At high temperatures, the fluid expansion 
causes high internal pressure, increasing the possibility of leakage or a 
structural failure of the pressure vessel. At low temperatures, the fluid 
contraction can cause a void within the fluid. This vacuum "bubble" allows 
relative vane motion without forcing the fluid to be pumped through the 
orifice and greatly reduces the damping capabilities of the device. To pre
vent these problems from occurring, a temperature compensator was used 
to provide an additional spring-pressurized reservoir that supplies the 
expansion volume needed at high temperatures and the make-up fluid needed 
at low temperatures. The temperature compensator, shown in Figure 3, 
consists of a sealed piston, a compression spring of conical washers and a 
small orifice connection to the working fluid chamber. 

DEPLOYMENT TESTING 

For the deployrnent testing, the solar panel assemblies were position
ed with the hinge axis vertical to minimize the gravitational effects. All 
of the development testing was performed using a pair of simulated solar 
panels shown in Figure 4. Deployment tests were conducted to check 
the actuator's deploying, rate limiting and latching functions. Because 
the Viking system was a double folded panel pair, with the outboard panel 
deployed and latched during the deployment of the inboard panel, the effect 
of this two -panel deployment was inve stigated during the deployment and 
latching tests. 
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The flight solal." panel structure was not capable of supporting the 
cantilevered weight of the outboard panel, so the panels could not be free
deployed in the flight-like manner. To minimize the complexity and cost of 
the testing equipm.ent and the risk to flight hardware, it was decided to 
deploy the flight panels in steps using a mid .. hinge sUpport for the deploy
ment of the outboard panel. Testing of the flight panels is shown in Fig
ure 5. By running tests with both the simulated panels and the flight panels, 
a collation of the deployn1.ent times was assembled for evaluation of pre
flight checks and a prediction of flight deploym.ent times. 

DAMPING TESTING 

Damping tests were performed on the test setup shown in Figure 6. 
It consisted of a sinl\llated solar panel assembly, the actuator/damper in 
an insulated box shroud and a liquid nitrogen/hot air temperature control 
system. To silTIu.late the maximum .16 g force on the solar panela from a 
main engine firing, the simulated panel and actuator/damper are assembled 
in the deployed position (latch pins engaged) and mounted at an angle of 9° 
from vertical. ~When released from this position, the horizontal component 
of the weight will approximate the load the torsion bar and damper will see 
in flight. 

All dampers were tested in this manner at various temperatures 
from .. 19°F to 124°F, with the damping ranging from 300/0 to 53% for all 
flight units. A typical damping curve taken at room temperature is 
l''''presented in Figure 7. 

Certain problem areas were identified from the development and 
acceptance t\:!sts conducted. Early damping tests showed that the tempera
tUre compensator must be decoupled from the damper Or the pressure on 
tl1e fluid would force it into the compensator and not past the damper vanes. 
This was corre.cted by making the fluid passages between the compensator 
and d.amper a pair of .006-in;. diameter holes. A suddenly applied load 
would not drive fluid thr:Jugh this small orifice, but a gradual change in 
temperature would allow fluid to flow between the damper and compensator.' 
Also the device had to be pres sure filled to a level that would remove any 
axi.al play within the unit and completely seat the 110" ring seals so that they 
wuuld not Inove or i'breathe" when a load was applied. 

VIKING FLIGHT PERFORMANCE 

During the launch and early flight of the Viking missions, data was 
transmitted that allowed evaluation of the flight perforrrlance of the 
actuator/da.mper assem.blies. With four assemblies per spacecraft and 
two succ..essful launches, the data re('eived gives a good indication of the 
actuator /dam.per I s flight characteristics. The data gave direct readings 
for deployment time s and latching but not for the damping function; this 
was interIJreted from data of other spacecraft subsystems. 
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Solar panel deployment times were estimated, based on pre-flight 
testing and the predicted flight temperature range, to be between 2 minutes 
to 2 112 minutes, with the bay 1 panel being the slowest becau.se of increased 
inertia due to a relay antenna attached to the outboard panel. 

The last ground tested deployments and flight actuals are shown 
below: 

TABLE 1. VIKING SOLAR PANEL DEPLOYMENT TIMES 

Location 

Bay 1 
Bay 5 
Bay 9 
Bay 13 

Bay 1 
Bay 5 
Bay 9 
Bay 13 

Last Preflight 
Test 

2 min 2.8 sec 
1 min 39 sec 
1 min 43 sec 
1 min 39.7 sec 

I min 49 sec 
1 min 48 sec 
1 min 41 sec 
1 min 39.5 sec 

Launch A 
T' +6.7 sec 

Ime -0.0 sec 

2 min 11 sec 
2 min 2 sec 
1 min 55 sec 
1 min 55 sec 

Launch B 
T' +6.7 sec 

Ime -0.0 sec 

2 min 10 sec 
2 min 1 sec 
I min 54 sec 
1 min 47 sec 

It can be seen from the flight deployments that all actuators function
ed quite well, giving a uniform deployment within a small time variation. 
Actual flight deployment times were slightly faster than predicted because 
of the fluid's sensitivity to temperature. The flight devices were close 
to nominal temperature, and the predicted times were based on the low 
temperature predicts. 

Based on the ACS gas usage, the actuatcr/dampers functioned 
properly, preventing any adverse interaction between the solar panel 
natural frequency and the ACS gas jet firings. Confirmation of the 
latching and damping functions of the devices was given by the midcourse 
engine firing in that there was no discernible c. g. shift, indicating a free 
or non-latched panel; in addition, the ACS system showed normal operation 
after the engine firing. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This viscous rotary damping device has been developed, tested and 
successfully proven on two spacecraft programs. The major unexpected 
phenomena encountered with t;le design and their solutions have been 
discussed; however, there has been no attempt to describe all of the 
problems, pitfalls and agonies encountered with a design effort of this 
nature from concept to a proven flight-ready ll"lechanism. Because of 
the nature and complexities of this type of fluid actuator/damper, the 
design does not come only from careful analysis but must be gained from 
testing and experimentation. This device has the advantage of being 
designed and developed for one program, then re-evaluated and expanded 
to requirements greater than the original design goals. This additional 
work and testing have increased the knowledge of the device's performance 
characte ristic s and capabilities. 

Because of the device's versatility, it has been considered for many 
applications where panels, booms or other appendages have to be deployed 
and/or damped in a space environment. It is currently being used on JPL's 
Mariner Jupiter/Saturn Prograr.cl and Rockwell International's Global 
Positioning Sat~llite. It has also been included by lvlartin Marietta and 
General Electric Space Division in proposals for other spacecraft 
and satellites. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Viking Lander Gas Chromatograph/Mass Spectrometer will analyze pyro
lyzed samples of the Martian surface for organic content. The Surface-Sample 
Loader and Pyrolyzer Assembly (SSLPA) is described, along with the major problems 
encountered during design and testing. Three mechanisms were developed to imple
ment the required SSLPA functions: (1) a soil loader that forces soil from a 
filled rotating funnel into each of three ovens located on a carriage, (2) a 
Geneva drive for rotating and precisely indexing the ovens to receive sample, 
and (3) a toggle-clamp mechanism for sealing the ovens by forcing circular double 
knife edges into gold sealing surfaces. 

INTRODUCTION 

The "laboratory" launched the afternoon of 20 August 1975 from Kennedy 
Space Center contained sophisticated instruments for experiments on Mars. News
paper accounts of the mission focused on these experiments, especially those for 
'12tecting evidence of life. Some accounts mentioned the instruments themselves. 
None described the intricate mechanisms that made the experiments possible. This 
paper describes one such mechanism--'Che Surface-Sample Loading and Pyrolyzing 
Assembly for the gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer (GC/MS) instrument. 

THE GC/MS EXPERIMENT 

The basic concept of the GC/MS experiment is to perform analyses on 
organic matter in soil .samples by pyrolyzing the soil sample (i. e., heating the 
sample to a high temperature, causing the breakdo~ffi of organic matter to volatile 
products) and then separating the components of the pyrolyzed organic matter with 
a gas chromatograph. As each separated component elutes from the gas chromato
graph, it is identified by a mass spectrometer using the knmffi fragmentation 
pattern of the component. The results of these analyses will be a guide in 
determining the presence of biological orga'.lic matter. Also, because the pyroly
sis of each class of biological compounds gives characteristic and predictable 
products, it is possible to deduce what classes of organic material ~vere origin
ally present in the soil and to obtain an indication of how much w~~ present. 

The crucial part of the experiment is sample handling and pyrolysis, 
which is carried out by the Surface-Sample Loading and Pyrolyzing Assembly (SSLPA). 
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SSLPA FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION (Figure 1) 

The SSLPA consists of a soil loader, an oven carl:'iage and indexing mecha
nism, an oven-seal clamping mechanislt'.< two prime movers, and die ·necessar.y. driv.e 
systems. The principa:j. functions of the SSLPA are to: ." .. 

• Receive a soil sample from the Viking Lander 'Sample Processor. 

o Load and pack the soil into one of three ovens suspended in the oven 
carriage. 

• Rotate and index the oven carriage. 

~ Clamp and seal the oven. 

• Pyrolyze the soil in the oven at a selected temperature, while flush"~ 
ing the effluents to the gas chromatograph. 

• Dump and clean out the excess soil from the soil loader and repeat on 
command the above functions for the other two ovens. 

The soil loader rotates and taps the soil inlet funnel as a reciprocating 
plunger directs and packs the soil sample through the funnel exit into one of 
three 6Q-]1t ovens. All these movements are achieved by an arrangement of a pair 
of helical gears, a spur gear pair, a slider crank, and a spring.,..loaded tapping 
follower. The carriage then rotates, indexing the filled oven to the next sta
tion and bringing a dump cavity under the inlet funnel. The soil loader mecha
nism cleans out the soil remaining in thp. funnel, dumping it into the reservoir 
in preparation for receiving another soil sample. 

The ovens and dump cavities are locat.ed on a rotating carriage indexed 
by a Geneva drive. Tlie carrioge has seven stations.--six for oven and dump 
reservoirs and one non-r!perating station for transit to Hars. 

Oven-seal clanlfing is achiev~d. by a four.,..bar toggle.,-clamp mechanism 
operated hy a motor-driven ;::.qm. The linkage forces a set of circular knife edges 
into gold discs a~ both ends of the ovens, plastically deforming the discs to 
form a seal with a leak rate less than 1 x 10-9 sccfs helium at one atmosphere. 
Only 1.1 kg (2.5 lb) input force is required at the cam to impart 20 kg (45 lb) 
force into the gold discs. 

The ovens are suspended by triangular stainless steel spring l;·3.shers, 
which thermally isolate the ovens and apply a preload for holding them in place 
under vibration and g loads. All power and sensor connections to the ovens are 
hard wired using a flexible cable that permits unrestrained rotation of the oven 
carriage through one full cycle. 

All precision mechanisms are susceptible to failure from particulate 
contamination. To prevent failure of thp. GCfMS mechanisms from sample contamin.,.. 
ation, the motors are sealed~ the one-way clutch uses a labyrinth seal, and 
shielded ball bearings are used to minimize friction. 

SOIL LOADER MECHANISM (Figure 2) 

The soil loader receives soil sample from the Lander Sample Processor 
via a simple gravity feed. However, once sample is in the inlet funnel of the 
soil loade.r, a mechanism is needed to load the sample into the three ovens and 
clean the funnel between loadings to prevent sample cross contamination in excess 
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of 10 percent. The main problems encountered were: (1) maintaining sample flow 
through the narrow funnel exit opening--l.5 mm (0.058 inch)--and into the ovens 
through their matching 1.5 rom opening without plugging; (2) cleaning the funnel 
of residual sample; and (3) loading the ovens with a reproducible amount of sam
ple. These problems were further complicated by the range of sample particle 
size, particl~ configuration, and moisture content that had to be accommodated. 

The original design used an oscillating rod tangential to the inside of 
the funnel for poking the soil into the ovens. The funnel was rotated, causing 
the rod to scrape the soil from the sides of the funnel. However, even though 
the rod was close-fitted to the wall of the funnel, soil packed underneath it, 
forcing it away from the wall and defeating its use as a scraper. Additionally, 
the 90-degree end surface of the rod caused plugging at the funnel exit opening, 
preventing reliable, complete filling of the ovens. 

Two simple design changes solved both problems. First, the poker cross 
section was changed from circular to triangular, providing a sharp edge for 
scraping the inside wall of the rotating funnel and adding rigidity to prevent 
any lifting action. Second, the poker end was tapered to a 3D-degree angle, 
allowing excess sample to flow bad. over the face of the poker tip as it pene
trated the narrow exit opening. This design change eliminated plugging and im
proved oven loading and sample packing consistency. 

In its original concept the poker was guided and supported by a complex 
linkage. During tests of the soil loader, it became apparent that an improved 
mechanism was needed. The new mechanism had to provide better alignment of the 
poker rod with the funnel and work with less friction and less effect from soil 
induced interference. A small ball bushing was selected as an alternative sup
port and low friction was obtained. During testing of the engineering model it 
became apparent that the bushing idea w·orked but new soil testing requirements 
required more force on the poker mechanism. Within permissible space a next 
larger bushing was installed, solving the problem. 

Another problem was filling the very narrow 60-~t ovens with a known 
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and reproducible amount of sample. It was initially believed that this could be 
accomplished by sensing the resistance of the poker to sample packing force and 
turning the loader mechanism off at a predetermined resistance force. This 
approach turned out to be unduly complex and unreliable. The approach finally 
selected was simply to load for a fixed time sufficient to guarantee loading a 
worst-case sample. 

As shown in Figure 3, the soil loader mechanism is driven by a 150-
r/min motor on whose shaft is attached a helical gear. This gear drives another 
helical gear at right angles and at the same speed of 150 r/min. The second 
helical gear is fixed to the crank shaft. The crank drives a connecting rod 
which, in turn, drives a shaft guided by a linear bearing. Rigidly attached to 
the guided shaft is the poker, which reciprocates at 150 cycles per minute in 
the funnel. The first helical gear has, on the same shaft, a spur pinion and a 
four-lobed cam. The pinion drives another gear attached to the funnel. The 
funnel thus rotates at approximately 27 r/min. The funnel tapper is spring
loaded against the cam, causing it to tap the funnel wall as the funnel rotateS. 
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OVEN CARRIAGE AND INDEXING MECHANISM (Figure 3) 

The oven carriage holds three sample ovens and a flight oven, two dump 
cavities, and a flush tube--seven stations in all. Indexing preciseiy positions 
the seven stations for each operation. 

The primary design feature is the indexing mechanism. Initially, it was 
conceived as a spring-loaded ratchet and pawl mechanism, but this design was dis
carded because of its complexity, high power requirements, and inadequate ac
curacy and reliability. A Geneva drive mechanism was selected since its inherent 
characteristics closely matched the design requirements. It is extremely simple, 
requires very little power, provides precise indexing, and is highly reliable. 
It was the ideal mechanism for the application. 

The Geneva drive is powered by the same motor used for the soil loader. 
On command, an electrical clutch engages and a gear set transmits the motion to 
the Geneva drive. The actuator drives the Geneva wheel, which is an integral 
part of the carriage. It takes two revolutions of the drive wheel to index the 
carriage one station. This arrangement, because of the inherently-accurate 
position capability of a Geneva drive, assures a smooth and positive transition 
from one station to another. 

Position status indication is provided by a 3~bit binary code on a thin 
disc attached to the carriage. The encoder head is implemented with light
emitting diodes and photosensitive detectors. The functional sequence (see 
Figure 4) is as follows: 

• An oven is readied for receiving the sample by a preheat cycle at 
SOOoC for about 1 minute in order to clean out possible residual 
contamination. 

• With the oven placed under the loader, soil is fed from the loader 
and compacted by the poker of the soil-loading mechanism. 

• The oven is indexed to the pyrolysis station, where it is clamped 
and sealed. 

• Simultaneously, a dump cavity is positioned to receive the residual 
sample from the loader. 

As·a loaded oven is indexed to the pyrolysis station, residual soil on 
the surfa~e of the oven seal is removed by the wiping action of a set of thin 
flexible metal blades. Any remaining fine particles--down in the 5 ~m size or 
less--do not interfere with hermetic closure of the oven, 

OVEN-SEAL CLAMPING MECHANISM (Figures 4 and 5) 

Sealing the ovens to attain a leak rate no greater than 2 x 10-S sccfs 
of helium presents several problems. The seal has to be effective in the presence 
of soil particles up to 5 ~m that might not be wiped away by the metal blades, 
it has to be maintained at high temperatures, and there has to be a mechanism 
for applying sufficient force to attain the seal and maintain it during analysis. 

The initial design approach to sealing was to force circular knife edges 
into gold discs brazed to both ends of the ovens. Although a satisfactory seal 
was obtained at the shearing surfaces between the knife edge and the disc under 
ideal conditions, when soil particles were present they caGsBd leak rates in 
excess of the requirement. Also, the gold tended to cold-flow away from the 
knife edge, deteriorating the seal. 
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The solution was a two-edged knife (see Figure 4), which solves both the 
cold-flow and particle problems. The two edges prevent the entrapped gold from 
extruding and they provide a redundant seal that increases reliability and re
duces leakage to an acceptable rate. 

There were'a number of possible implementations explored for applying 
a sufficient force to the circular knife edges to obtain the required seal. But 
in addition to the force required to make the initial seal, there was also the 
problem of maintaining the seal as the gold softened during oven heating, This 
required a controlled spring rate that would cause additional knife penetration 
as required to maintain the seal. 

i-

The toggle-clamp mechanism (Figure 5) selected is ideal for applying 
force. It is simple, fits the space available for clamping movement, and attains 
its greatest clamping force as it approaches its lBO-degree stop position. The 
corresponding force imparted to the eccentric is only about 1.1 kg (2.5 lb)--a 
force easily achieved with the drive system used. Additionally, by selecting a 
flexing arm design and using it as a spring for the top and bottom clamp arms, 
the required uniform spring rate is attained to maintain the seal throughout the 
oven heating cycle. 

PRIME MOVERS 

Actuation of the pyrolyzer mechanisms is performed by two geared hystere
sis synchronous motors enclosed in beryllium housings. One motor, rotating at 
approximately 8 r/min, drives the oven-seal clamp mechanism. The second motor 
drives the soil loader at 150 r/min. An electric clutch with a reducing gear 
train couples the second motor to the Geneva drive for indexing the oven carriage. 

The selection of this type of prime mover permits a low profile package 
with a relatively high stall and high drive torque; the latter is needed especial
ly for the clamping mechanism. Reduction af the rotor speed down to the output 
shaft is achieved by an integral gear train. 

Potential contamination from the motor into the pyrolyzer assembly is 
prevented by using chevron-type seals at the drive shaft exit. Since this type 
of device seals well, balancing of internal to external pressure is achieved 
through a 2-~m filter built into the lower end of the motor case, 

OTHER PROBLEMS 

Contamination control requirements for the final assembly were extremely 
stringent. During the cleaning procedure the dry lubricant applied in small 
quantity to the gears and ball bearings did not survive the original cleaning 
process applied at the White Sands clean room facility. This process was 
eventually modified for particular components. 

The size and weight requirements for the SSLPA necessitated the use of 
such materials as beryllium, titanium,and magnesium. Custom miniaturization of 
electrical connectors, plumbing components, clutches, and motors was also 
required. 
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During th rmal vacuum esting , V spel* shrank up t o 10 p rent and futur 
de ign fforts w re required to tak this un xp ct d p rforman into considpration . 

CONCLUSION 

Th m chanisms d scrib d , although not uniqu , hav b n impl mented to 
me t th syst m environmental and p rformance r quir m nts . The problems of 
l u br ication , mat rial limitations , and sev re e nvironm nts made th d sign a 
challenge . Tlie final design takes advantage of these simple m chanisms with 
relatively f w moving parts to maintain a highly r liabl syst m. Th xtensiv 
testing program , which inc luded soil loading with various soil models , oven 
sealing after loading , and nvironmental t sting , has validat d this design 
approach . There were s veral s ignificant outcom s of this d sign and testing 
ffort . First , the ability to liminate o nventional lubricants when compatibl 

materials are used as wear surfaces was t st d . Ev n though xt nsiv cl aning 
was performed on th pieces and the finish d ass mbly , no " c old wIding" or 
galling pro h lems wer encounter d during testing . S cond , it is possible to 
de s i gr. precision mec hanisms that are toleran of particulate contamination , su h 
as exces. so il . Third , the rep ated assembly and disassemb l y of he unit in th 
c lean room can be ac c omplished without impac on the sys em p rformance . 

'<l{egislered trademark of d'lPont . 
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Figure lb. Complete SSLPA Without Cover 
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THE EVOLUTION OF THE VIKING LANDING GEAR a 

JOE C. POHLENb 
BR ueE D. MAYTUMc 

IRA W. RAMSEyd 
U. J. BLANCHARDe 

ABSTRACT 

The primal-y function of the landing gear is to dissipate touchdown 
energy in a controlled fashion that minimizes the landing shock for onboard 
components while maximizing ground clearance and the probability of land ing 
stability ove:>: the range of possible surface and touchdown parameter vari
ations. Many other rnission requirements and constraints were translated 
into the evolving Viking landing gear design as they arose, Hence, design 
considerations included such factors as prelaunch heat sterilization and non
contaID.ination of the Martian landing site, gear stowage and deployment, 
terxninal descent engine shutdown initiation, structural load attenuation, 
ha.rdl soft .landing surface capability, reliabilitYi weight, and post-landed 
stability. 

The landing gear, which was selected on the basis of proposal-phase 
trade studies, consisted of three inverted·-tripod legs with crushable honey
co'!ub elements in the main struts and omnidirectional crushable footpads, 
both for energy absorption and strut load attenuation. The gear design evolved 
through several interrn.ec1iate configurations during early analytical studies 
and development test programs as the functional specifications for the landing 
gear were definitized. The final flight-design landing gear consists of three 
inverted-tripod landing legs, with optimized crushable honeycomb elements 
having return-stroke load ca.pability in the main struts, deformable load 
limiters for the attachrnent of the split bipod struts to the lander body, and a 
footpad having both hard surface capability and soft surface bearing load en
hancement. 

aThe work reported here was perforrned under contract NASl-9000 
bUnit Head, Martin Marietta Corporation-Denver Division 
cSenior Engineer, Martin Marietta Corporation-Denver Division 
dEngineering Mechanics Manager, Viking Project Office, NASA-

Langley Research Center 
eResearch Engineer, Impacting Structures Group, NASA-Langley 

Research Centel' 
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INTRODUCTION 

The configuration of the Viking landing gear at the Hril.e of contra'ct 
award in May 1969 was conceptually silnilar to the Surveyor gear. .A crush- y 

able/shearable footpa.d was fastened to the end of the tripod. The original 
footpad is shown in Figure 1. The main strut for Viking utilized crushable 
honeycomb with multiple force levels instead of the pres surized oleo strut 
of Surveyor. Component footpad, attenuator and limiter development tests, 
vehicle stability analyses, and sub-scale model tests were conducted through 
1970, 171, and '72 with full scale vehicle structural model drop tests in 1973 
and three system-level vehicle drop tests on a "flight type ll lander in 1974. 
The flight gear, following one of these drop tests, is pictured in Figure 2. 
The requirements which were imposed on the landing system during the course 
of the program are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Viking Landing Gear Design Criteria 

Parameter Contract Go. Ahead As Flown 

Vertical Velocity 3 ± 1. 5 m/sec 2.44 ± .9 m/sec 
(10 ± 5 fps) (8±3fps) 

. Horizontal Velocity ± 1. 8 m/sec ± 1.22 m/sec 
( ± 6 fps) ( ± 4 fps) 

Engine Cut-Off Altitude 3±1.5m at touchdown 
(10 ± 5 feet) 

Engine Cut-Off Sensor by Radar switches in legs 

Stability all 19° slopes 99. 7% stable 

Package Loads 80 gls 30 g's 

Clearance 22 cm 22 cm 
( 8.66 in. ) 8.66 in. ) 

Coeff. of Friction 1.0 for stability 1. 0 for stability 
O. 2 for clearance O. 2 for clearance 
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FOOTPAD/LOAD LIMITER DESIGN 

The prim.ary function of the crushable footpad em.ployed in the original 
gear design (circa 1969) was to limit the lateral loads applied to the land~r. 
This design concept relied on the fact that the shear strength of the pad honey-· 
cOlub is less than the longitudinal crush strength. The footpad was fastened 
to the inverted tripodal gear by means of a IIU" joint to prevent bending 
moments in the main strut and the sec(;>ndary bipods, in the event that the pad 
hit an uneven surface. A footpad rollover problem was uncovered early 
(1970) in testing conducted at Langley Research Center. The problem shoym 
in the photo of Figure 1, was especially evident when landing on a hard, high" 
friction surface. These tests showed that the crushing fcrce dropped drq.s
tically for loads applied at angles to the honeycomb cell axes, so tkq; the 
omnidirectional capability of the crushable honeycomb footpad was very poor 
and unpredictable. Also, sharp or protruding immovable rocks easily pene
trated the honeycomb while providing little or no energy absorption. These 
results led to the deletion of the crushable rotating footpad and prompted the 
development of a fixed conical footpad design. A solid spheri.cal nosecap was 
selected to keep high load, hard surface landings from "dumping" high 
moments into the bipods, The soil penE;tration tests pictured in Figure 3 
dictated the addition of an integral revers~ flange skirt on the cone. This 
thin flange could not carry point loads, and therefore could not cause ex
cessive moments in the bipods. The impact velocity for all the tests shown 
in Figure 3 was 2.5 m/sec. The soil density was 1. 4 g/cm3 for a and b 
(sand), 1.45 g/cm3 for ~ and d (lunar nominal), and 1.6 g/cm3 for ~ ~nd 
i. (also lunar nominal). Drops pictured in a, c, and e were conducted with a 
bare conical pad, while E., ~, and £ had the reverse flange. The final flight 
des ign is shown in Figure 2. 

At the time that the conical pad was implemented, the secondary struts 
(bipods) were conceived to be telescoping members, permitting both tension 
and compression stroke and having load limiting capability while carrying 
significant moment and axial loads. Another haunting requirement, that of 
post-landed stability, stood a cha.nce of loosing ground. While yet in the 
paper phase of the above nightmare, the project "invented" the idea of fasten
ing a load limiter to the body of the lander. A very simple H-beam type 
bipod could be fastened to this and when the axial load in the bipod member 
exceeded the bending capability of the limiter, it "stroked. 11 A significant 
analytical and development test program took place to get the actual limiter 
performance characteristics now employed on the lander. At about the time 
the initial limiter hardware was being delivered, significant site alteration 
test results allowed the lander to be flown all the way to the surface. This 
change reduced the maximum touchdown kinetic energy by a factor of four. 
As a result, the load limiter design went from the one pictured at the top of 
Figure 4, which weighed 1. 5 kg , to that of the other three limiters shown in 
the same figure with a weight of 0.45 kg. The limiter on the right is shown 
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as-built with the center one tested and exhibiting approximately 2 cm of stroke 
and the lim.iter on the left has been stroked 6.0 cm. The flight configuration 
lim.iter design fabricated from fully armealed stainless steel had load require
ments shown in Figure 5, with typical test performance as shown. 

MAIN STR UT ATTENUATOR DESIGN 

The primary strut transmits the majority of the vertical load to the 
lander body, and hence, the landing deceleration applied to on- board com
ponents is controlled by the selection of attenuator crushing force levels. 
More importantly, the main strut attenuator must dissipate most of the touch
down energy, particularly in the event that the footpad can slide out across the 
landing surface with little frictional resistance. The force levels carried 
in each of the strut members, and the changing gear geometry during landing 
determine the stabilizing {and destabilizing} moments which act about the 
lander center of gravity. 

Crushable aluminum honeycomb (H/C) tubecore was selected at the 
outset to provide the necessary landing energy absorption for several reasons: 
the desired crushing force levels can be obtained by varying the core cross
sectional area and the skin thicknesses; the core is very lightweight; the core 
can be stroked over 80% of its initial length before bottoming; and the crush
ing behavior is unaffected by long- term exposure to the interplanetary 
thermal/vacuum environment. These performance advantages were demon
strated on the Apollo project,where crushable H/C tubecore and hexagonal 
cell H/C elements were used in the prim.ary and secondary struts, respec
tivl:::iy, of the Lunar Excursion Module landing gear. 

Tubecore attenuator elements are formed by wrapping alternating 
layers of corrugated skin and face-sheet skin on a circular mandrel to obtain 
the desired ID/OD dimensions. The initial elements which were built and 
tested as part of the attenuator development program were fabricated in 
this manner from sheets of corrugated/flat skins, where the corrugated skin 
was brazed at each "wavelength" to the face sheet. The layers were not able 
to be brazed together during wrapping. This ".ll-:rnetal attenuator was design
ed to meet thf' requirement that the landing site not be contaminated with any 
organic compoL:.nds. At that point ~n time, the primary strut attenuator was 
composed of fi,re separate stages of tubecore, which were to crush at pre
scribed step-wise increasing force levels. The attenuator was assembled 
by bonding a spacer disc between each stage; the entire as sembly was about 
40.6 cm long (four 1 in. stages and one high-force 12, in. stage). Crushing 
force of the stages increased progressively from 8230 nt. (1850 Ibs) to 
21360 'nt. (4800 lbs). 

These initial H/C attenuators, and several early variants, exhibited 
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column instability problems during static and dynamic b~sting due to the ab
sence of brazing between wrapped layers. This behavior caused very erratic 
fluctuations in the crushing strength and unpredictable energy absorption 
capability. 

On the basis of subsequent testing, it was concluded that a fulty-bonded 
tubecore attenuator design would perform properly. At about the same time, 
site alteration testing indicated .that descent engine shutoff at touchdown was 
feasible. Extensive "worst-case ll and statistical landing dynamics studies, 
similar to those conducted earlier, provided new H/C attenuator design re
quirements which optimized the trade-:.:>ffs between landing stabilh:y, shock;, 
and post-landed ground clearance. These new design requirements called 
for aUenuator s whose crushing load-vs- stroke characteristics would follow 
a ramped curve for the first 8.9 cm (3.5 in) of stroke, initially crushing at 
4448 nt. (1000#), and then crushing at a constant 11200 nt. (2500#) force level 
for at least another 21. 6 cm (8.5 in.); these requirements are depicted in 
Figure 6. The tubecore vendor (Hexcel Corp. ) was able to supply attenuators 
whose static and dynamic crushing performance (also depicted in Figure 6) 
satisfied these design requirements. These attenuators were fabricated 
frolD fully bonded tubecore cylinders whose cross-section was tapered for 
8.9 cm (3.5 inches) by machining; the elements were slightly pre-crushed, 
and then bonded to machined end-fittings for installat~('n in the primary strut. 
The final flight-design attenuator assembly is about 53 cm (21 in. ) long. 
These flight attenuators also have limited return- stroke capability to res ist 
tension loads up to about 445 nt. (100 Ibs). Figure 7 is a photo of flight-type 
attenuators; the upper assembly is shown compressed approximately 18 cm. 

To conform with site non-contamination requirements, it was necessary 
to completely enclose these organically- bonded H/C aUenuator s r A laminate 
Kapton cloth contamination fairing, identified on Figure 2, was used for this 
purpose. An O-ring was used to seal off the enclosed attenuator as the prim
ary strut strokes; in addition, a microfilter was fitted to the top of the primary 
strut housing to provide venting during launch and landing. A long spring in 
the main strut tube is used to deploy the leg from its stowed configuration 
(Figure 8) after a pyrotechnlc pin-puller releases the leg about fifteen 
seconds following aero shell jettison. The main strut tube is treated with a 
Tufram coating to minimize deployment friction. A terminal engine shutdown 
switch (TESS) was fitted to each leg to provide shutdown commands to the 
lander computer. These switches are activated on touchdown as the leg 
cOlDpresses a weak spring a distance of 1. 3 cm (1/2 in. ) before any attenuator 
s tr 0 king ha soc c ur r ed. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The final flight-design Viking landing gear geometry is shown in 
Figure 8. The evolution of this gear design has been described in terms of 
functional requirements defined primarily from analytical studies, and in 
terms of hardware performance (and problems) determined from Lest programs. 
The more innovative features of this design are the footpad, the honeycomb 
main strut attenuators and the secondary strut load limiters. Their consistent 
performance, demonstrated in component development tests and in lander 
verification drop tests, perrn.itted landing dynamics analyses to be conducted 
with certainty. 

The stringent and challenging ITlission requirements imposed on the 
landing gear have been satisfied by this design. 

In particular: 

Probability of stability exceeds 99. 7~J ; 
Statistical ground cl~arance exceeds 22 cm; 
Three-sigma component landing shock is less than 30 g; 
The energy absorption capability of the gear elements permits 

landings at greater than three- sigma velocities; 
Site non- contamination and engine- shutdown requirements have 

been satisfied; and 
The footpad des ign permits landing on surfaces ranging from 

impenetrable to ver,! soft soils. 

Furthermore, the total landing gear has evolved from an early design 
weighing over 45 kg (100 lbs) to the flight-des ign, which weighs only 20 kg 
(44 Ibs), less than 3.50/0 of the lander touchdown weight. 
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Figure 8 - Flight Design Configuration 
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